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Abstract

It is well established that cochlear implants (CIs) are able to provide many users

with excellent speech recognition ability in quiet conditions; however, the ability to

correctly identify speech in noisy conditions or appreciate music is generally poor for

implant users with respect to normal-hearing listeners. This discrepancy has been

hypothesized to be in part a function of the relative decrease in spectral information

available to implant users [1, 2]. One method that has been proposed for increasing

the amount of spectral information available to CI users is to include time-varying

stimulation rate in addition to changes in the place of stimulation. However, previous

implementations of multi-rate strategies have failed to result in an improvement in

speech recognition over the clinically available, fixed-rate strategies [3,4]. It has been

hypothesized that this lack of success was due to a failure to consider the underlying

perceptual responses to multi-rate stimulation.

In this work, psychophysical experiments were implemented with the goal of

achieving a better understanding of the interaction of place and rate of stimula-

tion and the effects of duration and context on CI listeners’ ability to detect changes

in stimulation rate. Results from those experiments were utilized in the implemen-

tation of a tuned multi-rate sound processing strategy for implant users in order to

potentially “tune” multi-rate strategies and improve speech recognition performance.

In an acute study with quiet conditions, speech recognition performance with

a tuned multi-rate implementation was better than performance with a clinically

available, fixed-rate strategy, although the difference was not statistically significant.

These results suggest that utilizing time-varying pulse rates in a subject-specific im-

plementation of a multi-rate algorithm may offer improvements in speech recognition

over clinically available strategies. A longitudinal study was also performed to investi-
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gate the potential benefit from training to speech recognition. General improvements

in speech recognition ability were observed as a function of time; however, final scores

with the tuned multi-rate algorithm never surpassed performance with the fixed-rate

algorithm for noisy conditions.

The ability to improve upon speech recognition scores for quiet conditions with

respect to the fixed-rate algorithm suggests that using time-varying stimulation rates

potentially provides additional, usable information to listeners. However, perfor-

mance with the fixed-rate algorithm proved to be more robust to noise, even after

three weeks of training. This lack of robustness to noise may be in part a result of

the frequency estimation technique used in the multi-rate strategy, and thus more

sophisticated techniques for real-time frequency estimation should be explored in the

future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

According to the Hearing Loss Association of America, approximately one in ten, or

28 million, Americans suffer from some type of hearing loss [5]. Hearing loss may

be divided into two categories: conductive hearing loss, which occurs between the

entrance to the ear canal and the inner ear, and sensorineural hearing loss, which is

a function of damage to the inner ear or the auditory nerve [6]. For those individu-

als who suffer from sensorineural hearing loss that is confined to the inner ear, the

cochlea, and specifically is a result of damaged or missing hair cells and not nerve

damage, a device known as a cochlear implant (CI) is able to partially restore the

sensation of hearing. As of 2008, approximately 120,000 people have been surgically

implanted with a CI, and many of these individuals are able to achieve perfect scores

on speech recognition tests in quiet conditions [7]. However, not all implanted indi-

viduals are capable of achieving such high scores in quiet conditions, and the large

majority of CI users perform significantly worse than normal-hearing (NH) listeners

on speech recognition in noise and music perception tasks [8, 9].

One hypothesis for the relatively poor performance of CI users is that modern sig-

nal processing algorithms used in CI speech processors do not provide users with the

spectral cues necessary to perform more challenging auditory tasks. Most contem-

porary sound processing algorithms for CIs deconstruct the incoming acoustic signal

into frequency subbands and extract the within-band temporal envelope, or slowly

varying amplitude changes, but discard fine structure (FS) information [2]. The en-

velope and FS may be defined in the following way [10]: A signal may be represented

analytically as s(t) = A(t) cos (φ(t)), where A(t) is referred to as the envelope, and
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cos (φ(t)) is referred to as the fine structure, where φ(t) = arctan
(

xi(t)
xr(t)

)
, and xi(t)

is the Hilbert transform of the original signal, xr(t). It is possible that some of the

FS information is contained in the envelope of the signal if this information is below

the cutoff frequency used during envelope extraction, and the stimulation rate is high

enough to adequately represent that information. However, the majority of clinically

available speech processing algorithms do not explicitly encode FS [2,11]. It has been

hypothesized that including FS information in addition to envelope information ex-

tracted from the signal may provide the opportunity for performance improvements

in speech recognition for a large subpopulation of CI recipients [1, 2].

Smith et al. [12] used chimaeras to demonstrate the importance of FS, where a

chimaera was comprised of the envelope of one signal and the FS of a second signal.

Smith et al. [12] observed that in general, envelope information was the most reliable

cue for speech reception when the signal was deconstructed into eight or more bands,

but that when only one or two bands were used, listeners relied more on the FS

cues that were available. Melody identification and the Interaural Time Delay (ITD)

cue used in sound localization were dominated by FS cues in general. The number of

usable channels of information available to CI users varies, but it has been shown to be

limited to approximately seven to ten channels when the stimulation rate is constant

[13]. The contributions of FS information to speech recognition when the number

of channels was small supports the hypothesis that these cues may be important for

improving speech recognition with CIs.

There are a variety of proposed approaches for encoding more spectral information

in the electrical stimuli presented via a CI. One popular hardware-based approach

that has been proposed as a method for improving the spectral representation of

sound for CIs is hybrid stimulation, often known as electric-acoustic stimulation

(EAS), which attempts to take advantage of any residual acoustic hearing (e.g., [14]).
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Listeners undergoing hybrid stimulation performed significantly better than a group

of CI-only users on a monosyllabic word recognition task in noise [15]; however, this

approach requires that individuals have some residual hearing. For individuals for

whom this is not the case, missing spectral information must be encoded using the

implanted device that is already in place.

For CI recipients who are already fitted with one or two clinical devices, and

for whom a change in implanted hardware is not an option, modification to the CI

sound-processing strategy is one possible approach that may be used to encode addi-

tional information. Advances in signal processing for CIs have resulted in significant

improvements in speech recognition [16–20], and researchers continue to investigate

ways in which various stimuli may be used to preserve more of the incoming acoustic

signal (e.g., [21–24]). Signal processing techniques may be broken down into two

categories with respect to the way that they attempt to encode FS information, each

motivated by a different theory of pitch perception. These two theories of pitch per-

ception are place theory, which suggests that pitch is perceived as a function of the

place of stimulation along the cochlea [25], and rate theory, which hypothesizes that

pitch is a function of stimulation rate and neuronal phase-locking [26]. It has been

shown that by stimulating two electrodes simultaneously, or sequentially with a very

short gap between the two pulses (i.e., 0.4 ms [24]), it is possible to elicit a pitch

percept that is intermediate to the pitch elicited by the two stimulating electrodes in

isolation [21,24]. By using this type of stimulation, researchers are taking advantage

of place pitch, and hope to be able to translate this increase in spatial resolution to

an improvement in speech recognition and music perception.

Alternatively, researchers have found that varying the stimulation rate of a pulse

train that is delivered via a single electrode can also result in a change in the perceived

pitch, and this phenomenon holds in electric hearing up to approximately 500 pulses
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per second (pps) [27]. Recently, a number of sound processing strategies have been

proposed that attempt to take advantage of rate pitch in addition to place pitch

[22,23,28–31]. These algorithms vary in both their approach to frequency estimation

and the way in which rate is varied as a function of estimated frequency. While

researchers have demonstrated the potential for performance improvement on speech

in noise and music tasks with these strategies using acoustic models [22, 23, 28], no

significant improvement has been observed in actual CI recipients when listening to

sound processed by a multi-rate strategy [29–31].

One of the goals of this body of work was to understand what factors may con-

tribute to the success or failure of a multi-rate strategy. There exists a body of litera-

ture dedicated to pitch perception due to electrical stimulation (e.g., [27,32–34]); how-

ever, place-pitch, rate-pitch, and their interaction are still not fully understood. Many

researchers in the field of hearing research have historically relied on psychophysics

for a better understanding of the perceptual responses to auditory stimuli, and it has

been hypothesized that using subject-specific psychophysical data to tune a multi-

rate strategy may be necessary to provide maximum benefit to cochlear implant users

[23,35]. Therefore, a series of psychophysical experiments were performed in order to

better understand the perceptual responses to multi-rate stimulation as it may occur

in a multi-rate sound processing strategy. The psychophysical experiments presented

here focused on an investigation of the validity of certain assumptions that have been

made in previous multi-rate strategies at the time of implementation. Specifically,

in the Music-L, Frequency Amplitude Modulation Encoding (FAME), and RateCIS

strategies it was assumed that a monotonically increasing pitch percept would be

elicited when stimulating from the apex to the base of the cochlea, regardless of

the rate of stimulation on any given electrode [3, 4, 22]. This assumption led to the

investigation of the pitch structure as it was affected by stimulating all functioning
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electrodes at multiple rates presented in Chapter 3. The second assumption that was

made in the development of previous multi-rate strategies was that a constantly vary-

ing stimulation rate would result in an analogous, constantly varying pitch percept.

Thus, various pulse rate discrimination tasks were used in Chapter 4 to understand

the effects of rate-change context as well as duration on subjects’ ability to identify

changes in pulse rate. These psychophysical data were used in the implementation

of the multi-rate strategy, Multi-carrier Frequency Algorithm (MCFA), as discussed

in Chapter 5.

MCFA was implemented on a personal computer (PC), and performance was

tested as a function of a number of parameters determined by the psychophysical

data collected in Chapters 3 and 4. Results from a battery of speech recognition

tests were obtained for MCFA and compared with results from the same tests using

the Advanced Combination Encoder (ACE) strategy. Following an investigation of

the acute effects of a multi-rate strategy, MCFA was implemented on the Sound

Processor for Electrical and Acoustic Research, revision 3 (SPEAR3) experimental

sound processor. Two subjects had the opportunity to use the device outside of the

laboratory and underwent a three-week training period with a tuned implementation

of MCFA. Performing a battery of tests throughout this training period provides

insight into the ability of users to adapt to multi-rate stimuli over longer durations

of time than a typical test session, which generally lasted no more than four hours.

It was hypothesized that users should demonstrate an improved ability to recognize

speech in noise as well as perform pitch-based musical tasks under acute testing

and should continue to show adaptation and improvement on such tasks over an

extended training period. Group speech recognition scores in the quiet condition

surpassed those of the clinical ACE strategy during acute testing. While subjects

did in fact show improvement on speech recognition and one musical task after three
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weeks of at-home training, a tuned multi-rate implementation failed to result in an

improvement in percent correct score for conditions with background noise when

compared to two subjects’ clinical ACE algorithm in both the acute and longitudinal

tests. This discrepancy in performance between the quiet and noisy conditions may

be due to inaccurate spectral estimates, noisy envelope information, and relatively low

stimulation rates, suggesting that improved spectral estimation techniques or novel

stimuli may need to be applied in conjunction with psychophysical data to develop a

tuned multi-rate sound processing strategy that is superior to the currently available

fixed-rate clinical strategies.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Physiology of the Ear and Deafness

The goal of a CI is to restore hearing to profound or completely deaf individuals. To

that end, researchers have put in a great deal of effort to understanding and mimicking

the behavior of the normally functioning auditory system. In this chapter, a brief

introduction to the anatomy and physiology of the human ear is given along with

the theories of pitch perception that have been the driving force in CI and CI speech

processor design. Typical CI systems and some of the differences between electrical

and acoustic stimulation are discussed. Finally, signal processing approaches common

to CI speech processors are presented along with some of the scenarios for which there

remain room for improvements.

A diagram of the anatomy of the human ear is shown in Figure 2.1. The auditory

system is typically divided in to three parts, the outer, middle, and inner ear. The

pinna and the external auditory canal, or external meatus, comprise the outer ear.

Both of these parts serve as more than just pathways for pressure waves. The shape of

the pinna results in an emphasis of frequencies between approximately 1500 and 7000

Hz, and contributes to the location of sound sources in the environment. The ear canal

acts as a type of high-pass filter as well, emphasizing sounds up to approximately 5

kHz [36]. After passing through these filter-like paths, pressure waves encounter the

ear drum, or tympanic membrane, which is the first stage of the middle ear.

The tympanic membrane is cone-shaped, with its apex pointing inward, away

from the pinna. Attached to the ear drum is a series of three small bones, the

malleus (hammer), incus (anvil), and stapes (stirrup) that lead to the inner ear. The
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the human auditory system. Image source: University of
California, Irvine, Department of Otolaryngology/Head and Neck Surgery.

manubrium of the malleus connects to the apex of the tympanic membrane, and the

other side of the malleus is connected to the incus via a double saddle joint. Next

in the chain of ossicles is the stapes, a small stirrup-shaped bone whose footplate is

attached to the oval window, which is the boundary between the middle and inner ear.

The tympanic membrane presents the incoming pressure wave to the ossicular chain

with great accuracy, and these mechanical vibrations are greatly amplified in the

middle ear. This increase in gain is necessary to overcome the impedance mismatch

between the air-filled middle ear and the fluid-filled inner ear [37].

The inner ear is divided in functionality with the vestibular system responsible

for balance, and a snail-shaped, fluid-filled cavity that is approximately 35 mm in

length dedicated to hearing, the cochlea. The cochlea is divided longitudinally into

three sections, the scala vestibuli, scala tympani, and the scala media between them.

The scala vestibuli is connected directly to the vestibule and is also involved in main-

taining balance. The scala tympani is connected to the oval window, and thus the

middle ear, and is dedicated to the auditory system. The scala tympani is separated

from the scala media, which houses the structures that are involved in transmitting

electrical information from the cochlea to the central nervous system (CNS), by the
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basilar membrane. The basilar membrane runs the length of the cochlea and is stiff

and narrow at the base of the cochlea, which is adjacent to the oval window, and be-

comes wider and less rigid when moving from base to apex. This gradient of rigidity

contributes to the basilar membrane’s spectrum analyzer-like behavior. Vibrations

from the stapedial footplate travel along the basilar membrane and cause maximal

displacement according to their frequency with high frequency sounds causing max-

imal displacement at the base and low frequency sounds at the apex. The basilar

membrane has a logarithmic frequency response as a function of linear distance along

the length of the cochlea, and humans are typically able to hear frequencies between

20 and 20,000 Hz. At this stage, the signal is still mechanical and must be converted

to electrical information for processing by the CNS.

It is the inner hair cells (IHCs) that are responsible for the transduction of the

basilar membrane’s mechanical motion to electrical impulses on the afferent nerve

fibers that are connected to the cochlear nucleus. IHCs have their base in the scala

tympani with rigid stereocilia protruding into the scala media. The displacement of

the stereocilia in response to movement of the basilar membrane results in the release

of neurotransmitters between the hair cell and the afferent neurons that comprise

the auditory nerve. Redundant synaptic connections are in place in that multiple

neurons, the cell bodies of which make up the spiral ganglion, are connected to a

single inner hair cell membrane. This is not the case with the outer hair cells (OHCs)

whose function is primarily mechanical and thought to be related to applying non-

linear, dynamic resistance that results in a type of frequency tuning [38]. Multiple

OHCs may be connected to a single afferent neuron, but the vast majority of afferent

neurons are connected to IHCs with OHC connections only accounting for five percent

of the neurons that carry information to the brain [37]. Thus IHCs may be generally

thought of as being responsible for the transduction of mechanical motion to electrical
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impulses and OHCs for modulating that transduction.

2.2 Theories of Pitch Perception

As was mentioned above, the basilar membrane vibrates maximally in response to

high frequency stimuli at the base of the cochlea and decreasing frequency when

moving toward the apex. This pattern of excitation with respect to frequency is

often referred to as the tonotopic organization of the cochlea. This organization

is preserved in higher processes in the CNS and is thought to be crucial to pitch

perception. Bekesy and Rosenblith [39] summarized the place-theory, which says

that perceived pitch is a function of the place of excitation or stimulation along the

basilar membrane.

Physiological data has also suggested that information about the frequency of a

stimulus, and thus pitch, is coded in the temporal firing patterns of the auditory

neurons [26]. This theory is limited by the ability of any single neuron to fire at a

rate above approximately 500 Hz. However, the volley principal suggests that each

neuron may lock to a specific phase of the stimulus at approximately an integer

submultiple of the stimulus frequency [26]. Together, information from a population

of neurons may be integrated by the brain to extract pitch information up to 5 kHz.

Furthermore, firing rate has also been shown to carry information about stimulus

level, and thus perceived pitch is a function of stimulus level as well [32,40].

Given that rate-pitch in NH listeners saturates at approximately 5 kHz, it is not

possible that the phase-locking mechanism acts alone in human hearing. It is useful

for transmitting fundamental frequency information for speech and music, but it is

generally thought that place theory accounts for the upper range of human hearing.

These two mechanisms are more than likely working together, but at the time that

this work was written, place theory was accepted as the dominant mechanism.
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2.3 Hearing Loss

Hearing loss in the periphery of the auditory system is often divided into two cate-

gories, conductive and sensorineural. Conductive hearing loss is due to a breakdown

in the mechanical function of the outer or middle ear. For example, an obstruction

in the outer ear canal or a hole in the tympanic membrane could both cause conduc-

tive hearing loss. Sensorineural hearing loss typically occurs due to a physiological

change in the inner ear. This change could be due to excessive noise, toxicity from

antibiotics, disease, or trauma. Most often it is the hair cells that are damaged or

destroyed when sensorineural hearing loss occurs, but other parts of the inner ear,

including the spiral ganglion may be affected as well [37]. Sensorineural hearing loss

is more common and is the type of loss that is relevant to this body of work.

2.4 Cochlear Implants and Electrical Stimulation

Cochlear Implants are used to restore hearing in severe to profoundly deaf indi-

viduals who suffer from sensorineural hearing loss, receive little to no benefit from

traditional hearing aids, but have a surviving, functional population of auditory neu-

rons. Modern cochlear implants are multi-electrode devices that consist of two main

components: 1)A microphone and speech processor combination worn outside the

body, and 2)An implanted receiver/stimulator that is connected to an electrode ar-

ray that resides inside of the inner ear (cochlea). A radio frequency (RF) link is used

to allow the external speech processor to communicate with the implanted array via

magnetically coupled coils. See Figure 2.2 for a diagram of the system.

The success of CIs has resulted in an increasing number of individuals receiving

bilateral CI [41]. The main benefit of bilateral cochlear implantation is to sound

localization. All of the subjects discussed in this work have only one CI and are
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considered profoundly deaf on the contralateral side to the implant.

Improvements in microphone design have resulted in some manufacturers using

multiple microphones with varying spatial patterns to capture more or less back-

ground and environmental stimuli. CI users typically have multiple sound processing

programs stored in their clinical speech processor, and the relative weighting of mul-

tiple microphones might be one difference between programs. At the core of the

speech processor is a digital signal processor (DSP). Development of faster DSPs has

resulted in the implementation of more computationally expensive algorithms and

higher stimulation rates without sacrificing approximate real-time operation of the

device. As these technologies continue to improve, so will the external components

of CIs.

Early CIs were single-electrode devices, but due to advances in electrode design

and motivated by the tonotopic arrangement of the cochlea, modern CIs are multi-

electrode devices, typically having 16-24 active electrodes. Electrodes are generally

made from platinum and are housed in a silicone carrier that is curved to minimize

the distance between the modiolar wall, and thus the auditory neurons. Array lengths

range from 13 to 31 mm, offering a range of coverage of the cochlea. Some CIs also

include extracochlear electrodes for use in monopolar modes of stimulation. While

modern multi-channel arrays provide enough spectral resolution for listeners to per-

form well on speech recognition tasks in quiet conditions, place theory suggests that

increasing the spatial resolution of the electrode array may result in neural stimu-

lation patterns more similar to those that arise due to acoustic stimuli. The main

challenge in designing electrode arrays that provide an increase in spatial resolution is

doing so while minimizing current spread in the cochlea such that electrodes continue

to function as independent current sources.
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Figure 2.2: A typical cochlear implant system includes a microphone that is
connected to a speech processor worn outside the body. A transmitter and re-
ceiver/stimulator pair communicate via an RF link, and the implanted electrode
array then stimulates the appropriate regions of the cochlea. Image Source: Medical
illustrations by NIH, Medical Arts and Photography Branch.

2.5 Sound Processing Strategies for Cochlear Im-

plants

Implant recipients are often capable of achieving close to perfect scores on speech

recognition tasks in quiet but performance on speech in noise and musical tasks is

much worse than that of normal hearing individuals [8, 9]. Researchers continue to

work to improve CI hardware, but for the many individuals who have already received

CIs, internal hardware solutions are not particularly desirable. Rather, a number of

improvements have been made to speech processing algorithms that have resulted in

an improvement in speech perception for implanted listeners [11]. However, it has

been hypothesized that missing spectral information results in an upper bound on

performance on more challenging tasks [2, 22].
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Figure 2.3: Rectangular, biphasic pulse with pulse parameters.

2.5.1 Continuous Interleaved Sampling

Many sound processing schemes used in cochlear implants are based at least in part

on the Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) strategy [16]. In this paradigm, rect-

angular, biphasic pulse trains (See Figure 2.3) are amplitude modulated to transmit

the temporal envelope associated with a given band-limited signal. The temporal

envelope applied to a fixed-rate pulse train is extracted from a bandpass filter whose

cutoff frequencies are generally determined by the relative location of the electrode

to which that pulse train is applied. This frequency allocation is determined by the

tonotopic organization of the cochlea, whereby pitch is a function of place such that

it is lowest at the apex and highest at the base. Figure 2.4 shows an example of CIS

stimuli. One of the main advantages of sequential stimulation is that the effects of

complex channel interactions due to current spread in the cochlea are reduced since

pulses do not overlap in time [16, 42]. Different types of channel interactions have

been investigated using acoustic models, and certain conditions were shown to have

a negative effect on speech recognition [43]. In cochlear implants, it has been shown

that the presence of indiscriminable electrodes is correlated with speech recognition

performance [44–46] and forward masking has been correlated to measures of con-

sonant recognition as well [46]. The reduction of channel interactions achieved by

the CIS strategy motivated the widespread use of sequential stimulation in cochlear

implants.
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Figure 2.4: Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) is a common signal processing
strategy for cochlear implants. Here, example CIS stimuli are shown, E1-4 represent
different electrodes, and rate refers to the within channel rate of stimulation.

Figure 2.5: Block diagram of a typical N-of-M strategy. The incoming acoustic
signal is bandpass filtered into M bands corresponding to M active electrodes. Each
bandpass filtered signal then undergoes amplitude envelope extraction, and N elec-
trodes are stimulated based on the frequencies of the spectral maxima.

2.5.2 Maxima Selection

One significant improvement to speech processing strategies since the introduction

of the CIS strategy was the addition of a maxima selection stage. So called N-of-

M strategies, in which a subset (N) of all functioning electrodes (M) are selected for

stimulation in a given window, came about as the number of intra-cochlear electrodes

increased, and the ability to be more selective about the region of the cochlea that was

stimulated became available. Choosing a subset of electrodes reduces the amount of

spectral information transmitted via place of stimulation, but an increase in temporal

resolution is gained due to the ability to stimulate at higher pulse rates (500 - 2400

pps in practice) [47]. A block diagram for a typical N-of-M strategy is shown in Figure
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Figure 2.6: Multi-rate signal processing strategy block diagram for cochlear im-
plants. The incoming acoustic signal is bandpass filtered, and each band undergoes
amplitude extraction, which is typically performed via rectification and lowpass filter-
ing. A frequency estimation technique is employed in parallel, and that information
is then used to determine the stimulation rate on a given electrode that is to be
amplitude modulated with the temporal information from the corresponding spec-
tral band. An optional maxima selection stage may be added to emphasize certain
spectral regions via place information.

2.5. The incoming acoustic signal is bandpass filtered into M bands, where M is the

number of functioning electrodes. Each band undergoes amplitude extraction via

rectification and lowpass filtering. The outputs of the amplitude extraction stage

are then used to select N electrodes for stimulation based on the frequencies of the

spectral maxima.

2.5.3 Multi-rate Strategies

While it has been shown that the place of stimulation along the cochlea is largely

responsible for the perceived pitch associated with an electric stimulus [33, 34, 48],

the state of cochlear implants is such that decreasing the spacing of electrodes to

provide an increase in spectral resolution is not feasible given current electrode design

[49]. Therefore, a number of researchers are continuing to investigate methods of

adding more spectral information by manipulating the stimuli presented via currently

available electrode arrays.

It has been shown that increasing the stimulation rate on a single electrode will
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result in a monotonically increasing pitch percept up to approximately 300-500 pps

(e.g., [27]). Relying on this phenomenon, often referred to as the rate-pitch per-

cept, researchers have attempted to add spectral information within the sequential

paradigm by using time-varying, relatively low (<1000 pps) stimulation rates to trans-

mit additional pitch information beyond that coded by place of stimulation [3,4,22].

All of the algorithms presented below seek to improve upon CIS or N-of-M strategies

by including an additional frequency extraction stage, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

The results of this additional stage are used to determine the carrier rate for the

biphasic pulse train that is modulated by the typical amplitude information used in

current sound processing strategies.

FAME

Nie et al. [22] proposed the FAME algorithm, a variable stimulation rate strategy in

which a phase vocoder was used to extract the deviation from the center frequency

in all channels as a function of time. An acoustic model was used to demonstrate

the potential benefit of implementing a multi-rate sound processing strategy that

included the slowly varying frequency information in all channels in the form of vary-

ing stimulation rate. The FAME strategy was proposed with the implicit assumption

that varying the stimulation rate on a single electrode results in a change in pitch

that is less than the perceived change that would arise from moving to a neighbor-

ing electrode. That is, it was assumed that the more basal of two electrodes would

always elicit a higher pitch regardless of the respective stimulation rates. Previous

research suggests that this assumption may not be correct and that changes in stim-

ulation rate may have a larger effect on perceived pitch than the place of stimulation

[50, 51]. For the acoustic model implementation of FAME it was also assumed that

pulse rate could be used to transmit the extracted FS information for all frequency
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bands that were used. However, it has been shown that the ability to detect changes

in rate saturates at approximately 300 pps for most CI users [27], and data collected

from individuals who possessed some residual hearing and also had a CI suggest that

there may not be a one-to-one mapping between acoustic frequency and pulse rate

[50–52]. Thus, stimulating at relatively high pulse rates to transmit within-channel

FS information may be ineffective. Nonetheless, the acoustic model implementation

of FAME showed a great deal of promise for this type of strategy, as listeners were

able to achieve significantly better scores on speech in noise tests when comparing

the FAME strategy to an eight channel, amplitude modulation (AM) only strategy.

MCFA

An alternative multi-rate sound processing strategy, MCFA, has been proposed in

which a predefined number of stimulation rates are utilized on all functioning elec-

trodes rather than allowing pulse rate to vary continuously [23]. By using a subset

of the rates available on a given electrode, MCFA was designed to act as a quantized

version of the FAME algorithm. Using a predefined number of rates allows psy-

chophysical information to be incorporated into the strategy more easily, and may

also make implementation of the strategy in a sound processor more feasible. MCFA

presumes that pulse rates may be used as independent channels of information in

the same way that electrodes are used in modern CI speech processing strategies.

Each electrode-rate combination may evoke a unique percept, and in this way each

rate should represent a different spectral channel on a single electrode. The incom-

ing acoustic signal was first passed through a filterbank, separating the signal into

spectral bands that correspond to the logarithmic, tonotopic ordering of cochlea. A

frequency estimation technique was implemented to determine the location of the

spectral maximum within each band, and that location is then used to select the
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rate of stimulation on a given electrode. Thus, a quantized representation of the

stimulus spectrum is mapped on to various pulse rates. Using an acoustic model, an

improvement in speech recognition in noise was observed with as few as two carriers

per channel [23]. The implementation of this algorithm for CIs is discussed in more

detail in Chapters 5 and 6 of this document.

Music-L

Both the FAME and MCFA strategies demonstrated the potential benefit of multi-

rate stimulation to CI using acoustic model simulations. The two algorithms dis-

cussed below were attempts at implementing multi-rate strategy for CIs. In the

Music-L strategies, Fearn [3] used a vocoder implementation to extract the dominant

frequency in either the five or ten lowest frequency channels and varied the rate on

the five or ten most apical electrodes accordingly. Due to the vocoder implementa-

tion used by Fearn [3], the maximum frequency that could accurately be extracted

was 1000 Hz. For this reason, and also because the rate-pitch percept saturates be-

low 1000 pps [27, 32, 50, 51, 53–55], the remaining basal channels were stimulated at

1000 pps and modulated with the appropriate temporal envelope in the traditional

speech processor fashion. Fearn [3] received anecdotal reports of an improvement in

music appreciation but showed a degradation in speech recognition abilities with his

strategy when compared to the ACE strategy, a commonly used N-of-M algorithm

for recipients of the Nucleus implant manufactured by Cochlear Corporation.

RateCIS

Nobbe [4] also made the assumption that the place of stimulation would take prece-

dence over the rate-pitch percept in the RateCIS strategy. Six medial electrodes

in a twelve electrode array were stimulated at either 252 pps or 1515 pps with the
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goal of introducing a second pitch percept on these six multi-rate electrodes, thereby

effectively increasing the number of available channels. The rate of stimulation was

chosen by assigning two bandpass filters to a single dual-rate electrode, where single-

rate electrodes are typically assigned a single bandpass filter, and selecting the stim-

ulation rate according to the filter output with higher magnitude. The remaining

six electrodes were stimulated at a constant rate of either 252 or 1515 pps, and this

rate was chosen for each electrode with the intent of providing the greatest percep-

tual difference between neighboring electrodes. A significant degradation in speech

recognition performance was observed when the RateCIS algorithm was compared to

the CIS algorithm, and subjects provided mixed responses when asked about their

preference regarding the RateCIS strategy with respect to the subjects’ typical CIS

strategy.

2.6 The SPEAR3 Experimental Interface

Prior to developing and implementing a sound processing strategy that incorporated

rate-based, subject-specific psychophysical data, it was necessary to select an exper-

imental interface that was flexible enough to allow for the implementation of novel

psychophysical experiments and real-time sound processing algorithms that utilize

time-varying pulse rates. Experimental interfaces for cochlear implants have allowed

researchers to perform psychophysical experiments by directly manipulating the pa-

rameters of biphasic pulse trains on a trial-by-trial basis; to implement common

speech-processing algorithms; to investigate those algorithms through adjustments

to user maps that specify stimulation mode, timing parameters, loudness growth

function parameters, and threshold (T) and maximum comfortable loudness (MCL)

levels; and also to make changes to those algorithms such as adjusting filter pa-

rameters, changing the number of available channels and selecting the analysis rate
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[56–60].

In 2003, HearWorks released the SPEAR3 Programming System (SPS), which

allowed a SPEAR3 to be connected directly to a personal computer for programming

[61]. The SPS/SPEAR3 package gives developers access to the DSP program file

which allows implementation of original psychophysical experiments and completely

new sound processing algorithms. Since the new code is uploaded to the DSP in the

sound processor, a second significant advantage of the SPEAR3 is that cochlear im-

plant users are able to try new sound processing strategies in take-home experiments,

rather than being confined to an experimental environment. Thus, the SPEAR3 was

selected for use in the psychophysical experiments that are presented in Chapters

3 and 4, and a real-time implementation of a sound processing strategy using the

SPEAR3 is discussed in Chapter 6. The steps that were taken to implement basic

psychophysical experiments for cochlear implants with the SPEAR3 are discussed in

[62].

2.7 Background Summary

Individuals who suffer from profound to severe sensorineural hearing loss are now able

to have their hearing partially restored via a cochlear implant. This device includes

a microphone, speech processor, and implanted receiver and electrode array, that are

intended to replace the functions of all three parts of the human ear and stimulate

auditory neurons directly according to the acoustical properties of the surrounding

environment. Place-theory is leveraged most often in current CI sound processing

strategies, although there are a number of recently proposed algorithms that transmit

information via the place and rate of stimulation. Researchers continue to explore

the interactions between the place and rate of stimulation to determine if they may

be used in conjunction to transmit additional FS information to CI listeners. In this
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study, a series of multi-rate psychophysical experiments were performed, and one such

multi-rate strategy was implemented that included subject-specific psychophysical

data. A battery of acute and longitudinal tests were performed and results are

discussed throughout this work. Ultimately, further research is required to determine

the most effective way of utilizing the rate-pitch mechanism for an improvement in

the representation of sound available to CI users.
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Chapter 3

Multi-rate Pitch Ranking

In this chapter1, the psychophysical procedures used to collect single-rate and multi-

rate pitch ranking data are presented. The SPEAR3-based Duke Implant Psy-

chophysics Toolbox (DIPT) [62] was used to collect the psychophysical data pre-

sented below, and results are discussed in terms of the interaction of place and rate

of stimulation. Implications for the implementation of a multi-rate strategy are also

addressed, including the need for tuning based on the inter-subject variability that

was observed in the data.

3.1 Introduction

It is well established that electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve elicits pitch

percepts that generally follow the tonotopic ordering of the cochlea (e.g., [34]). Fur-

thermore, numerous studies available in the literature demonstrate that increasing

the stimulation rate on a single electrode typically results in a monotonic increase in

perceived pitch up to 300 pps, and as high as 1000 pps in a small number of subjects,

at which point the rate-pitch percept saturates [27, 32, 50, 51, 53–55]. However, in

a multi-rate algorithm, many electrodes and rates are acting together. In order to

assess the feasibility of a multi-rate strategy, it is important to determine whether

subjects can make single dimensional pitch judgments for combined rate and place

stimuli. It may also be important to understand the potentially complex structure

of the elicited pitch space.

1Parts of this chapter were reprinted with permission from Stohl, J. S.; Throckmorton, C. S. &
Collins, L. M., ’Assessing the Pitch Structure Associated with Multiple Rates and Places for
Cochlear Implant Users’, J Acoust Soc Am 123(2), 1043-1053, 2008. Copyright 2008, Acoustical
Society of America.
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The goal of the following experiments was to better understand the combined

influence that rate and place have on the perceptual pitch structure of implant users.

This information may be useful when implementing a strategy in which time-varying

stimulation rates are meant to represent changes in the FS cues contained in the

incoming audio signal. Throckmorton et al. [23] proposed MCFA, which may be

thought of as a quantized version of the variable stimulation rate algorithms proposed

by Fearn [3] and Nie et al. [22]. In MCFA a discrete number of frequencies are

available on each channel as opposed to a continuum. Using an acoustic model, that

study showed that a significant improvement in speech recognition in noise could be

achieved by adding one additional frequency per channel. This finding motivates an

initial assessment of a complete two-rate pitch space in cochlear implants. In order

to determine that pitch space, a series of paired comparison pitch ranking procedures

were implemented. Biphasic, rectangular pulse trains were presented at one rate on

all active electrodes to probe the pitch structure due to only the place of stimulation.

Subsequently, stimuli at two discriminable rates were used to provide an estimate of

the pitch structure as a function of place and rate across the entire array.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Subjects

Five post-lingually deafened cochlear implant users participated in these experiments.

All participants were implanted with Cochlear Corporation’s Nucleus CI24 cochlear

implants and had at least two years of experience with the device. Demographic

information for each user can be found in Table 3.1. The results from a speech

recognition task that used a randomization of the Central Institute for the Deaf (CID)

sentences presented at a volume at or below 80 dB Sound Pressure Level (SPL) in a

sound attenuating booth with no competing background noise are also listed in Table
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Table 3.1: Demographic information for implanted subjects. Reprinted with per-
mission from Stohl, J. S.; Throckmorton, C. S. & Collins, L. M., ’Assessing the Pitch
Structure Associated with Multiple Rates and Places for Cochlear Implant Users’,
J Acoust Soc Am 123(2), 1043-1053, 2008. Copyright 2008, Acoustical Society of
America.

Subject
ID

Gender Age
(years)

Age at
onset of
deafness
(years)

Age at
implan-
tation
(years)

Mode of
stimula-

tion

Speech
Recogni-

tion
(Percent
Correct)

S2 F 71 46 65 MP1+2 93

S4 M 19 4 12 MP1+2 97

S5 F 58 26 54 MP1+2 90

S6 M 60 54 57 MP1+2 90

S7 M 53 49 49 MP1+2 97

3.1. Sentences were presented through desktop computer speakers in a soundproof

booth at a level set by the subject. The maximum possible level of presentation was

80 dB SPL.

Only electrodes available in the user’s clinical map were stimulated during testing.

All participants use a Monopolar 1+2 (MP1+2) mode of stimulation in their clinical

map, and all subjects used an MP1+2 stimulation mode during these experiments

with the exception of S7, who used a Monopolar 1 (MP1) mode of stimulation.

This change in the mode of stimulation is necessary when interfacing the SPEAR3

with a CI24R, or Freedom, cochlear implant (personal communication: Chris van den

Honert, Cochlear Corporation and Andrew Vandali, Cooperative Research Centre for

Cochlear Implant and Hearing Aid Innovation). When using the monopolar mode of

stimulation with a CI24 cochlear implant, one (MP1/MP2) or both MP1+2 extra-

cochlear electrodes act as ground for all intra-cochlear electrodes. When electrodes

are identified by a single number, that number refers to the intra-cochlear electrode

position, where 1 is the most basal electrode and 22 is the most apical electrode.
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All data were collected in three to five sessions that lasted two to four hours each.

Subjects were compensated for their time with the exception of S7 who elected to

volunteer his time, and approval by the Duke University Institutional Review Board

was obtained for all experiments and S7’s volunteer status.

3.2.2 Stimuli

The stimuli used in these experiments were 300 ms pulse trains containing biphasic

rectangular pulses with 25µs pulse widths and an 8 µs interphase gap. The inter-

stimulus interval was fixed at 500 ms for all experiments, and stimulation rates of 199

pps and 398 pps were used in all experiments except for the rate discrimination task

in which the rate of stimulation varied. These two rates were selected to be below the

typical rate at which the rate-pitch percept saturates (500 pps). As in McDermott

and McKay [51], these rates also provide a range of one musical octave, or a doubling

in frequency, and in contrast to that study, span a larger range of overall stimulation

rate.

T and MCL levels were measured for all active electrodes using the SPEAR3

prior to implementing any other experiments. Subjects were then asked to adjust the

amplitude of the most apical active electrode to a comfortable level at a stimulation

rate of 199 pps, and all other electrodes were loudness balanced to the next closest

available apical electrode in an adjacent fashion [63]. The results of the electrode

loudness balancing procedure were then used to loudness balance a stimulation rate

of 398 pps to a reference rate of 199 pps on the same electrode, and this procedure

was repeated for all active electrodes.

In order to verify that 398 pps was discriminable from 199 pps, an adaptive

two-down, 1-up, two-interval, forced-choice Levitt procedure was implemented with

flanking cues to measure the pulse rate Just Noticeable Difference (JND) for 199 pps.
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Here the term flanking cues refers to the presentation of a reference interval both

before and after the presentation of the two intervals that may contain the target

stimulus. Pulse Rate Difference Limens (PRDLs) were measured at three locations

along the cochlea (apical, middle, and basal) with the assumption that these results

would be indicative of JNDs across the entire electrode array. It was verified that all

subjects were able to discriminate between stimuli with the two pulse rates for all

electrode locations.

3.2.3 Pitch Ranking Task

In the paired-comparison pitch ranking procedure, subjects were asked to select the

higher of two pitches in each trial. Subjects performed two pitch ranking tasks. In

the first pitch ranking task, all active electrodes were compared at a single stimula-

tion rate, 199 pps, in order to determine a pitch structure based solely on place of

stimulation. Subjects ranked 18-21 electrodes based on the number of available elec-

trodes in their clinical map. The set of stimuli used in the second pitch ranking task

contained two rates on all active electrodes. Ranking both 199 and 398 pps on 18-21

electrodes resulting in 36-42 total stimuli for the two-rate ranking task. A block of

trials consisted of a single comparison of each of the electrodes using the single-rate

stimuli or a single comparison of each of the two-rate stimuli in one of three regions

of the cochlea (explained below). Each block was repeated seven to ten times for

each subject. All pairs of stimuli were randomized within each block and the order

of presentation was randomized within each trial. Blocks were typically presented in

the following order: single-rate, two-rate apical, two-rate middle, two-rate basal.

A single repetition requires that each stimulus be compared to all other stimuli

in the set. The entire two-rate set, which included 36-42 stimuli depending on the

number of active electrodes, would correspond to 630-861 paired comparisons in a
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Figure 3.1: Example of division of electrode array for two-rate pitch ranking. Elec-
trodes are labeled according to number, where 22 is the most apical electrode and 1
is the most basal.

single repetition. At an average response time of three seconds per pair, this would

require subjects to perform the pitch ranking task for an uninterrupted duration of

over thirty minutes. In order to minimize fatigue, the array was thus subdivided

into three overlapping sections (apical, middle, and basal) for pitch ranking in the

two-rate task (See Figure 3.1). The apical and basal subsets of stimuli shared one

common electrode, and the middle subset included electrodes from both the apical

and basal sections of the array. The resulting average duration was ten minutes for

one block of trials.

3.2.4 Experiment Platform

All of the psychophysical experiments presented in this work were implemented in the

SPEAR3-based DIPT [62]. The hardware equipment includes a SPEAR3 develop-

mental speech processor (Hearworks Pty Ltd) connected to an Acer desktop PC via

a serial port. The software that controlled the stimuli used a modified assembly lan-

guage file that allowed the dynamic updating of stimulus values in combination with

graphical user interfaces created in Visual Basic (VB) that provided visual cues and

accepted user responses. User responses were provided by clicking a mouse, selecting

a value on a keyboard, or turning and pressing a knob, and visual stimulation cues

and feedback were provided via an LCD flat panel Sony monitor. The psychophysi-

cal procedure was also controlled by VB code that updated stimulation parameters

based on previous responses from the user.
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Table 3.2: Cumulative response matrix for single rate task - S7 (N = 7). Reprinted
with permission from Stohl, J. S.; Throckmorton, C. S. & Collins, L. M., ’Assessing
the Pitch Structure Associated with Multiple Rates and Places for Cochlear Implant
Users’, J Acoust Soc Am 123(2), 1043-1053, 2008. Copyright 2008, Acoustical Society
of America.

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12 E14 E15 E16 E17 E18 E19 E20 E21 E22 Score
E1 - 4 6 5 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 133
E2 3 - 5 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 6 7 129
E3 1 2 - 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 128
E4 2 0 1 - 6 7 7 5 7 5 7 6 6 6 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 112
E5 0 1 0 1 - 3 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5 6 7 7 6 7 6 7 105
E6 0 0 0 0 4 - 6 6 6 5 5 5 6 5 5 7 5 7 7 7 6 92
E7 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 7 3 7 6 6 7 7 6 5 6 7 5 7 7 87
E8 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 - 3 6 6 4 7 6 5 7 6 4 6 5 6 74
E9 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 4 - 7 6 6 6 5 6 3 6 3 6 7 6 77
E10 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 7 6 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 7 75
E11 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 3 - 6 6 7 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 70
E12 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 3 1 0 1 - 5 6 6 6 7 6 5 6 7 64
E14 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 - 5 7 7 7 6 6 7 7 59
E15 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 - 7 7 7 7 5 7 7 58
E16 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 - 7 6 6 6 7 7 49
E17 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 5 7 5 7 5 38
E18 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 - 7 5 7 7 36
E19 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 4 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 - 7 6 7 34
E20 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 0 - 7 7 30
E21 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 7 15
E22 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 5

3.2.5 Methods of Analysis

In these experiments intra-electrode and inter-electrode comparisons were made at

199 pps and 398 pps with the purpose of determining single-rate and two-rate pitch

structures. One method of investigating the results of the paired-comparison proce-

dure is row sum analysis [64]. When compared with d′, row sum analysis can be used

to obtain an estimate of the pitch structure without making assumptions about the

perceptual variance within a given dimension [34].

Row sum analysis requires that results from a paired comparison procedure be

placed in a two-way preference table. Ties are not permitted in this paradigm,

meaning subjects are forced to select one stimulus as higher in pitch than the other,

and stimuli are never compared to themselves. For this reason, the diagonal of the
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table can always be set to a null value, and the lower triangle is redundant [64].

The resulting score for each stimulus is determined by summing each element in

the row corresponding to that stimulus. In the results presented in this chapter,

the score represents the number of times a stimulus was chosen as higher in pitch

than all other stimuli in the set. A cumulative response matrix was constructed for

each set of stimuli by combining the preference tables for each block of trials. The

maximum value of any element in the cumulative response matrix is equal to the

number of blocks, N . The maximum score, si, from a cumulative response matrix for

one of t stimuli in a block, Ai(i = 1, 2, ..., t), is equal to the number of stimuli in the

block minus one (because stimuli are not compared to themselves), multiplied by the

number of blocks, smax = N ∗ (t − 1). Table 3.2 is the cumulative response matrix

obtained over seven blocks of the single-rate pitch ranking task for S7. Normalizing

by the maximum possible score results in a value known as percent wins. This is the

percentage of comparisons that resulted in a given stimulus being chosen as higher in

pitch than all other stimuli in the set. This method of analysis is equivalent to that

employed by Collins et al. [34].

The first set of stimuli consisted of only one rate per electrode; and therefore, the

results of the row sum analysis should reflect the tonotopic ordering of the electrodes

within the cochlea, ideally si = N ∗ (t − i). Based on the knowledge that implant

users’ ability to identify a change saturates above 300 pps, row sum analysis results

for the remaining three sets of stimuli, which contain two rates per electrode, should

reflect a perceived increase in pitch on any given electrode when comparing 398 pps

to 199 pps. It is possible that different pulse rates presented on adjacent or closely

neighboring electrodes may result in an overlapping pitch percept.

Along with percent wins, it is possible to use row sum analysis results to deter-

mine a coefficient of consistence for each preference table [64, 65]. The coefficient of
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consistence, ζ, is unity if there are absolutely no inconsistencies in the configuration

of the observed preferences, and ζ will approach zero as inconsistencies increase. Cal-

culating ζ allows the researcher to gain insight into the subjects’ individual abilities

with respect to the paired comparison task under investigation and may also provide

some indication that the stimuli are either indistinguishable under the given criteria,

or that there may be multidimensional cues that are causing confusion during the

task [65]. The coefficient of consistence, ζ, that accompanies each row sum analysis

plot is the arithmetic mean of the coefficients of consistence for each repetition of the

accompanying task.

3.3 Results

Figures 3.2 through 3.6 contain the results of the row sum analysis of the cumulative

preference matrices for the single-rate experiment and the three subsets of stimuli

used in the two-rate experiment, separated by subject. The electrode and rate corre-

sponding to each stimulus are listed along the abscissa in the form “Electrode - Rate”

from basal to apical electrode, and the ordinate is percent wins for each stimulus.

The title of each plot indicates which of the four sets of stimuli were used to obtain

the data represented in that plot as well as the average coefficient of consistency.

The upper left plot in each set of four contains the results from the single-rate pitch

ranking experiment and includes all of the subject’s active electrodes. The upper

right, lower left, and lower right plots were derived from the set of stimuli containing

two rates for the basal, middle and apical sections of the array, respectively. In all

plots, a circle represents a stimulus with a presentation rate of 199 pps, and a square

represents a stimulus with a presentation rate of 398 pps.

As can be seen in the single-rate row sum analysis results (upper left) of Figures

3.2 and 3.6, S2 and S7 have pitch structures that most closely resemble the tonotopic
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Figure 3.2: Pitch ranking results for S2 as determined by row sum analysis. Here,
percent wins are plotted versus Electrode-Rate from most basal to most apical active
electrode. Circles indicate a stimulation rate of 199 pps and squares indicate a stim-
ulation rate of 398 pps. The upper left plot contains the row sum analysis results
from the single-rate pitch ranking task. The upper right, lower left, and lower right
plots contain the basal, middle, and apical results of the two-rate pitch ranking task,
respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Pitch ranking results for S4 as determined by row sum analysis. Here,
percent wins are plotted versus Electrode-Rate from most basal to most apical active
electrode. Circles indicate a stimulation rate of 199 pps and squares indicate a stim-
ulation rate of 398 pps. The upper left plot contains the row sum analysis results
from the single-rate pitch ranking task. The upper right, lower left, and lower right
plots contain the basal, middle, and apical results of the two-rate pitch ranking task,
respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Pitch ranking results for S5 as determined by row sum analysis. Here,
percent wins are plotted versus Electrode-Rate from most basal to most apical active
electrode. Circles indicate a stimulation rate of 199 pps and squares indicate a stim-
ulation rate of 398 pps. The upper left plot contains the row sum analysis results
from the single-rate pitch ranking task. The upper right, lower left, and lower right
plots contain the basal, middle, and apical results of the two-rate pitch ranking task,
respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Pitch ranking results for S6 as determined by row sum analysis. Here,
percent wins are plotted versus Electrode-Rate from most basal to most apical active
electrode. Circles indicate a stimulation rate of 199 pps and squares indicate a stim-
ulation rate of 398 pps. The upper left plot contains the row sum analysis results
from the single-rate pitch ranking task. The upper right, lower left, and lower right
plots contain the basal, middle, and apical results of the two-rate pitch ranking task,
respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Pitch ranking results for S7 as determined by row sum analysis. Here,
percent wins are plotted versus Electrode-Rate from most basal to most apical active
electrode. Circles indicate a stimulation rate of 199 pps and squares indicate a stim-
ulation rate of 398 pps. The upper left plot contains the row sum analysis results
from the single-rate pitch ranking task. The upper right, lower left, and lower right
plots contain the basal, middle, and apical results of the two-rate pitch ranking task,
respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Single-rate pitch ranking results for all subjects as determined by row
sum analysis. Here, percent wins are plotted versus electrode location from base
to apex. The large inter-subject variability in the single-rate results is shown here.
Reprinted with permission from Stohl, J. S.; Throckmorton, C. S. & Collins, L.
M., ’Assessing the Pitch Structure Associated with Multiple Rates and Places for
Cochlear Implant Users’, J Acoust Soc Am 123(2), 1043-1053, 2008. Copyright 2008,
Acoustical Society of America.
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ordering of the cochlea. However, the single-rate results for S4 in Figure 3.3 show

a deviation from the ideal case, and Figures 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate the difficulty

that S5 and S6 had in identifying electrodes in an order that reflects that of the

implanted electrode array. The inter-subject variability of single-rate results can be

seen in Figure 3.7 and reflects the variability shown in previous pitch ranking studies

[32–34]. The results from the two-rate pitch ranking tasks for S2, S4, and S7 exhibit

a clear zigzag behavior. This pattern indicates a consistent intra-electrode ranking

of 398 pps over 199 pps along with the presence of some overlap across multiple

electrodes. This pattern is less obvious in the two-rate results for S6 because inter-

electrode comparisons do not produce the expected downward trend when moving

from base to apex. However, intra-electrode comparisons still tend to result in the

subject indicating that 398 pps results in a higher pitch percept that 199 pps. This

does not seem to be the case with S5, whose two-rate pitch ranking results do not seem

to indicate a clear ordering of pitch due to a change in rate or place of stimulation.

Notice that all coefficients of consistence, ζ, obtained in the single-rate task range

from 0.36-0.83, which falls within the range of values reported in Collins et al. [34],

0.10-0.87. Those subjects whose judgments were most consistent also had pitch struc-

tures that most closely match the ideal case. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient

was used to compare the rank of speech recognition scores to the rank of the coef-

ficients of consistence across subjects, and there was no statistically significant rela-

tionship, suggesting that salient pitch percepts may not be a good indicator of speech

recognition ability. In some subjects, there was a discrepancy between the single-rate

and two-rate coefficients of consistence. When higher values of ζ were obtained for

the two-rate task than the value of ζ obtained for the single-rate task (i.e., S4), it

indicates that the introduction of rate-pitch resulted in a more consistent ranking of

the stimuli, implying that the rate-pitch percept may be more dominant than the
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place-pitch percept. Conversely, obtaining a higher coefficient of consistence for the

single-rate task with respect to the two-rate tasks may imply that the introduction

of rate-pitch makes the pitch ranking task more difficult for some subjects.

3.4 Discussion

While multi-rate stimulation has been proposed as a possible method of improving

speech perception, implementations by Fearn [3] and Nobbe [4] in Nucleus and Med-El

cochlear implant speech processors, respectively, did not result in an improvement.

Both Fearn [3] and Nobbe [4] did report some preference of multi-rate strategies

when listening to music, implying that there may still be some benefit to varying

the presentation rates on individual electrodes. As suggested by Throckmorton et al.

[23], it may be necessary to perform a battery of psychophysical experiments that

allow a multi-rate algorithm to be optimized in order to achieve the gain in speech

recognition predicted via acoustic models [22].

The single-rate results found for the subjects follow previous trends in the lit-

erature in terms of both pitch structures and variability across subjects [32–34].

The results from the two-rate task indicate that using stimulation rates below the

rate-pitch percept saturation point (typically 300-500 pps) often causes overlapping

pitch percepts between electrodes. The results of these experiments are similar to

the results of the pitch scaling task done by Eddington et al. [48], and this may

have contributed to the lack of improvement in speech recognition seen with previ-

ous multi-rate strategies. Fearn [3] used overlapping rates on adjacent channels in

an attempt to preserve more meaningful frequency information, and Nobbe [4] used

stimulation rates of 252 and 1515 pps. In both cases, the possibility of pitch reversals

and anomalies was neglected, and as demonstrated here, overlapping percepts were

likely present.
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Examining the results from these experiments in combination with those found

by McDermott and McKay [51] indicated that the rate-pitch percept may offer a

broader range of pitch percepts than the place of stimulation alone. While McDer-

mott and McKay [51] found only a few small overlapping pitch percepts between

neighboring electrodes when rates were a semitone apart, the data presented in this

chapter demonstrates the substantial impact that a doubling in stimulation rate can

have on the overall pitch structure. These data also implicate that finding the re-

lationship between rates on neighboring electrodes that do not result in overlapping

pitch percepts may provide more insight into the optimal range of rates for use in a

multi-rate strategy.

The variability across subjects seen in both single-rate and two-rate results sup-

ports the hypothesis put forth by Throckmorton et al. [23], which states that tuning

algorithms to each user may be required to obtain the maximum benefit from a multi-

rate strategy. The results obtained during these experiments imply that when using

a multi-rate strategy with fixed stimulation rates, it may be beneficial to include a

patient-specific mapping from filter outputs to rate-electrode combinations in order

to preserve the desired monotonic pitch structure. While pitch overlap due to mul-

tiple rates may have had some impact on those results obtained by Fearn [3] and

Nobbe [4], reordering electrode mapping to eliminate pitch overlap in the single rate

case did not prove to be consistently beneficial in the study done by Collins et al.

[34]. The hypothesis for this observed lack of improvement was that subjects were

not able to instantly adapt to the corrected order, and that training may be required

to see the desired improvement from a perceptual reordering of familiar stimuli.

In order to take advantage of the rate-pitch percept, rates less than 500 pps may

be most appropriate for stimulation. However, the use of low rates may result in the

loss of temporal information, and a number of studies have investigated the effect
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of different stimulation rates on speech recognition [18, 66, 67]. Fu and Shannon [67]

found no significant difference in vowel and consonant recognition performance when

using rates from 150-500 pps, and Vandali et al. [68] also found that an increase in

stimulation rate from 250 to 1615 pps provided no significant improvement in speech

recognition in quiet or in noisy conditions. Results seem to imply that the loss of tem-

poral resolution required to implement a multi-rate strategy that utilizes stimulation

rates below 500 pps may not have a significant impact on user performance.

In examining the results from these experiments, the coefficients of consistency

(ζ) appear to be rather low with respect to unity. Reasons for lower values of ζ may

include an inability to make a reasonable distinction between one or more pairs of

stimuli, or it may be a result of confusion due to the fact that cues may be present in

multiple dimensions, only one of which is pitch. In some cases, S5 and S6 for example,

the low values of ζ may simply be due to difficulty in discriminating between different

electrodes and/or pulse rates. S5’s length of profound deafness was longer than the

other four subjects that participated in these experiments, and it has been shown

that duration of deafness may be a predictor for speech recognition abilities [69,70].

S5 also suffers from tinnitus, and at times that condition caused confounding pitch

cues and difficulty with pitch tasks. Upon examining the pitch ranking results for

S6, it appeared that there may have been some confusion about the pitch ranking

task. That is, it is possible that S6 selected the lower pitch when making a paired

comparison, and it is possible that the low coefficient of consistency indicates an

alternation between selecting the higher and lower pitch between trials. It should be

noted that S2 experienced a gradual onset of deafness beginning at the age listed in

Table 3.1, and the age at which profound deafness occurred was not clear. ζ was not

always greater for either the single-rate or two-rate task, which may offer some insight

into the dominance of the rate- or place-pitch percept in each user. For example, S4
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had consistently higher values of ζ for the two-rate task, implying that it may be

easier to compare different rates within and across electrodes than to compare the

same rate (199 pps) across electrodes. Fatigue may also play some role in decreasing

the value of ζ, but the most relevant cause may be the possibility that subjects were

confronted with a multidimensional percept when asked to select the higher pitch

from a number of rate and electrode combinations.

The concept of multidimensional analysis was applied to multiple electrode con-

figurations by Tong et al. [71] and McKay et al. [72], and while McKay et al. [72]

included some single electrode stimuli, Collins and Throckmorton [73] extended that

analysis and investigated the possible influence of multiple dimensions on single elec-

trode judgments across each user’s entire array. In that study it was found that there

may be two significant perceptual dimensions that arise from a change in the location

of stimulation, and it was hypothesized that the rate-pitch percept and its interac-

tion with the place of stimulation may play a part in this multidimensionality. This

potentially nonlinear interaction between the rate and place of stimulation may need

a great deal of attention when designing a multi-rate sound processing strategy. It is

possible that multidimensional percepts could be used to increase the spectral palette

available to implant users; however, if the second dimension and it’s relationship to

the first dimension (thought to be pitch) are not well understood, this could prove to

be a confounding factor in multi-rate stimulation. A multidimensional scaling proce-

dure applied to the same or a similar set of multi-rate stimuli could offer more insight

into the behavior of the second dimension, both independently and with respect to

the first, as well as offer further understanding into the results of the two-rate pitch

ranking results presented in this chapter.

While using variable stimulation rates on each electrode to increase the number of

available stimuli may increase the number of possible percepts, these percepts do not
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necessarily follow an orderly, predictable pattern. For this reason, it may be necessary

to perform rate-based psychophysics in order to better understand the pitch structure

for a given user before attempting to implement a complex sound processing strategy.

These experiments confirmed that an increase in rate on a single electrode from 199 to

398 pps generally causes an increase in the perceived pitch, but that when comparing

these two rates across different electrodes, pitch anomalies occur frequently. Based

on this finding, it may be beneficial to determine a user’s individual pitch structure

and tailor a multi-rate strategy to that pitch structure prior to implementation of the

algorithm. Such a multi-rate strategy was implemented using the data collected in

the pitch ranking experiments described in this chapter and is presented in Chapter

5.
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Chapter 4

Examining the Effects of Rate-change

Duration and Context

In Chapter 31, the pitch ranking tasks were used to investigate the interaction of place

and rate of stimulation. Those experiments were performed using stimuli with fixed

stimulation rates and a constant duration; however, these two parameters will be used

in the implementation of a multi-rate strategy, and should therefore have their impact

on perception investigated directly. In this chapter, psychophysical experiments are

presented that investigate place and rate-pitch as a function of duration as well as

context.

4.1 Introduction

The implementation of a cochlear implant strategy that incorporates time-varying

stimulation rates requires practical knowledge regarding the perception of such stim-

uli. Specifically, the pulse rate difference and the minimum duration of any single

rate stimulus required for distinct percepts across rates may be incorporated into a

multi-rate strategy. Historically, researchers have investigated the first issue, the abil-

ity of cochlear implant users to discriminate one pulse rate from another, when each

pulse rate is presented in isolation, i.e., with stimuli separated by an interstimulus

interval [27,32,50,51,53–55]. These studies demonstrated that the rate-pitch percept

saturates somewhere between 300 and 500 pps for most implant users. However,

proposed multi-rate sound processing strategies typically incorporate time-varying

1This work has been submitted to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, is under
review, and has been printed with the permission of the Acoustical Society of America.
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signals in which pulse rate may be changing rapidly and without the relatively long

interstimulus gaps that are employed in most rate discrimination studies (approxi-

mately 200-500 ms).

Rate-based psychophysical experiments in CI subjects have traditionally focused

on Frequency Modulation (FM) detection rather than the investigation of perceptual

responses to instantaneous changes in stimulation rate [74–76]. FM Difference Limens

(DLs) increased with increasing base rate [74], and when coupled with AM, FM

DLs increased with an increase in AM depth. This finding is relevant to multi-

rate cochlear implant strategies in which AM is used to convey the slowly-varying

envelope information within each band, and simultaneous changes in stimulation rate

are used to transmit fine structure information. Expanding upon previous studies, the

experiments presented below were designed to measure pulse rate DLs (PRDLs) for

stimuli containing relatively large, i.e., 200 pps, instantaneous changes in rate. These

data are applicable to multi-rate strategies that propose quantizing the variations in

the FS and mapping those changes on to predefined stimulation rates (e.g., [23]).

In addition to investigating the rate difference required for listeners to detect an

instantaneous change in rate, the influence of duration on the rate-pitch percept is of

interest for implementation of a multi-rate strategy. Stimulation rate may be updated

as often as on a pulse-by-pulse basis, yet there remains some question regarding

whether rapid changes in stimulation rate are detectable by CI listeners. Chen and

Zeng [74] observed a significant difference between FMDLs at low sinusoidal FM rates

(< 80 Hz) and higher FM rates (160 and 320 Hz), suggesting that some threshold

may exist at which the ability to identify rapid changes in rate increases in difficulty

for CI listeners. Tong et al. [75] investigated frequency discrimination as a function of

duration using linear FM sweeps. Decreasing the duration of the FM sweep resulted

in a decreased ability to detect the difference between a stimulus with a linear sweep
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and a stimulus with a constant pulse rate for the single subject tested. These FM

studies suggest that both the range of pulse rates and the duration of each rate may

affect the ability of strategies that rely on time-varying stimulation rate to convey FS

cues. In these experiments, direct measurement of these two variables was conducted

using quantized changes in rate.

This chapter reports on the results of three experiments. First, the consistency of

the place pitch percept was measured as a function of duration using a pitch ranking

task. The ability to consistently pitch-rank electrodes independent of duration would

imply that salient percepts remained when presenting single-rate stimuli at short du-

rations. The subsequent experiments were designed to investigate the pulse rate

separation and single-rate duration required for distinct percepts on one electrode.

PRDLs were measured with an adaptive procedure both for stimuli in isolation and

when embedded (i.e., with no interstimulus interval between stimuli with different

pulse rates). Repeating the experiment in both conditions allowed for the compar-

ison of PRDLs measured with rapid transitions in pulse rate to traditional PRDLs.

This also provided a direct measurement of the ability to detect rate changes as they

would be presented in a multi-rate sound processing strategy. In the third experi-

ment, embedded PRDLs were used to set pulse rates, and an adaptive procedure was

implemented to determine the minimum duration required for detection of a change

between two fixed pulse rates with no interstimulus interval between them. The goal

of this experiment was to determine how often rate may be changed while still evok-

ing a perceptual change. These experiments may provide insight regarding the ways

in which time-varying pulse rates may best be implemented in a cochlear implant

speech processing algorithm to provide maximum benefit to the individual user.
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Table 4.1: Demographic information for implanted subjects

Subject
ID

Gender Age
(years)

Age at
onset of
deafness
(years)

Age at
implan-
tation
(years)

Mode of
stimula-

tion

Speech
Recogni-

tion
(Percent
Correct)

S2 F 72 46 65 MP1+2 93

S5 F 59 26 54 MP1+2 90

S7 M 53 49 49 MP1+2 97

S8 M 55 35 52 MP2 100

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Subjects and Stimuli

Four postlingually deafened subjects participated in the experiments described below.

Demographic information for the subjects is presented in Table 4.1. All subjects were

implanted with a version of Cochlear Corporation’s CI24 implant and had a minimum

of three years experience with their device prior to testing. Testing occurred over six

to nine sessions, and each session lasted between two and four hours. All subjects

were paid for their time except for S7 who elected to volunteer his time. These

experiments were approved by the Institutional Review Board at Duke University, as

was S7’s voluntary participation.

Pulse trains consisting of biphasic rectangular pulses with 25 µs pulse widths and

an 8 µs interphase gap were presented via the SPEAR3 research sound processor

[62]. Only electrodes available in the subjects’ clinical map were used for testing,

and threshold (T) and maximum comfortable loudness (MCL) were measured at

the beginning of each test session. While all four subjects use a MP1+2 mode of

stimulation in their clinical devices, only S2, S5, and S7 were stimulated using an

MP1+2 mode in these experiments. S8 was stimulated in Monopolar 2 (MP2) mode
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due to safety concerns regarding the use of the Freedom Implant (CI24RE) and

MP1+2 stimuli with the SPEAR3 2.

4.2.2 Pitch Ranking Ability as a Function of Duration

In general, electrical stimulation via a multichannel cochlear implant elicits percepts

that follow the tonotopic arrangement of the cochlea [32, 48]. The first experiment

was designed to determine what effects, if any, duration had on pitch ranking due to

place of stimulation alone.

Stimuli and Experimental Task

A two-interval, forced-choice, pitch ranking task was used. In each trial, subjects

were presented with two intervals and instructed to pick the interval containing the

sound with the higher pitch [32]. All pulse trains were presented at a rate of 200

pps throughout this experiment. Pulse train durations were 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200

ms. An experimental block consisted of one comparison of each active electrode to

all other active electrodes at a single duration, and a set included the presentation of

one block at all of the durations listed above. Electrode pairs were chosen randomly

within each block and were presented in a random order during each trial. Blocks

were presented from the longest duration to the shortest, and stimuli were presented

at all durations before the set of durations was repeated. Each set was repeated three

to seven times.

All stimuli were loudness balanced across each electrode prior to testing, and

S5 and S7 required increased stimulation levels for stimuli with shorter durations.

Estimates of equal loudness were obtained via the method of adjustment. Two pulse

2The steps required to safely present stimuli to a Freedom Implant in Monopolar 1+2 mode via
the SPEAR3 have been implemented since the completion of this experiment (Personal Commu-
nication: Colin Irwin of Cochlear Corporation). See Stohl et al. [62] for details.
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trains were presented repeatedly in an alternating fashion until the subject reported

that the two stimuli were of equal loudness. The first stimulus was a 200 pps pulse

train presented on the most apical active electrode at a comfortable level determined

by listener before the task. The second stimulus was a pulse train presented on the

adjacent active electrode in the basal direction, and the volume (current level) of the

second stimulus was adjustable by the listener during each trial. After the subject

indicated that the two stimuli were of equal loudness, the target electrode became

the reference electrode, and the next active electrode in the basal direction became

the target electrode for the next trial. All electrodes were loudness balanced to the

adjacent apical electrode using this procedure [63].

Results

Pitch ranking data were analyzed using row sum analysis [34,64], and the results are

presented in Figure 4.1. The horizontal axis shows electrode number, where electrode

1 is the most basal electrode in the array and numbering increases toward the apex.

The vertical axis shows each electrode’s percent wins. This value is the percentage

of time that a given electrode was ranked as higher in pitch than all other active

electrodes. Each duration is indicated by a unique line style and is also accompanied

by a coefficient of consistence in the legend labeled ζ.

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, pitch ranking as a function of place generally re-

mained consistent when pulse rate was fixed, regardless of the stimulus duration.

Furthermore, subjects were able to rank electrodes with the same consistency across

durations, as is indicated by stable values of ζ for all durations. These data suggest

that a pitch percept is available at durations as short as 10 ms, and that this percept

remains constant with respect to all other electrodes in the array.
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Figure 4.1: Row sum analysis results of pitch ranking data are plotted for four
cochlear implant subjects. The horizontal axis indicates electrode, and the vertical
axis indicates the corresponding percent wins. Pulse train duration is indicated by
line style, and the mean coefficient of consistence (ζ) for each duration is listed in
the legend.

4.2.3 Rate Discrimination as a Function of Duration and

Context

One goal of this experiment was to determine PRDLs as a function of duration. While

PRDL are typically measured with an interval between two stimuli with different

pulse rates (e.g., [27]), this does not accurately reflect the time-varying stimulation

rate that would be observed on any single electrode for a multi-rate strategy. There-

fore, this experiment was designed to test CI subjects’ ability to discriminate pulse

rates that change instantaneously, i.e., without an interstimulus interval. Another

goal of this experiment was to determine what impact changing rate instantaneously

may have on PRDLs, relative to those measured in the traditional fashion. Therefore,
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(a) ERD Stimulus

(b) Minimum Detectable Duration (MDD) Stimulus

Figure 4.2: Examples of the stimuli used in the Embedded Rate Discrimination
(ERD) task and the Minimum Detectable Duration (MDD) task, respectively. During
the ERD task, the rate of section B is varied while the duration of section B is held
constant. During the MDD task, the rate of section B is fixed, and its duration is
varied adaptively.

PRDLs were measured for both the traditional (isolated) and embedded patterns of

stimulation.

Stimuli and Experimental Task

Two rate discrimination tasks were implemented. Both tasks used four-interval,

two-alternative, forced-choice, adaptive procedures [77] in which the subject was

instructed to identify the interval that sounded “different.” Intervals two and three

contained possible targets, and intervals one and four were always fixed as reference

intervals. Subjects selected the interval that they perceived to be different.

In the first task, subjects heard 200 ms fixed-rate pulse trains. The base or

reference rate was always 200 pps, and the target rate was higher and changed from

trial to trial. This task will be henceforth referred to as Isolated Rate Discrimination

(IRD), given that the stimuli associated with different pulse rates were always isolated

from one another by a 500 ms interstimulus interval.

During the second task, the target interval was of an ABA format in which the

rate of A was always the reference rate of 200 pps, and the rate of B varied from trial

to trial. Reference intervals were always presented at a constant 200 pps (AAA).
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Table 4.2: Stimulation rate of B in ABA stimulus, amplitude used for reference rate
A (200 pps), and amplitude used for B that was adjusted for equal loudness with
respect to A for use in Experiments 2 and 3. All amplitudes are listed in current
steps (0-255) by subject and electrode.

Subject S2 S5 S7 S8
Electrode 3 11 20 4 13 21 3 11 20 3 12 20
Rate of B 400 400 400 400 500 700 500 500 500 600 400 400
Amplitude of A 177 196 193 163 175 176 199 202 198 151 149 146
Amplitude of B 176 190 193 161 172 172 198 200 197 150 145 145

Stimuli were approximately 600 ms in duration, and this task was repeated using

four durations for rate B (20, 50, 100, and 200 ms). For each trial, the number of

rate B pulses was calculated such that the error between the actual duration and the

desired duration was minimized. The number of rate A pulses was then calculated

so that the total duration of the target interval was as close to 600 ms as possible,

and rate B was always embedded in the middle of the stimulus. The second task will

be henceforth referred to as Embedded Rate Discrimination (ERD), as the rate B

pulse train may be thought of as embedded in a pulse train of rate A. Figure 4.2(a)

illustrates an example target stimulus with an embedded rate change.

Stimuli were loudness balanced via the method of adjustment prior to testing, and

amplitudes were roved an average of ± four current steps3 to minimize loudness cues

due to differences in stimulation rate [78]. Pairs of loudness balanced current levels

are reported for each electrode and subject in Table 4.2. Each interval was roved in

the IRD task, whereas in the ERD task, each third of each 600 ms interval was roved

independently. The durations of each of the three A sections of the reference intervals

were equal to the desired target durations (e.g., 275-50-275 ms). Thus cues from the

duration of the stimulus could not be used to discriminate between AAA and ABA.

The stimulation levels of each third of the reference and target stimuli were roved to

3A current step is a unit defined by Cochlear Corporation, and has a logarithmic relationship to

current: I = a175
C

255 , where I is current in amps, a = 10µA, and C ∈ [0, 255] is current step.
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prevent changes in loudness in the target interval from providing an additional cue

to the subjects.

Each task was considered complete after twelve reversals or sixty trials, whichever

occurred first. For the first four reversals, a 1-down, 1-up rule was used, and a 2-down,

1-up rule was applied for the final eight reversals. The step size was a multiplicative

factor of 1.4, and the geometric mean of the DL at the final eight reversals was taken

as the DL that corresponds to 70.7 percent probability of a correct decision [77]. For

the cases in which sixty trials preceded twelve reversals, the geometric mean of the

DL at the last N reversals was computed and taken as the DL, where N was even

and 4 < N < 12. Sixty trials were reached in less than three percent of all repetitions

and were never reached for S5.

DLs were measured for three electrode locations for each subject, one basal, one

middle, and one apical. IRDDLs were measured between four and eight times with

an average of approximately seven measurements per subject, and ERDDLs were

measured between four and ten times with an average of approximately seven mea-

surements per subject. DLs were measured for all three electrodes in a random order

for a given task before repeat measurements were taken. The tasks were interleaved

randomly as well.

Results

IRDDL and ERDDL are plotted as a function of electrode in Figure 4.3, with ERDDL

further subdivided by the duration of B and indicated by a gray background. The

median DL, upper and lower quartiles, 1.5 times the interquartile range, and outliers,

indicated by a plus symbol, are plotted for each DL [79]. Data for all four subjects

are shown, and subjects are grouped by panel. Nonparametric statistics were used

to analyze these data. The use of nonparametric statistical analysis eliminates the
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Figure 4.3: Isolated and embedded rate DLs for all four subjects as a function of
electrode and the duration of B in the ABA target stimulus. ERDDL is marked by
a gray background. The median DL, upper and lower quartiles, and 1.5 times the
interquartile difference are plotted for each condition. Outliers are indicated by a
plus (+) symbol.
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need to assume that observations of the DL are drawn from some specific underlying

distribution and are appropriate for analyzing these data given the relatively small

sample size (4 to 8 observations per DL) [80].

A Kruskal-Wallis test, an extension of the two-class Wilcoxon rank sum test and

a nonparametric one-way analysis of variance that tests for equal medians across

k classes, k > 2, was performed for each subject and electrode with duration as a

factor [81]. Due to multiple comparisons being made with the same data, Bonferroni

adjustment was applied [82], and in general ERDDLs were not significantly affected

by duration (p < 0.05). Two exceptions were found. The ERDDL for S5’s electrode

4, when the duration of B was 20 ms, was significantly higher than the ERDDL

measured when B was 50 and 100 ms (p < 0.02). A significant difference was also

found between the ERDDL for S8’s electrode 20 when measured at a duration of B

equal to 200 ms and compared to measurements taken when the duration of B was

equal to 20, 50 , and 100 ms (p < 0.02).

Given that there was generally no significant difference in ERDDL as a function

of duration, ERDDLs were collapsed and the same analysis was applied to ERDDL

within subject with electrode as a factor. ERDDL and IRDDL are plotted for each

subject and the group in Figure 4.4. The group ERDDL includes all measurements,

whereas those ERDDLs that were determined to be significantly different as a func-

tion of electrode were removed in the individual data shown. A significant effect of

electrode was observed in two cases. ERDDLs on S5’s electrode 21 and S8’s elec-

trode 3 were significantly higher than the other two electrodes tested for each subject

(p < 0.001), and both ERDDLs were also significantly higher than the IRDDL for

the same electrode (p < 0.001). When removing these two electrodes and comparing

IRDDL and ERDDL within subject via the Wilcoxon rank sum test that checks for

equal medians between two groups, ERDDL was significantly higher than IRDDL
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Figure 4.4: Isolated and embedded rate DLs for all four subjects and the group. DL
medians, upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers indicating 1.5 times the interquar-
tile difference are shown. Outliers are indicated by a plus (+) symbol.
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for S4, S7 and S8 (p < 0.002). S5 suffers from tinnitus, and thus had a competing

percept that made it difficult to perform tasks involving pitch. This is reflected in

S5’s elevated IRDDLs, and the resulting lack of significant difference between S5’s

IRDDLs and ERDDLs. Nonetheless, group ERDDLs were observed to be higher than

group IRDDLs (p < 0.001) when pooling data from all four subjects. The median

IRDDL for the group for all electrodes tested was found to be approximately 17.5

pps, and the median ERDDL for the group across electrodes and duration was found

to be approximately 63.8 pps. These DLs expressed as Weber fractions with respect

to 200 pps are 0.09 and 0.31 for IRDDL and ERDDL, respectively. The significant in-

crease in DL suggests that DLs should be measured in the embedded condition when

determining discriminable rates for use in a multi-rate sound processing strategy.

4.2.4 Time-varying Stimulation Rate and Duration

The lack of effect of duration on rate discrimination in the embedded case has im-

plications for implementation of a multi-rate cochlear implant strategy. However,

changing rate over a fixed duration does not necessarily reflect what may happen in

a class of multi-rate strategies in which the stimulation rates are predefined [23] and

the selected rate of stimulation is a time-varying function of the location of spec-

tral peaks in the input signal. Therefore, in the third experiment the duration of

the embedded stimulus was varied adaptively and rate of stimulation was fixed. An

example of the target stimulus used in the MDD task can be seen in Figure 4.2(b).

This is in contrast to the second experiment in which duration was fixed and rate

varied adaptively (See Figure 4.2(a) for comparison).
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Stimuli and Experimental Task

The stimuli used in Experiment 3 were identical to those used in Experiment 2, except

that the duration of the middle third of each stimulus was varied adaptively on a trial

by trial basis instead of the stimulation rate. The stimulation rates of A and B were

fixed, and the duration of the first and third sections of the stimuli were adjusted

to maintain a total interval duration of approximately 600 ms. The reference rate

was fixed at 200 pps for all subjects; however, the rate of B was selected using the

ERDDL data obtained in Experiment 2 and was always at least 400 pps. Stimuli of

different pulse rates were loudness balanced prior to testing using the same method as

Experiment 2, and amplitudes were roved by an average of four current steps above

and below the loudness-balanced levels. Subject specific stimulation rates that were

used for the middle section of the target stimulus (B of ABA) are listed in Table 4.2

along with the corresponding current levels required for equal loudness.

The same procedure that was used in Experiment 2 was also used in Experiment

3. Twelve reversals were reached in all cases but one, in which S5 reached sixty trials

on the first attempt at the task. In that case, eleven reversals occurred, and the

geometric mean of the MDD at the last six reversals was taken as the MDD for that

experimental run. Four to eight MDD measurements were taken using each electrode

for each subject. Measurements were taken using all three electrodes of interest in a

random order before repeating the task.

Results

The MDD for a fixed difference in rate is plotted in Figure 4.5 as a function of

electrode location for each subject as well as across electrodes for the group, with

each subject and the group in different panels. As before, each MDD is represented by

a horizontal line at the median, lines at the upper and lower quartiles, and whiskers
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Figure 4.5: The minimum duration required to detect an embedded rate change
is plotted as a function of electrode location for each subject and for the group
irrespective of electrode. Data for each subject is contained in a separate panel.
Associated with each electrode for each subject as well as for the group is the MDD
median, upper and lower quartiles, whiskers extending to those points inside of 1.5
times the interquartile range, and outliers indicated with a plus (+) symbol.
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that indicate values within 1.5 times the interquartile range. MDDs outside of the

whiskers are marked with a plus symbol and are considered outliers.

As is shown in Figure 4.5, there is substantial variability of MDD within and

across electrode for each subject and across subject as well. When applying a Kruskal-

Wallis test with Bonferonni adjustment [81,82], no significant difference was observed

between MDD when the factor was electrode for subjects S2 and S5; however, the

MDD for S7’s electrode 20 with the rate of A fixed at 200 pps and the rate of B fixed

at 500 pps was significantly lower than the other two electrodes tested (p < 0.05).

Similarly, the MDD for S8’s electrode 20 was significantly lower than the MDD for

electrode 3 with the rate of B equal to 400 and 600 pps, respectively (p < 0.05).

This variability suggests that the task was extremely challenging for some sub-

ject and electrode combinations. Similar inter-electrode trends and intra-electrode

variability can be seen when comparing the ERDDL and MDD data. The presence

of MDD values of 100 ms and higher suggests that in some cases, sound processing

algorithms may need to limit the rate at which stimuli are changed in order to be

effective.

4.3 Discussion

The results from Experiment 1 suggest that place pitch is not a function of duration

in electric hearing for durations greater than 10 ms. Tong et al. [75] found that the

ability to discriminate stimuli containing shifts in electrode position from stimuli with

static electrode position was independent of duration for one subject. Tong et al. [75]

measured the ability to discriminate place as a function of duration using a same-

different task, and the pitch ranking results from Experiment 1 expanded upon that

finding by using a larger number of electrodes (22 versus 4) and more subjects. Tong

et al. [75] concluded that the ability to detect rapid transitions in electrode position
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suggested that place of stimulation may be effectively used to transmit rapidly varying

(segmental) speech information, and this hypothesis is supported by the pitch ranking

data collected in the first experiment.

Comparing the IRDDL and ERDDL data collected in Experiment 2 indicated a

significant increase in PRDL in the embedded case. Thus, when determining the

appropriate rates for use in a multi-rate strategy, it may be more appropriate to

measure the DLs without an interstimulus interval between rate changes. Results

from Experiment 2 also imply that changes in stimulation rate are detectable for

durations as brief as approximately 20 ms, and that the ability to detect an embedded

change in rate is not significantly impacted by duration when the duration of the

embedded stimulus is fixed across observations and greater than 20 ms. These results,

in combination with those data obtained in Experiment 1, suggest that in electric

hearing the ability to detect changes in both the place and rate of stimulation are

independent of duration above some minimum duration. Chen and Zeng [74] observed

a similar lack of significant effect of duration, or FM rate, when measuring sinusoidal

FM detection at low FM rates (≤ 80 Hz); however, there was a significant increase

in FMDLs at high sinusoidal FM rates (160 and 320 Hz) when compared to low FM

rates. The lack of effect of duration on FM detection at longer durations, or lower

FM rates, is similar to the trend observed in the data collected in Experiment 2 in

which changes in rate were quantized.

In Experiment 3, MDD was measured with one pair of pulse rates for each elec-

trode per subject. Results showed considerably more variability both within and

across subject than the ERDDL results from Experiment 2, and no clear lower bound

on the ability to detect instantaneous changes in rate was observed. In addition to

measuring the detectability of shifts in electrode position, Tong et al. [75] measured

the ability of one subject to detect linear changes in pulse rate on single electrodes,
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and found an inability to perform FM sweep detection when the duration of the sweep

was less than 25 ms. Note that in that study, the onset of the sweep was consistent

across trial, as was the case in Experiment 2. Although inter-electrode trends were

similar when comparing the ERDDL and MDD data from these experiments, data

from Experiment 3 suggest that a time-varying duration that changes from trial-to-

trial or observation-to-observation may hinder the detection of embedded pulse rate

changes. Tong et al. [75] concluded that while pulse rate cues may be appropriate

for transmitting longer duration (suprasegmental) information contained in the fun-

damental frequency of speech, the inability to perform FM sweep detection when the

duration of the sweep was less than 25 ms may prevent these cues from being used to

transmit segmental information. This supposition is supported by the variability in

the data collected in Experiment 3 and that many of the MDDs obtained in Experi-

ment 3 were greater than the average duration of an English phoneme [83,84]. Thus,

using rate to transmit information about changes in a speech spectrum may not be

effective for all subjects. In the event that rate update durations are restricted to the

values determined by Experiment 3, spectral smearing across phonemes is likely to

occur. However, the ability of some subjects to identify changes in rate at durations

well below the median MDD (i.e., Subject S8, Electrode 20), suggests that further

investigation may be necessary to identify a true lower bound on rate change detec-

tion. As can be observed by comparing ERDDL from Experiment 2 and the rate of

B (See Table 4.2) for each electrode, the probability of accurately detecting rate B

with respect to rate A (200 pps) may have varied according to subject and electrode.

Repeating Experiment 3 with multiple pulse rates assigned to B in an ABA stimulus

and varying the duration of B (and thus A) adaptively, would potentially provide

a better representation of the interaction between duration and cochlear implant

listeners’ ability to detect changes in pulse rate.
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Although data from Experiment 2 and FMDLs observed by Chen and Zeng [74]

support the hypothesis that rate change detection is independent of duration above

some minimum duration, these data are unlike those reported by Moore [85], in

which a general increase in Frequency Difference Limen (FDL) with decreasing du-

ration was found for pure tone discrimination by NH individuals. Plack and Carlyon

[86] measured the effect of duration on fundamental frequency (F0) DLs for harmonic

complexes in NH listeners. Unlike pure tone FDLs, F0DLs were not significantly af-

fected by a change in duration above 25 ms for resolved harmonics. The similarity

between data from Experiment 2 and the lack of effect of duration observed by Plack

and Carlyon [86] for NH listeners when performing F0 discrimination on resolved

harmonics may indicate that cochlear implant listeners performing rate discrimina-

tion may experience percepts that are more complex than pure tone acoustic stimuli.

However, Gockel et al. [87] also measured F0DLs and saw a significant increase with

decreasing duration, much like that observed with pure tone stimuli. Thus, there

remains some question as to the type of acoustic stimuli for which duration would

not affect DLs. While the underlying perceptual mechanism responsible for rate

pitch discrimination in electric hearing and its relationship to NH mechanisms may

not yet be fully understood, a lack of effect of duration on F0DL when components

are resolved as observed by Plack and Carlyon [86] and ERDDL data collected in

Experiments 2 and 3 suggests some shared central processing may exist.

Given that the ultimate goal of using multiple stimulation rates is to transmit

fine structure cues in a cochlear implant speech processing algorithm, it may be most

beneficial to determine sets of discriminable rates that allow the pulse rate to be

updated as often as possible, thus potentially transmitting the most information per

unit time to the listener. Furthermore, a multi-rate CI speech processing algorithm

will necessarily include AM in addition to time-varying rates, and extending the work
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of Luo and Fu [76] to include changes in pulse rate that are quantized instead of slowly

varying may provide further insight into the interaction of pulse rate, duration, and

amplitude change.

Improvement in speech recognition with multi-rate strategies may require sub-

ject specific tuning as supported by the variability in the data collected in all three

experiments. Specifically, ERDDL and MDD both varied considerably within and

across subject, and parameters such as rate of stimulation and minimum duration

for a single pulse rate may need to be adjusted according to subject-specific psy-

chophysical data for users to take advantage of the additional information encoded

via pulse rate. Based on the results from Experiment 2, PRDLs measured in the em-

bedded case are more likely to reflect detectable pulse rates in a multi-rate strategy,

but the duration at which they are measured may not be a significant factor above

approximately 20 ms. Results from Experiment 3 suggest that update durations

that provide discriminable changes in rate are both subject and electrode position

specific. These differences have the potential to limit a multi-rate strategy’s ability

to transmit rapidly varying spectral information. Even if only for suprasegmental

aspects of speech, the use of multi-rate strategies may still provide additional, usable

information, the inclusion of which may aid in speech recognition in noisy conditions.

Inconsistencies observed in the data from Experiment 2 and Experiment 3 suggest

that further investigation into the use of pulse rate to encode FS information may

contribute to listeners’ ability to extract the information that is available. Nonethe-

less, the data collected in these experiments were influential in the implementation

of the multi-rate strategy presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Implementing a Tuned Multi-rate

Algorithm

Chapters 3 and 4 used psychophysical experiments to explore the perceptual effects

of stimulating the cochlea with biphasic pulse trains with multiple pulse rates. Those

data were collected with the ultimate goal of incorporating subject-specific informa-

tion beyond threshold and comfort levels into an implementation of the MCFA speech

processing algorithm, which was originally presented as an acoustic model implemen-

tation by Throckmorton et al. [23]. The inter-subject variability observed in the

psychophysical data that was presented in the previous chapters supports subject-

specific tuning of the algorithm. The details of a MCFA implementation for CI users,

including the approaches used to incorporate psychophysical data, are presented in

this chapter.

5.1 Introduction

The development of new CI signal processing strategies over the past thirty years

has furthered the success that individuals have with the device in terms of speech

recognition ability, and changes to the signal processing and stimulation paradigm

have been proposed as a means of transmitting missing FS cues to CI users. Among

these new approaches were current steering, which is a technique used to manipulate

the site of stimulation along the cochlea by stimulating multiple sites concurrently

or in rapid succession [88], and using time-varying stimulation rates to transmit F0,

peaks in the FS, or the dominant frequencies in a subband [22,23,28–31]. Algorithms

that attempt to convey subband frequency information are the focus of this chapter.
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It has been hypothesized that the reason for the lack of success observed with

previous multi-rate implementations was due to a lack of consideration of the un-

derlying perceptual structure that arises in responses to multiple stimulation rates

[35]. Previous implementations of multi-rate strategies ([3,4]) only stimulated a sub-

set of electrodes with multiple pulse rates, and the remaining electrodes were always

stimulated at a fixed rate. However, increasing pitch sensation was observed with

increasing stimulation rate regardless of the site of stimulation [27], suggesting that

applying multiple pulse rates to all electrodes may be effective. Both FAME and

MCFA proposed multi-rate stimulation on all active electrodes in acoustic models,

and thus changes in place and rate would act concurrently to transmit spectral infor-

mation for those algorithms. In this chapter, the hypothesis that including subject-

specific psychophysical data would be necessary to observe improvement in speech

recognition performance with a multi-rate algorithm over a fixed-rate algorithm was

tested directly. Using psychophysical data collected in the experiments presented in

Chapters 3 and 4, tuned versions of MCFA were implemented for CI subjects. Sub-

jects performed speech recognition tasks in a variety of noise conditions using both

untuned and tuned algorithms.

5.2 Implementing MCFA for Cochlear Implants

For the purposes of these experiments, MCFA was implemented using a PC, the

Matlab c© programming environment, and the Nucleus Matlab c© Toolbox (NMT)

provided by Cochlear Corporation. This toolbox was made available by the CI

manufacturer and includes a number psychophysical procedures as well as speech

processing algorithm building blocks. The ACE algorithm was provided with the

toolbox, and many of the functions included in ACE were adapted for use in the

implementation of MCFA.
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Figure 5.1: MCFA Block Diagram. Incoming audio is first bandpass filtered via an
FFT filterbank. FFT bins are then combined into Ne ∗ Nr bands, where Ne is the
number of active electrodes, and Nr is the number of rates. One of Nr subbands is se-
lected according to the maximum magnitude for each electrode, and that information
is used to select the rate of stimulation as well. A subset of the Ne electrodes may
then be selected during an optional maxima selection stage, and biphasic pulse trains
are amplitude modulated for each selected electrode according to rate and magnitude
information.
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MCFA was implemented using two carrier frequencies, or stimulation rates, per

electrode. This implementation allowed the psychophysical data collected in the ex-

periments presented in Chapters 3 and 4 to be directly integrated into the tuned

version of the algorithm; furthermore, improvement in speech recognition perfor-

mance in noisy conditions was observed with only two carriers per channel in the

acoustic model implementation of the algorithm [23].

A block diagram of MCFA is shown in Figure 5.1. A Hann window, defined as

w(n) = 0.5
(
1 − cos

(
2π n

N

))
, for 0 ≤ n ≤ N and window length l = N + 1, N = 256,

was applied to the audio signal prior to any further processing to avoid spectral

splatter due to discontinuities. The next stage of MCFA was a filterbank that uti-

lized the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm to compute the Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT) of the windowed audio signal. This approach was adopted from

the ACE algorithm as implemented in the NMT and was effective in providing a

computationally efficient method of approximating the spectral content of the in-

coming audio. Both algorithms used an audio sampling frequency of 16 kHz. The

ACE algorithm used a 128-point FFT, providing 125 Hz resolution or bin width, and

overlapping FFTs were used such that a new estimate of the spectrum was computed

every 2 ms or 32 samples. MCFA was implemented with two possible pulse rates per

channel, or electrode, and thus a 256-point FFT was used for the MCFA filterbank

to provide twice the frequency resolution (62.5 Hz per bin). The analysis rate was

500 Hz for both algorithms. The longer FFT that was used in MCFA resulted in a

downward shift of 31.25 Hz in the total bandwidth which ranged from 156.25 Hz to

7718.75 Hz, whereas the bandwidth for the ACE strategy was 187.5 Hz to 7812.5 Hz.

Furthermore, spectral estimates were made using longer windows of data for MCFA

compared to ACE (256 versus 128 points, 16 ms versus 8 ms).

To combine the FFT bins into the appropriate number of spectral bands (Ne ∗Nr,
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where Ne is the number of active electrodes in the array, and Nr is the number of

rates that were used), the redundant, negative half of the FFT was discarded, and

a weighted power sum of bins was computed for each band. The power sum was

computed such that zk =
√∑

wj

(
x2

j + y2
j

)
, where there were k = 1, 2, ..., Ne ∗ Nr

bands (z). Weights, wj, were calculated such that the power spectrum of the Hann

window was taken into account and all bands were equally weighted after the power

sum. In the implementation, j ≤ l−1
2

− 4 bins were used, and the first four bins

were removed to discard any Direct current (DC) components from the signal and

set the lower cutoff frequency to the value that was closest to that which was used

in the clinical ACE strategy. x and y denote the real and complex parts of each bin,

respectively, and the value of j was chosen individually for each band to provide a

linear spacing in the low frequency region and approximate logarithmic spacing for

higher frequency bands. For a list of the upper and lower cutoff frequencies for each

band, see Table 5.1.

The implementation of MCFA that was used in the experiments below had two

carriers per channel, and thus each band was divided equally into two subbands. In

general, each band may be divided into Nr subbands, 1 ≤ Nr ≤ ∞. The maximum

magnitude was selected for each band (one out of Nr), and the index of that subband

magnitude was used to indicate the stimulation rate. Stimulation rates are predefined

in MCFA; therefore, it was only necessary to know which rate should be used for a

given window, and the rate information itself was stored elsewhere. The magnitude

of the maximum subband was preserved and used in the subsequent stages of the

algorithm. At this stage, there was magnitude and rate information for all active

electrodes. For the sake of comparing MCFA to the clinical ACE strategy, an optional

maxima selection stage was included in the algorithm. This was necessary to rule

out the possibility of performance improvements arising directly as a result of the
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Electrode
ACE ACE MCFA MCFA

fc Lower fc Upper fc Lower fc Upper

22 187.5 312.5
156.25 218.75
218.75 281.25

21 312.5 437.5
281.25 343.75
343.75 406.25

20 437.5 562.5
406.25 468.75
468.75 531.25

19 562.5 687.5
531.25 593.75
593.75 656.25

18 687.5 812.5
656.25 718.75
718.75 781.25

17 812.5 937.5
781.25 843.75
843.75 906.25

16 937.5 1062.5
906.25 968.75
968.75 1031.25

15 1062.5 1187.5
1031.25 1093.75
1093.75 1156.25

14 1187.5 1312.5
1156.25 1218.75
1218.75 1281.25

13 1312.5 1562.5
1281.25 1406.75
1406.75 1531.25

12 1562.5 1812.5
1531.25 1656.75
1656.75 1781.25

11 1812.5 2062.5
1781.25 1906.75
1906.75 2031.25

10 2062.5 2312.5
2031.25 2156.75
2156.75 2281.25

9 2312.5 2687.5
2281.25 2468.75
2468.75 2656.25

8 2687.5 3062.5
2656.25 2843.75
2843.75 3031.25

7 3062.5 3562.5
3031.25 3281.25
3281.25 3531.25

6 3562.5 4062.5
3531.25 3781.25
3781.25 4031.25

5 4062.5 4687.5
4031.25 4343.75
4343.75 4656.25

4 4687.5 5312.5
4656.25 4968.75
4968.75 5281.25

3 5312.5 6062.5
5281.25 5656.25
5656.25 6031.25

2 6062.5 6937.5
6031.25 6468.75
6468.75 6906.25

1 6937.5 7937.5
6906.25 7406.25
7406.25 7906.25

Table 5.1: Channel cutoff frequencies, fc, for ACE and MCFA in Hz. Columns two
and three contain the lower and upper cutoff frequencies for each electrode used for
the ACE algorithm in this study, respectively. The lower and upper cutoff frequencies
used for the two subbands per electrode for MCFA are listed in columns four and
five.
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number of channels rather than the variable rate information. However, most modern

CI speech processors are capable of overall stimulation rates that would allow all

electrodes to be stimulated at low stimulation rates (≤ 500 pps) for each processing

window.

After selecting N-of-M electrodes for stimulation, the pulse rate information was

used to determine the time at which each electrode should fire. It is important to

note that multi-rate algorithms, including MCFA, typically rely on the ability of

stimulation rate to evoke pitch-like percepts, and it has been shown that the salience

of pitch deteriorates as stimuli become aperiodic [89]. Therefore, it was important

to ensure that the period of each pulse train was preserved, and this can be achieved

in a number of ways. If stimuli are harmonically related, that is if pulse rates are

related by an integer multiple, then the analysis frequency may be set to the highest

pulse rate and electrodes permitted to fire once per analysis frame. Lower pulse rates

may then be created by forcing electrodes to fire every n windows, where the desired

pulse rate is Analysis Frequency

n
and n is an integer. This was the approach used by

Nobbe [4], as the RateCIS algorithm allowed electrodes to fire either every window

(1515 pps) or every sixth window (252 pps). Alternatively, it is possible to track

the firing time for each electrode, calculate the next firing time, and compare firing

times to an overall timing variable to determine if an electrode should fire during

a given window. This implementation, used by Fearn [3] as well as in the NMT

implementation of MCFA, allows for the flexibility of non-harmonically related rates

and does not restrict preselected rates to being equal across electrode.

Logarithmic compression is typically applied to magnitudes during CI processing

to account for the reduced dynamic range in electric hearing when compared to NH,

and the logarithmic compression function used in Cochlear Corporation’s devices was

applied to FFT magnitudes. Compressed magnitudes were then mapped to current
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levels between 0 and 255. See Footnote 3 for the relationship between current steps

and current in amperes. Pulse trains with time-varying stimulation rates were de-

livered to the electrode array sequentially from base to apex. Although stimulation

rates were relatively low in general and the resolution of the envelope as conveyed by

AM was therefore poorer than fixed, high-rate algorithms (e.g., [19]), it was hypoth-

esized that the benefit obtained from access to the quantized representation of the

within band FS might outweigh the degradation in the resolution of the envelope.

Furthermore, it has been shown that, in general, stimulation rate does not have a

significant effect on speech recognition (e.g., [68]). As discussed in the next section,

further manipulations were made to MCFA in an attempt to tune that algorithm

to individuals based on previously collected rate-based psychophysical data. Those

experiments were discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.

5.3 Tuning MCFA

It has been hypothesized that using psychophysical data to tune a speech processing

algorithm to a specific user may result in a greater improvement in performance than a

generic implementation that disregards the variability across CI users [23,35]. In this

study, two parameters were tuned and the effects investigated. The first parameter

that was tuned was the mapping from filter outputs to electrode-rate combinations

using pitch-rank data, and this mapping will be henceforth referred to as a “pitch

map.” The second parameter that was manipulated based on psychophysical data was

the minimum duration for a single pulse rate on each electrode. These parameters

were systematically varied, and listeners performed a battery of speech recognition

experiments as described below.
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5.3.1 Pitch Map

Each subject’s pitch map was determined based on the pitch-rank data that was

collected in the experiment presented in Chapter 3 with the exception of S8, whose

pitch-rank data were collected specifically for this study using the same method

but with fewer repeat measurements. The goal of the pitch map was to reorder

the electrode-rate stimuli such that a sweep across the stimuli results in a monotonic

change in perceived pitch (“pitch order”). This order may differ from the order based

on the tonotopic arrangement of the cochlea (“place order”) as seen in Chapter 3.

The hypothesis was that by using the pitch order, channel information would not

be presented in a confounding way. Collins et al. [34] attempted a similar type

of remapping to avoid pitch reversals across electrode. A subset of subjects were

able to perform significantly better on CID sentences and NU6 phonemes with the

experimental map versus their standard clinical mapping that followed the tonotopic

ordering of the cochlea. It was hypothesized that the lack of improvement seen for

some subjects was due to the amount of training and adaptation to stimulus cues as

they were presented via their clinical speech processors [34]. The effect of training

on performance with a tuned MCFA is presented in Chapter 6, and the hypothesis

for acute testing described below was that while subjects were trained to expect the

spectral mapping provided by their clinical speech processors, the difference in pulse

rate might result in stimuli that were different enough to allow subjects to benefit

from a pitch map.

Generating Pitch Maps

In general, a pitch map may be derived from the two-way preference matrices that

were constructed using a pitch ranking task. Row sum analysis of the preference

matrix may be used to evaluate the pitch structure as a function of stimulus (see
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(a) Pitch structure for untuned MCFA
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(b) Untuned MCFA
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(c) Pitch structure for S8, MCFA-PM
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(d) MCFA-PM

Figure 5.2: Untuned and tuned implementations of MCFA. Pitch maps are shown
on the left, with the relative pitch shown as a function of electrode and rate. Elec-
trodograms are shown on the right for an input signal that is a frequency sweep
ranging from 200 to 8000 Hz.
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[64], Chapter 3), and generating a pitch map is an extension of row sum analysis

that requires sorting the stimuli such that the resulting pitch structure is monotonic

from base to apex and vice versa. In a speech processing algorithm, the new stimulus

order would then be used to reassign filter outputs to the appropriate electrode or

electrode-rate combination. Example pitch structures are shown for both untuned

and tuned versions of MCFA in Figure 5.2, along with electrodograms (electrode

firing pattern as a function of time) showing the stimuli that would arise due to a

frequency sweep at the input of the two-rate algorithm. As can be seen in Figure

5.2(b), the response to a frequency sweep when assuming that perceived pitch follows

the place order results in stimuli that have a pattern that moves from base to apex

across electrode and low to high rate within each electrode. When pitch order is

applied to the same frequency sweep for S8, the stimulus pattern shown in Figure

5.2(d) is generated with the intention of eliciting a monotonic change in pitch. Large

changes in the active electrode location can be seen as well as the grouping of low-rate

and high-rate stimuli.

Enforcing a Tonotopic Restriction

The two-rate pitch ranking data presented in Chapter 3 were collected for three

subsets of electrodes to alleviate fatigue in subjects. The data from these three

experiments may be combined to form a single preference matrix; however, there are

pairs of electrodes that were not compared in the two-rate case. This resulted in

missing data in the combined preference matrix. An example of a combined two-rate

preference matrix with missing data is shown in Figure 5.3. It is possible to estimate

the probability of one stimulus being higher than another using the methods described

in Appendix B; however, for this study it was assumed that any electrodes that were

not compared followed the place order regardless of stimulation rate. Furthermore,
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Figure 5.3: Data from three two-rate pitch ranking tasks were combined to generate
this normalized preference matrix for S7. Note the missing data in the upper and
lower corners.
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(b) MCFA-PM1

Figure 5.4: Two tuned implementations of MCFA. Electrodograms are shown for an
unrestricted pitch map on the left, and a pitch map with a single electrode tonotopic
restriction on the right. The input signal was a frequency sweep ranging from 200 to
8000 Hz.

it was assumed that if any two rates on the same electrode were to be compared,

the higher pulse rate stimulus would have resulted in a higher pitch percept. In

practice, this was done by normalizing the combined two-rate preference matrices by

the number of comparisons made between each pair of stimuli, thus converting each

cell into a probability of choosing one stimulus as higher than another, and setting

the value of cells for which no comparison was made to a value indicating 100 percent

probability of choosing the more basal electrode and the higher rate as higher in pitch

(1 above the diagonal, 0 below).

Even with the assumptions made above for missing data, electrode reordering as

large as eight electrodes still occurred. While changes in rate may in fact cause pitch

reversals of this size, there was concern about rearranging the tonotopy of the cochlea

to this degree, particularly since subjects had been listening through their CIs with

this order for relatively long periods of time. A tonotopic restriction was applied to

each preference matrix so that the number of electrodes over which reordering was

allowed to occur was restricted and could be tested systematically. This restriction
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was imposed using the same mechanism that was applied for the case of missing data.

All electrodes outside of some predefined range were assumed to follow the tonotopic

organization of the cochlea. That is, when comparing two electrodes, the more basal

was always assumed to be higher in pitch, and when comparing rates, the higher rate

was always assumed to be higher in pitch. In this way, the subject-specific pitch-rank

data was still utilized, although some of the paired comparison data were discarded to

prevent electrode reordering greater than a certain size. Electrodograms are shown in

Figure 5.4 for an unrestricted pitch map (left), and a pitch map in which reordering

was only allowed to occur across one electrode (right). Note that at approximately

250 ms after the onset of the sweep, stimulation moves from a high pulse rate on

electrode 13 to a high pulse rate on electrode 12 and then to a lower pulse rate on

electrode 7. When imposing a tonotopic restriction on electrode reordering, this large

jump along with others were prevented from occurring.

5.3.2 Duration

In addition to incorporating information about each subject’s multi-rate pitch struc-

ture into MCFA, the algorithm was implemented to include MDDs. The data col-

lected in Chapter 4 contained a large amount of variability both within and across

subjects, and no clear lower bound on the minimum duration required to detect a

change in rate was observed. For this reason, the duration of a single-rate pulse train

was constrained in one of two ways. In the first implementation, rate information

was updated at a fixed interval, and that interval was an adjustable parameter of

the algorithm. Appropriate durations were approximated from the MDD data, and

rates were updated accordingly. While fixing the minimum duration required before

a change in pulse rate could occur was a straight forward way of incorporating the

previously collected psychophysical data, the possibility existed that this would result
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Figure 5.5: Example of arbitrary rate change due to MCFA-D100. Here, stimulus
magnitude is plotted as a function of time for electrode 19. The true location of the
spectral maxima was in the higher of two subbands; however, the rate change was
restricted such that changes were only allowed to occur every 100 ms. Thus, the
lower pulse rate was presented until 500 ms after the stimulus onset, at which time
the correct rate information was applied.
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(a) MCFA-T, t = 0.5
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(b) MCFA-T, t = 0.707

Figure 5.6: Electrodograms of the consonant token /asa/ for rate update thresholds
of 0.5 and 0.707, respectively. Note the reduction of rapid variation in pulse rate
during the consonant portion of this token as shown here.

in the onset of stimulation rates that did not reflect the subband spectral content at

the current time. Rather, a transition in the location of the spectral energy occurred

prior to the completion of the MDD implemented in the algorithm, and only once

that duration was exceeded was the pulse rate allowed to change (See Figure 5.5). In

this way, changes in pulse rate did not reflect the underlying structure of the input

signal and could have presented confounding cues in the form of rate transitions.

Furthermore, many of the MDDs were greater than the average duration of an En-

glish phoneme, and restricting rate changes to relatively long durations could have

introduced a delayed transition in the stimulus pattern that was again not indicative

of the input speech.

Thus, to avoid transitions between rates that had no direct meaning with respect

to transitions in the input, a preliminary method was developed to restrict the mini-

mum duration at which stimulation rate changed but allowed the flexibility to change

rates at relevant times. The restriction was that the magnitude for a given subband

in the current window was required to exceed some threshold with respect to the

magnitude that was used for that channel in the previous window for a rate change
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to occur (See Equation 5.1).

magc

magc + magp

> t (5.1)

In the above equation, magc was the current magnitude of the subband that was

not selected in the previous window, magp was magnitude selected for the previous

window, and t is the rate update threshold parameter. If this value were set to 0.5,

then magc must be at least equal to magp for a rate change to occur. This results in

the selection of the subband with the largest magnitude during each window. As t

increased, a greater change in magnitude was required for a change in pulse rate, and

thus the duration of any single-rate pulse rate was proportional to t. Furthermore,

this implementation resulted in rate changes at the onset of changes in the location

of the spectral maxima in each subband. See Figure 5.6 for an example of the

effects of varying t on the consonant token /asa/. Performance was compared for

both methods using the speech recognition tasks described below. Note that if no

restriction was applied to the update duration, pulse rate was able to change on a

pulse-by-pulse basis. This resulted in an update duration equal to the period of the

highest stimulation rate used, 2.5 ms ( 1
400

pps).

5.4 Methods

5.4.1 Subjects

Five post-lingually deafened Nucleus CI24 users participated in this study. Demo-

graphic information for each subject is listed in Table 5.2. A Monopolar 1+2 mode

of stimulation was used for all subjects, as this is the stimulation mode for each of

their clinical maps. All subjects had a minimum of four years experience with their

device.
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Table 5.2: Demographic information for implanted subjects

Subject
ID

Gender Age
(years)

Age at
onset of
deafness
(years)

Age at
implan-
tation
(years)

Mode of
stimula-

tion

Speech
Recogni-

tion
(Percent
Correct)

S2 F 73 46 65 MP1+2 93

S4 M 20 4 12 MP1+2 97

S5 F 60 26 54 MP1+2 90

S7 M 54 49 49 MP1+2 97

S8 M 56 35 52 MP2 100

The clinical ACE algorithm was implemented according to each subject’s map,

and active electrodes, number of maxima, and loudness growth parameters were

maintained for all implementations of MCFA. Subjects participated in two to four-

teen sessions lasting one to four hours each. All subjects were compensated for their

time except for S7 who elected to volunteer his time. These experiments were ap-

proved by the Institutional Review Board at Duke University, as was S7’s voluntary

participation. One subject (S5) elected not to complete the study.

5.4.2 Stimuli

This experiment consisted of three speech recognition tasks. The first task was a

closed-set, medial vowel recognition task. Nine vowel tokens in the form /hVd/

were presented: had, hawed, head, heard, heed, hid, hood, hud, and who’d. The

second task was a closed-set, medial consonant recognition task with fourteen tokens

in the /aCa/ form. Consonant tokens were aba, afa, aga, aja, aka, ama, ana, apa,

asa, asha, ata, ava, and aza. The final task was an open-set monosyllabic word

recognition task that used 200 Consonant-Nucleus-Consonant (CNC) speech tokens

from the Northwestern University Auditory Test No. 6 (NU6) Monosyllabic Words
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Test [90].

All tokens were presented in quiet as well as in a variety of noise conditions ranging

from -5 to 15 dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The background noise was speech-

shaped noise, constructed with a length 78th order [91] finite impulse response (FIR)

filter whose coefficients were derived from a five second sample of speech shaped

noise provided by the House Ear Institute. Estimating the spectrum rather than

extracting noise from the provided sample allowed a new instantiation of noise to be

generated for every single token that was presented in the experiment, thus reducing

the possibility that the background noise could be used as a cue. For a single run of

an experiment, 200 ms were added to the duration of the longest token to determine

the total duration of each instantiation of noise. Each token was then embedded

randomly in the background noise to avoid onset and duration cues.

Streaming with the NIC-2

All speech tokens in both quiet and noisy conditions were preprocessed using al-

gorithms implemented with the NMT. The Nucleus Implant Communicator (NIC)

version 2, which comprises a Cochlear programming pod and the L34 speech pro-

cessor, was used to stream all stimuli for these tasks directly to the listener via a

Universal Serial Bus (USB) port. While the SPEAR3 was capable of presenting pre-

processed sound, the limited amount of Random Access Memory (RAM) and the

serial port connection make it inefficient for streaming audio.

5.4.3 Procedures

Given that two-rate pitch-rank data was collected for all subjects at stimulation

rates of 200 and 400 pps, these were the two rates selected for the implementations

of MCFA used in this study. Algorithms that were tested include ACE with each
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subject’s clinical parameters, an untuned implementation of MCFA, MCFA with

an unconstrained pitch map (MCFA-PM), and MCFA where tonotopic restrictions

were imposed from one to five electrodes (PM1-PM5). Subjects S4, S7, and S8 also

repeated the speech recognition tasks for some or all of the following duration-based

implementations of MCFA: a 40 ms rate update duration, a 100 ms rate update

duration, and a threshold based implementation where t was required to be greater

than approximately 1√
2

(See Equation 5.1). These were implemented with untuned

MCFA and MCFA with an unrestricted pitch map. The order in which algorithms

were tested was systematically randomized to reduce training effects across subjects.

Closed-set Speech Recognition

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) with one button for each token and a ready button

was used for both closed-set speech recognition tasks. The subject was instructed to

push the ready button to hear the next token and provide a response by clicking the

button that corresponded to the token they heard. During training, subjects were

presented each vowel and consonant token twice for each algorithm. Training always

occurred in the quiet condition prior to testing, and token-specific feedback was

provided to all subjects except S8. S8 is visually impaired and received tactile yes-no

feedback during training. He was provided with braille word lists and was instructed

to verbally repeat the token that he heard during both training and testing to be

marked by the moderator. Prior to training and testing, MCL levels were adjusted

for each subject using ACE and an untuned version of MCFA while listening to

vowel and consonant tokens to compensate for the missing pre-emphasis or high-pass

filter that may have been included in the subjects clinical speech processor. Hearing

tokens through the unprocessed MCFA algorithm may have provided a small amount

of additional training although no feedback was provided to the subject during this
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time. During testing, each vowel and consonant token was presented 5 times in

both quiet and noisy conditions for all algorithms. S7 and S8 repeated testing for

each vowel and consonant token using ACE, untuned MCFA, MCFA-PM, and the

algorithms containing tonotopically restricted pitch maps twice in the same order for

a total of 10 repetitions, and no additional training occurred between repetitions. No

feedback was provided during testing.

Open-set Speech Recognition

A GUI with a ready button, a text box, and a submit button was used for the open-

set speech recognition task. The subject was instructed to push the space bar on a

standard keyboard or click the ready button using a standard mouse to hear the next

word, type the word that they heard in the text box, and submit their response by

pressing enter or clicking the submit button. 50 words were drawn randomly from a

pool of 200 for the open-set monosyllabic word test for each algorithm and condition.

In addition to scoring words according to percent correct, responses were scored by

phoneme as well. S7 and S8 repeated this task twice for the MCFA implementations

that contained a pitch map. Following each set of 50 words in quiet conditions,

subjects were asked to fill out an eleven question survey regarding the speech they

just heard. The survey was adapted from the telecommunications literature [92] and

is shown in Figure 5.7. For S7 and S8, the results from the survey collected for the

final presentation of each algorithm are reported.

5.4.4 Information Transmission Analysis

Speech recognition scores are presented as percent correct. However, while percent

correct provides an interpretation of the overall performance of a particular algorithm,

it does not provide insight into what speech cues are or are not being accurately
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Figure 5.7: This questionnaire was given to the subjects after each quiet condition
of each algorithm. Responses are listed in Table 5.6.
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transmitted to the listener. In [93], the authors proposed an alternative method

called Information Transmission Analysis (ITA) for analyzing confusion matrices that

utilizes the fact that the matrices constructed from a closed-set test contain more

information than just percent correct. ITA relies on classical communication theory

to estimate the transmission of a token or linguistic feature from confusion matrices,

as described below.

Using confusion matrices, the mean logarithmic probability (MLP), or entropy,

is calculated for stimuli (x), responses (y), and stimulus/response pairs (xy) using

Equation 5.2. Below, x is a discrete random variable and pi is the probability that x

takes the ith value of its distribution, or a specific token in this context. Because the

true probability of each token occurring is not known, pi is estimated by ni

n
where ni

is the number of times token i was observed in the total presentation of all stimuli in

the set, n. Using the MLPs for inputs (x), outputs (y) and input/output pairs (xy),

the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of the transmission of a token may then

be calculated as shown in Equation 5.3. In terms of the confusion matrices, ni is the

sum of the ith row, nj is the sum of the jth column, nij is the confusion matrix entry

for the ith row and jth column, and n is the total of all entries in the matrix.

MLP(x) = E (− log pi) = −
∑

i

pi log pi (5.2)

T (x; y) = MLP(x) + MLP(y) − MLP(xy) (5.3)

= −
∑

i,j

pij log
pipj

pij

= −
∑

i,j

nij

n
log

ninj

nnij
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If the logarithm used in the equations above is base 2, T (x; y) is reported in bits

of information per stimulus, or the number of binary decisions required to correctly

identify the input. Alternatively, the percent of information transmitted may be

reported by normalizing T (x; y) by the maximum possible information transmitted

Tmax(x; y), allowing for a clear comparison to be made across features. Tmax(x; y) is

calculated by applying Equation 5.3 to a confusion matrix with diagonal elements

equal to the value of n used to calculate T (x; y) and zero elsewhere. All transmission

analysis results are reported in percent of information transmitted in this study.

Peterson and Barney [94], Miller and Nicely [93], and Wang and Bilger [95] iden-

tified common features across English vowels and consonants, and Miller and Nicely

[93] showed that ITA could be applied to confusion matrices that were constructed by

grouping tokens according to their linguistic features. When analyzing each feature,

tokens that were not correctly identified but were confused with tokens having the

same feature were still counted as correct. The features that will be discussed in this

study are listed below, and feature assignments for the tokens used are listed in Table

5.3 for vowels and Table 5.4 for consonants.

For vowels:

1. Duration: Length of token in time

2. F1: Frequency of the first formant

3. F2: Frequency of the second formant
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Table 5.3: Vowels and their associated features used in ITA where integer indicates
class.

Duration F1 F2

had 0 0 1
hawed 0 0 2
head 1 1 0
heard 0 1 1
heed 1 2 0
hid 2 2 0

hood 2 1 2
hud 2 0 2

who’d 1 2 2

For consonants:

1. Voicing: Presence of a periodic component

2. Nasality: Presence of a nasal resonance and absence of an aperiodic
component

3. Affrication: Airflow is partially blocked and turbulent

4. Duration: Length of token in time

5. Place: Location in the vocal passage at which constriction occurs

5.5 Results

Individual results for closed- and open-set speech recognition tasks are shown in

Figure 5.8. Data is not reported for S2’s performance in noise, as SNRs of 0, 5,

10, and 15 dB were all reported to be overwhelming by the subject. S4, S7, and

S8 were able to perform all tasks at 5 dB SNR. Group means and standard error

(
√

σ2

n
) are shown in Figure 5.9. For each plot, percent correct is shown for the vowel,

consonant, open-set, and open-set scored by phoneme tasks in the upper left, upper

right, lower left, and lower right panels, respectively. Each panel shows performance

in quiet and noise, and algorithm is indicated by bar shade. The untuned algorithms
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(d) S8

Figure 5.8: Speech recognition scores as percent correct for all four subjects on
closed vowel and consonant recognition and open-set, monosyllabic word identifica-
tion. Quiet and noisy conditions are shown with algorithm separated by shade.
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shown in terms of percent correct in the upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower
right, respectively. Quiet and noisy conditions are shown with algorithm separated
by shade.
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Table 5.4: Consonants and their associated features used in ITA where integer
indicates class.

Voicing Nasality Affrication Duration Place

b 1 0 0 0 0
d 1 0 0 0 1
f 0 0 1 0 0
g 1 0 0 0 2
j 1 0 0 0 4
k 0 0 0 0 2
m 1 1 0 0 0
n 1 1 0 0 1
p 0 0 0 0 0
s 0 0 1 1 3
sh 0 0 1 1 4
t 0 0 0 0 1
v 1 0 1 0 0
z 1 0 1 1 3

are ACE and MCFA. The tuned MCFA implementations are listed according to the

number of electrodes, n, over which pitch map reordering was permitted to occur

as MCFA-PMn. When n is not indicated, no restriction was made other than the

tonotopic assumption for missing data, and this implementation may be referred to

as including an unrestricted pitch map.

Looking first at individual results for the closed-set tasks (Figure 5.8), it can be

seen that a tuned version of MCFA resulted in the highest percent correct for vowels

and consonants in quiet for all subjects. This was also true for consonant recognition

in noise for S4, S7, and S8; however, only S7 was able to correctly identify more vowel

tokens in noise with a tuned MCFA than the clinical ACE algorithm. Although not

significant, percent correct scores that are comparable or superior to each subject’s

ACE suggests that there may be some benefit to varying the stimulation rate in

a speech processing algorithm. Given that previous implementations of multi-rate

speech processing strategies did not result in a measurable improvement in speech

recognition performance [3, 4], these data support the hypothesis that multi-rate
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algorithms may require tuning in the form of discriminable pulse rates and correct

pitch maps to provide listeners additional, usable information.

Open-set recognition scores also support the hypothesis that multi-rate stimula-

tion may provide additional spectral cues to CI listeners. Subjects S2, S7, and S8

performed better on the monosyllabic word recognition task in quiet with a tuned

version of MCFA when scoring for complete words and phonemes. S4 achieved equal

phonemic percent correct with ACE and an untuned implementation of MCFA in the

quiet condition as well. S4 and S7 both showed improvement on the open-set speech

recognition task using an implementation of MCFA for the noisy condition.

Although improvements were observed for all subjects using MCFA for at least one

task, improvement across subject was seen with varied implementations of MCFA.

This result supports the need for subject-specific tuning and should be considered

when viewing results for the group. Mean group scores and their accompanying stan-

dard error are shown in Figure 5.9. It can be seen that in the quiet condition, MCFA

with a pitch map that considers subject-specific data and allows single-electrode

reordering resulted in an overall improvement in speech recognition performance.

Due to the small population size, a nonparametric multi-class analysis of variance

(Kruskal-Wallis Test) was performed, and Bonferonni adjustment was applied to ac-

count for multiple comparisons being made to the same data [81, 82]. No statistical

significance was observed across the algorithm except that MCFA-PM was signifi-

cantly worse than ACE for closed-set vowel recognition in noise.

A post hoc power analysis was performed on the group data to determine the

number of subjects that would be required for the obtained results to be considered

significant at the 95 percent confidence level. In order to perform this analysis,

data were assumed to be normally distributed, and it was also assumed that the

group means and variances would remain the same in the event that more subjects
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Table 5.5: Power analysis results for acute speech recognition data. The number
of subjects required for a significant difference in performance between the observed
group means and variances at the 95 percent confidence level are shown according to
task (vowels, consonants, open-set monosyllabic words (O.S. Words), and open-set
monosyllabic words scored by phoneme (O.S. Phonemes)) and condition (Quiet and 5
dB). Performance with the ACE algorithm was compared to MCFA-PM1. An asterisk
indicates cases in which ACE would be significantly higher than MCFA-PM1, and
the remaining values are the number of subjects required to claim that performance
with MCFA-PM1 was significantly higher than that with ACE.

Quiet 5 dB
Vowels 75 6*
Consonants 4 6
O.S. Words 40 95*
O.S. Phonemes 19 68*

were tested. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5.5, where the total

number of subjects required for performance differences between algorithms to be

considered significant are shown as a function of task and condition. The ACE

algorithm was compared to MCFA-PM1, as this performance was highest in general

with this implementations Cases in which the mean performance was higher for the

ACE algorithm are indicated with an asterisk, and performance was higher with

MCFA-PM1 for all other cases. Large variances observed in the data that were

collected and ceiling effects resulted in the need for large sample sizes in order to claim

statistical significance for many of the conditions. Although this analysis indicates

that the general improvement in consonant recognition performance for the quiet

condition is significant with four subjects, it should be noted that this is only when

those four observations are assumed to be drawn from a normal distribution and that

this assumption should be validated through the collection of more data.

The trend of decreasing performance with decreasing tonotopic restriction is

present for all tasks in the group data. This result supports the hypothesis that

subjects were highly trained to expect spectral information to be presented according

to the tonotopic ordering of the cochlea, even if the place-pitch structure as defined
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Figure 5.10: The left pair of plots show combined ITA results for all subjects in the
quiet condition, and the right pair of plots show combined ITA results for S4, S7, and
S8 in the noisy condition. Features are listed along the horizontal axis with percent
information transmitted on the vertical axis. Algorithms are separated by shade.

by pitch-rank data does not follow that order [34]. However, the improvement of

MCFA-PM1 over the untuned implementation of MCFA also suggests that including

tonotopically restricted pitch-rank data in a multi-rate strategy may provide benefit

to the user for all of these tasks.

5.5.1 Information Transmission Analysis

Feature-based confusion matrices were generated from the token-specific confusion

matrices for each closed-set task using the classifications listed in Tables 5.3 and

5.4. ITA results are shown for the group in Figure 5.10 for both quiet and noisy

conditions. Considering first the transmission of vowels and their associated features,

a noticeable decrease in the transmission of all three features (Duration, F1, F2) was

observed in quiet for implementations of MCFA that include pitch maps allowing

reordering across more than three electrodes compared to algorithms that restrict

the filter-to-electrode mapping within three electrodes. In general, a downward trend

in information transmission is still observed as the tonotopic restriction is relaxed in

the noisy condition as well. Most obvious is the sharp drop in transmission of the
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Second formant (F2) feature seen with MCFA-PM in noise, implying that completely

disregarding the tonotopic ordering of the cochlea and relying on pitch-rank data

alone may not be effective for transmitting speech cues.

No noticeable effect of algorithm was observed in the quiet condition when per-

forming information transmission analysis on the group data for the closed-set con-

sonants task. In the noisy condition the implementations of MCFA that allowed

reordering across three or more electrodes resulted in a noticeable reduction in the

percent information transmitted with respect to the other implementations of MCFA

and ACE. Implications for multi-rate speech processing strategies are discussed be-

low.

5.5.2 Speech Recognition Questionnaire

After performing the open-set speech recognition task in the quiet condition, subjects

were asked to answer an eleven question questionnaire (See Figure 5.7). Categories

include overall impression, listening effort, pronunciation, speaking rate, pleasantness,

naturalness, audio flow, ease of listening, comprehension problems, articulation, and

acceptance. Average responses from all subjects are listed in Table 5.6 and plotted

in Figure 5.11. All categories received scores that ranged from 1 to 5, with 5 being

the best score possible, except ‘Acceptance’ which was marked 1 if the subject felt

the algorithm would be acceptable for everyday use and 0 otherwise.

In general, MCFA-PM2 received the highest subjective ratings. A decreasing pref-

erence of algorithm was observed as the number of overlapping electrodes was allowed

to increase beyond two. This trend parallels the trend in performance; although sub-

jects achieved the highest level of performance with MCFA-PM2. Nonetheless, there

appears to be a clear benefit in terms of performance and preference that is gained

from including subject-specific pitch-rank data in a multi-rate sound processing strat-
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Figure 5.11: Mean questionnaire scores across algorithms. Here, PMn indicates
MCFA with a pitch map that was restricted to allow reordering across ≤ n electrodes.
PM indicates that no restriction was applied. All categories received scores that
ranged from 1 to 5, with 5 being the best score possible, except ‘Acceptance’ which
was marked 1 if the subject felt the algorithm would be acceptable for everyday use
and 0 otherwise.
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Table 5.6: Average responses to algorithm questionnaire. Here, PMn indicates
MCFA with a pitch map that was restricted to allow reordering across ≤ n electrodes.
PM indicates that no restriction was applied. All categories received scores that
ranged from 1 to 5, with 5 being the best score possible, except ‘Acceptance’ which
was marked 1 if the subject felt the algorithm would be acceptable for everyday use
and 0 otherwise.

ACE MCFA PM1 PM2 PM3 PM4 PM5 PM

Overall Impression 4.25 4 3.5 4 4 3.5 3.5 2.5

Listening Effort 3 3.25 3.25 3.75 3.25 2.75 2.75 2.75

Pronunciation 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.25 4.25 4 3.75 3.5

Speaking Rate 3.75 4 4.5 4.75 4 4.25 4 3.5

Pleasantness 4.25 4 3.75 4.25 3.75 3.75 3.75 3

Naturalness 3.75 3.75 3.5 3.75 3.5 3.5 3.25 2.5

Audio Flow 4 3.75 4 4 4.25 3.75 4 3

Ease of Listening 4 3.25 3.25 3.5 4.25 3.5 3.25 2.75

Comprehension Problems 3 3 2.5 3.5 3.5 3.75 2.5 2

Articulation 3 2.5 3 3.75 3.25 3.25 3.25 2

Average Score 3.75 3.6 3.58 3.95 3.8 3.6 3.4 2.75

Acceptance 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.5 0.5 0

egy.

5.5.3 Duration-based Implementations of MCFA

In addition to including pitch-rank data in MCFA, the psychophysical data obtained

in the duration-based experiments performed in Chapter 4 were included in a series

of implementations of MCFA. As opposed to the 2.5 ms update duration used for

the previous set of algorithms, rate was either updated every 40 ms (MCFA-D40),

100 ms (MCFA-D100), or when the change in magnitude from one window to the

next exceeded some threshold (MCFA-T, t ≈ 1√
2
). Each of these algorithms was

also tested with an unrestricted pitch map for S7 and S8, but performance was

so low compared to implementations of MCFA without any pitch map that those

data were not included. Results are shown in Figure 5.12, and it can be seen that

there is a large amount of variability between subjects for a given task. In general
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Figure 5.12: Speech recognition scores as percent correct for subjects S4, S7, and
S8 on closed vowel and consonant recognition and open-set, monosyllabic word iden-
tification. Quiet and noisy conditions are shown with algorithms separated by shade.
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no one tuned-duration implementation of MCFA provided benefit over the untuned

implementation.

5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Benefit of Multiple Rates

The general improvement in speech recognition performance observed with MCFA

when compared to ACE for the quiet condition suggests that some immediate ben-

efit was obtained from varying the stimulation rate. While this result supports the

hypothesis that multi-rate stimulation will improve speech recognition, it is not nec-

essarily supported in the literature. Fearn [3] and Nobbe [4] both implemented

multi-rate strategies, and neither reported an improvement in speech recognition

performance over the clinical ACE or CIS strategies, respectively. Fearn [3] did not

directly test speech recognition, but subjects reported anecdotally that ACE was the

preferred algorithm for speech, and Nobbe [4] found that subjects performed better

with a single-rate implementation of CIS than with the RateCIS algorithm that was

implemented with two possible stimulation rates on six medial electrodes. MCFA

uses a quantized representation of the FS information, unlike the algorithms imple-

mented by Fearn [3] or proposed by Nie et al. [22] that vary the stimulation rate

continuously at the instantaneous frequency in one or more bands. It is possible

that by only using two distinct stimulation rates rather than a continuous range of

stimulation rates, periodicity information was more accessible in an acute scenario.

As in this study, Nobbe [4] also used two rates in the algorithm implementation;

however the same improvement that was observed in the data collected during these

tasks was not reported in that study. The discrepancy between these results is most

likely due to changes in stimulation rate inducing overlapping pitch percepts across

electrodes [35]. This may have been exacerbated by the significantly larger difference
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between the two rates used by Nobbe [4] (1263 pps). The magnitude of overlap was

potentially larger and a more confounding factor for the subjects who participated in

the study done by Nobbe [4], and no compensation for this overlap was considered.

Another difference between MCFA and other implementations of multi-rate strate-

gies is that time-varying stimulation rates were presented on all electrodes rather than

just a subset. Recall that in the Music-L algorithms, pulse rate was tied directly to

frequency, and because the rate-pitch percept saturates, it was assumed that there

was no need to apply time-varying pulse rates on basal electrodes that are located

in the high frequency region of the cochlea. Instead, only the five or ten most apical

electrodes were stimulated with multiple rates [3]. Nobbe [4] only stimulated me-

dial electrodes to avoid scenarios with a low overall stimulation rate, i.e., where all

electrodes were firing at rates below the saturation of the rate-pitch percept. Given

that previous literature regarding the effects of stimulation rate on speech recognition

[67, 68, 96] suggest that low overall stimulation rates are not necessarily detrimental

to speech recognition, this was not treated as a concern when implementing MCFA.

All active electrodes could be stimulated at two possible rates, and pitch-rank data

from Chapter 3 along with rate DL data from from Chapter 4, suggest that distinct

percepts exist as a function of rate for all electrodes. Thus, MCFA was ideally able

to provide an increase in spectral resolution for all electrode locations.

Another concern regarding multi-rate CI strategies that using stimulation rates

that are low enough to evoke the rate-pitch percept (i.e., ≤ 500 pps) results in a

coarse sampling of the temporal envelope with respect to algorithms that use higher

stimulation rates. The hypothesis that motivates this work is the increase in spec-

tral information that may be obtained from the utilization of multiple stimulation

rates may be enough to, at a minimum, compensate for the decrease in temporal

information.
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The decrease in stimulation rate, and thus the resolution of envelope information,

did not negatively affect listeners’ ability to correctly identify speech tokens in this

study. There are conflicting results in the literature regarding the effects of stimula-

tion rate with some researchers reporting that stimulation rate does not significantly

affect performance [67, 68, 96] and others suggesting that higher stimulation rates

may result in superior performance [66, 97]. The results from this study agree with

the former hypothesis. Subjects were able to achieve comparable or superior perfor-

mance with an untuned implementation of MCFA over the clinical ACE algorithm

for quiet conditions. It is worthwhile to note that this result was obtained in acute

testing, when subjects had relatively little time to train with MCFA compared to the

four-year minimum amount of time spent with their clinical speech processors.

5.6.2 Benefit of Tuning

For both quiet and noisy conditions, MCFA-PM1 outperformed the untuned imple-

mentation of the algorithm, suggesting that tuning a speech processing algorithm

provides immediate benefit to the listener. However, as the number of electrodes

over which reordering was allowed to occur decreased, performance on all speech

recognition tasks generally increased. For all tasks, there was a noticeable differ-

ence in performance between MCFA-PM1 and MCFA-PM, which included all of the

pitch-rank data collected. This result supports the hypothesis put forth by Collins

et al. [34] that subjects are highly trained to expect spectral information to be pre-

sented according to the tonotopic organization of the cochlea, and additionally it

suggests that minimizing the deviation from the tonotopic arrangement while includ-

ing subject-specific information is beneficial in the acute setting. It may require a

large amount of training for subjects to adapt to reorganized filter outputs. Nonethe-

less, using subject-specific pitch-rank data did result in an overall improvement in
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performance in both quiet and noisy conditions over an untuned MCFA for all tasks.

Manipulating the minimum duration required for a single-rate pulse train seemed

to have no clear effect on speech recognition performance for S4, S7, or S8. It was

hypothesized that the threshold implementation of MCFA, MCFA-T, would provide

the most reliable cues about spectral changes in the input audio, as MCFA-D40 and

MCFA-D100 both had the potential to change rates at arbitrary times with respect

to the stimulus. However, this trend was not generally observed in the data. Each

of the three duration-based implementations resulted in the highest performance for

the group for some combination of task and condition, making the optimal setting

unclear for the rate update parameter. Note that for all tasks and all noise condi-

tions, one of the duration-tuned algorithms always resulted in superior performance

compared to the untuned implementation of MCFA. This suggests that restricting

the update duration may still provide benefit to the listener, but that the method

of implementation is not clear from these data. Further investigation is required to

determine the most effective way to change stimulation rate such that listeners are

able to extract meaningful spectral changes from the stimuli.

5.6.3 Information Transmission

Information Transmission Analysis of the vowel and consonant confusion matrices

revealed the same decreasing performance with increasing electrode reordering for

almost all features. The trend is less obvious for consonants in quiet. Performance

did however decrease noticeably with increasing pitch map flexibility for consonants

in 5 dB SNR, especially for voicing, duration, and place. Voicing and place are

features more closely associated with periodicities, and so it is no surprise that they

were more negatively affected by a less restrictive pitch map in noise. However, it is

unclear why duration would be affected by the spectral content of the signal. This
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trend was also present in the results from ITA applied to vowel confusion matrices,

suggesting that perhaps it is the duration of certain spectral cues that are important

for understanding speech.

One or more of the tuned MCFA strategies, as well as the untuned implemen-

tation of MCFA in many cases, resulted in a larger percentage of total information

transmitted for all features included in the analysis when compared to ACE for the

quiet condition. The tuned MCFA-PM1 resulted in an improvement of approxi-

mately twenty percent in information transmitted for the vowel formant features,

first formant (F1) and second formant (F2), and the voicing and place features for

consonants. In the noisy condition, the effects of tuning were observed for vowels,

but the increase in information transmission with respect to ACE did not persist. A

negligible improvement was observed in the transmission of the F2 feature, and a de-

crease in the information transmitted was observed for the duration and F1 features.

This result suggests that handling noisy estimates of the distribution of subband spec-

tral energy may be a challenge when implementing a multi-rate strategy, and this

hypothesis is supported by results with earlier, feature extracting speech processors

[98].

If presented in competing background noise, rate changes may become pseudo-

random resulting in confounding pitch information. This means that while rates may

in fact provide more spectral information, that information is problematic if it is not

meaningful. This hypothesis was supported by a significant decrease in performance

on a vowel recognition task when tokens with randomly selected carrier frequencies

were compared to tokens whose carrier frequencies were determined by a variety of

spectral estimation techniques [99].

The accuracy of subband rate selection was tested over a range of SNRs to analyze

the effect of Speech-Shaped Noise (SSN) on the peak-picking technique applied to
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the tokens used in this study. Pulse rates were first estimated for vowel and conso-

nant tokens for the quiet condition, and only those channels whose magnitudes were

greater than the base level applied during the logarithmic compression were included

in the analysis to avoid penalizing the estimation technique in spectral regions that

contained no relevant information. Pulse rate was then estimated for tokens with

noise ranging from −100 to 100 dB SNRs and the percent error calculated for each

set of tokens. This analysis was repeated 100 times for each token with a new in-

stantiation of noise for each repetition. The mean error and standard deviation are

shown in Figure 5.13, and the mean error on pulse rate estimation for the closed-set

tokens in 5 dB SNR was approximately 19.9 and 14.5 percent for vowels and conso-

nants, respectively. Improved accuracy of subband spectral estimation may require

more advanced estimation techniques, noise cancellation, or some other mechanism

for separating background from speech.

5.7 Conclusions

The improvement seen with MCFA over ACE in quiet, and MCFA-PM1 over an

untuned MCFA in both conditions suggests that using time-varying stimulation rates

in a tuned multi-rate algorithm has the potential to provide an improvement in

speech recognition ability for CIs. However, many CI listeners perform extremely

well in quiet conditions and it is noisy scenarios that require further study to achieve

high performance. As can be observed in the percent correct and ITA data, noisy

conditions conditions continue to be a problem for CI listeners when testing tuned

implementations of MCFA acutely, in spite of the improvements observed for the

quiet condition.

Differences between the implementations of ACE and MCFA that were tested

included stimulation rate and thus the sampling of the temporal envelope, filterbank
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cutoff frequencies, and the inclusion of subject-specific data beyond T and MCL

values. Another difference between ACE and the implementations of MCFA that

were used in this study is the amount of time subjects have had to train with the

strategies. Acute improvements in quiet conditions suggest that the information

needed for improvement in noise may be present but not accessible to the listener

without more experience with the multi-rate strategy. Training may be required for

subjects to learn to identify background noise and extract meaningful information

from the stimuli which were novel to them at the time of testing. The following

chapter discusses a longitudinal study of MCFA and the benefits of training with a

multi-rate sound processing algorithm.
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Chapter 6

The Effects of Training on Speech

Recognition

When performing acute speech recognition tests with cochlear implant listeners, the

tuned, multi-rate strategy MCFA-PM1 resulted in an overall improvement in perfor-

mance in quiet conditions for four subjects (See Chapter 5). Here, PM1 indicates that

subject-specific pitch rank data were used to tune the algorithm, and single electrode

reordering was allowed to occur based on those data. While this algorithm was used

to achieve speech recognition scores that were higher than NIC-2 implementations

of the subjects’ clinical ACE strategy, the clinical strategy still resulted in the high-

est performance in SSN at 5 dB SNR. One hypothesis for the lack of improvement

observed in noise with MCFA is that changes in rate are effective in transmitting

information about spectral changes in the stimuli, but when the input SNR is too

high, these rate changes become arbitrary and therefore confounding. Another hy-

pothesis is that low stimulation rates do not provide enough temporal resolution to

adequately represent the envelope information in noise. The third hypothesis, which

was tested directly in the experiment described below, is that a difference in training

or experience is responsible for the inability for MCFA to outperform ACE in noise

[34].

All subjects who participated in the study described in Chapter 5 had a mini-

mum of four years experience with the ACE strategy, while results were only tested

acutely for various implementations of MCFA. The goal of this study was to there-

fore provide subjects with the opportunity to train with a tuned version of MCFA to

determine whether or not performance would improve as familiarity increased. There
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is evidence in the literature that suggests that listeners’ speech recognition abilities

benefit from training with a new speech processing algorithm [100,101], and subjects

were unfamiliar with the lower stimulation rates used for MCFA when compared to

ACE. In this chapter, a take-home study performed by two subjects is presented, and

the effects of training are investigated. Each subject was given an implementation of

MCFA that incorporated a personalized pitch map, and tests were repeated over the

course of three weeks.

6.1 SPEAR3-based Real-time Implementation of

MCFA

All data from the speech recognition tests performed in the acute study presented

in Chapter 5 were collected using Cochlear Corporation’s NIC, version 2. That

device was well-suited for streaming preprocessed audio from a PC; however, it is not

possible to implement real-time processing with that device. The SPEAR3 provides

direct access to the main assembly file for the Motorola DSP that is the core of

the SPEAR3. This access allows the researcher to program novel speech processing

algorithms and run them in real-time, which in turn provides listeners the flexibility

to take the speech processor out of a laboratory setting and explore algorithms in

more realistic, and possibly more challenging environments. Due to the flexibility of

the SPEAR3, that device was selected for the longitudinal study described below.

The SPEAR3 implementation of MCFA mimicked the NMT implementation that

was described in Chapter 5 such that acute performance and longitudinal performance

could be compared directly. The assembly program may be found in its entirety in

Appendix D. Before writing the signal processing segments of code for the SPEAR3-

based implementation of MCFA, the DSP clock was increased to 59 MHz to ensure

adequate time was alloted for all interrupts. Many required constants and hardware
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initialization subroutines were provided with the SPEAR3, but it was necessary to

modify these parts of the code to ensure correct synchronization between the various

components that comprise the SPEAR3. For example, the input sampling frequency

of the codec that digitized the analog input was set to 16 kHz to match the NIC-2

implementation of MCFA. A method also had to be developed to store windows of

data from the single samples that are output from the codec.

A Hann window was then applied to each window of data, and a Motorla FFT

implementation of the DFT was then used as the filterbank. FFT bins were combined

into bands using the same weights as the NMT implementation of MCFA, where there

were Ne∗Nr bands, Ne was the number of electrodes, and Nr was the number of rates.

The analysis bands were then rearranged according to each subjects pitch map (See

Chapters 3 and 5). By applying a sorting algorithm to each pair of bands (Ne∗Nr = 2

here), one magnitude was selected for each electrode during each analysis window

(every 2.5 ms). The index of the magnitude that was selected for each electrode (1

of 2 rates for this implementation) was used to indicate the stimulation rate for each

electrode. A binary decision was then made for each electrode, to stimulate or not,

during each window of processing based on the previously selected stimulation rate.

This approach differs from the NMT implementation that determines the exact time

of firing for each electrode and thus allows for non-harmonically related pulse rates.

Although the SPEAR3 implementation requires the use of harmonically related pulse

rates, it has the potential to provide more place information in the following way.

Electrodes that are not permitted to fire during a given window due to a low rate

being selected for the previous window were not considered to be available in the

maxima selection stage. Therefore, a lower magnitude pulse on an electrode that was

not selected in the previous window may fire during the current window. This would

not be the case in the NMT where the N highest magnitude electrodes are selected
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every window. The number of maxima was nonetheless set to the same value that

each subject used clinically.

The magnitudes that remained after maxima selection were mapped through an

identical logarithmic compression function as that used when testing with the NIC-2

and then converted to current steps. The compression and conversion of magnitudes

required the addition of a number of fixed and floating-point subroutines and the

conversion between the two number representations. Stimulus parameters for each

window were then passed to the Data Encoder Formatter (DEF) for transmission to

the implanted portion of the CI. Mode of stimulation was determined by the user’s

map (MP1+2 for both subjects), and T and MCL values were measured prior to

using the device.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Subjects

Two post-lingually deafened cochlear implant subjects participated in this study.

Each user had a minimum of four years experience with their device. S7 was im-

planted with a Nucleus CI24R and used a Freedom processor running ACE at 900

pps per channel in MP1+2 stimulation mode, and 12 maxima selected. S8 was

implanted with a Nucleus CI24RE (Freedom Implant), used a Freedom processor

running ACE at 2400 pps per channel in MP1+2 stimulation mode, and 10 maxima

selected. MCFA-PM1 was implemented on the SPEAR3 with two stimulation rates,

200 and 400 pps, available per channel, 25 µs pulse widths, 8 µs interphase gap, and

a unique pitch map for each subject. All other parameters were identical to those

used in each subject’s clinical map. Subjects participated in four, four-hour sessions

over three weeks. Subjects were allowed to take the SPEAR3 home to train with

their unique implementation of MCFA over the duration of the study. Subject S8
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was compensated for his time and travel expenses, and S7 elected to volunteer his

time.

6.2.2 Stimuli

The same speech tokens that were used for the speech recognition tasks in Chap-

ter 5 were used for this longitudinal study. Tokens included vowels in the form

/hVd/, consonants in the form /aCa/, and fifty monosyllabic words in the form

consonant-nucleus-consonant. Conditions included quiet, 10 dB and 5 dB SNR with

speech-shaped noise as the masker. Listeners also performed the Melodic Contour

Identification (MCI) test to assess musical ability. MCI stimuli included three-

harmonic complexes comprising nine five-note melodic contours [102]. Each contour

was presented with one through five semitone spacing between successive notes. Dur-

ing testing, all sounds were presented from a PC connected to the line input on the

SPEAR3.

Subjects were also provided compact discs containing training materials for at-

home use. These materials included stories taken from the National Public Radio

(NPR) podcast archives. Materials included speech alone, speech with background

music and environmental noise, speech with background music, and music of a variety

of genres. Subjects were given the freedom to use their own materials for training as

well.

6.2.3 Procedures

This study took place over a three week period and included four meetings lasting

approximately four hours each. During the initial session, T and MCL values were

measured at 400 pps, as this was the maximum stimulation rate used in the im-

plementation of MCFA-PM1 that each subject used at home. Subjects were given
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Figure 6.1: GUI used during the MCI task.

approximately fifteen minutes to listen through the experimental speech processor to

ensure that the volume of the processed audio was adequate. Both subjects reported

that the maximum volume available with the SPEAR3 was too soft, and so MCL val-

ues were increased systematically until the subject reported a loud but comfortable

volume. Further tuning of the MCL values was performed for S7 who complained of

very muddy sounds. For this subject, apical MCL values were decreased to mimic

the pre-emphasis filter that was included in the subject’s clinical speech processor.

The subject reported clearer speech after this modification was made.

Each subject was allowed to train for up to thirty minutes with both sets of closed-

set speech tokens (vowels and consonants) in the quiet condition prior to testing

during each session. Testing included five repetitions of each set of tokens and one

set of fifty monosyllabic words for all three conditions (quiet, 10 dB, 5 dB SNR).

Subjects also performed the nine-alternative, closed-set, MCI test [102]. During
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Figure 6.2: Speech recognition scores reported as percent correct for closed-set
medial vowels and consonants, and open-set monosyllabic words. Algorithms are
indicated by color and include ACE, the acutely tested MCFA-PM1, and MCFA-PM1
tested over four sessions. ACE was not tested in 10 dB SNR for S8, and the acute
implementation of MCFA-PM1 was tested in 10 dB SNR for S7 or S8.

each trial, the subject was presented a five-note melodic contour. Each note was a

three-harmonic complex, and the root note in the series, indicated in gray in Figure

6.1, was always set to A4, 440 Hz. Contours included flat, flat-falling, flat-rising,

falling, falling-flat, falling-rising, rising, rising-flat, and rising-falling. The GUI that

was used for this experiment is shown in Figure 6.1 and was generated using modified

code from the NMT. The subject was allowed to hear each contour three times before

they were forced to choose from one of the nine available contours. Results are

reported in total percent correct, as well as percent correct as a function of interval

spacing between successive notes in semitones.

6.3 Results

Results from the acute testing of ACE and MCFA-PM1 with the NIC-2, and the lon-

gitudinal study with MCFA-PM1 implemented on the SPEAR3, are shown for S7 and

S8 in Figure 6.2. Performance generally improved with training for the SPEAR3 im-
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plementation of MCFA-PM1 for all tasks and conditions, with performance plateau-

ing within the three week period for both subjects. S8’s performance appears to have

plateaued in earlier sessions than S7’s performance, and this is most likely due to the

difference in the amount of time each subject spent training with the processor. S7

spent a total of approximately 18 hours listening through the SPEAR3 over the three

week training period, and S8 spent approximately 100 hours using the experimental

device. Most notable in the data is the large increase in performance on the open-set

monosyllabic word recognition task for S7, and due to the large difference in training

time between the two subjects, it is possible that the majority of improvement in S8’s

performance occurred during the first week of training. In spite of the improvement

in speech recognition ability observed with increased training, percent correct scores

with the experimental MCFA-PM1 never exceeded those obtained with the subjects’

clinical strategy in noisy conditions. Improvements seen in quiet conditions with re-

spect to the fixed-rate ACE suggest that some additional, usable spectral information

may have been available via multi-rate stimulation; however noisy spectral estimates

and low sampling rate of the envelope are two factors that may prevent MCFA-PM1

from outperforming the ACE strategy in noisy conditions.

As can be seen in Figure 6.3, both subjects showed a slight overall improvement

in MCI performance over the ACE strategy using MCFA-PM1 after three weeks

of at-home training. S7’s performance with MCFA-PM1 during acute testing was

comparable to that obtained during testing with ACE, and only a small amount of

improvement was observed due to training. However, S8’s acute performance was

relatively poor with MCFA-PM1 when compared to performance with ACE prior

to training. S8 reported having perfect pitch before losing his hearing, and one hy-

pothesis for the poor performance observed for the MCI task when listening through

MCFA-PM1 is that S8 was able to hear out the individual harmonics and was thus
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Figure 6.3: Melodic contour identification reported as percent correct for S7 and
S8. Results are presented as total percent correct for all semitone spacings as well as
by semitone spacing. Algorithms are indicated by color and include ACE, the acutely
tested MCFA-PM1, and MCFA-PM1 tested over three and four sessions for S7 and
S8, respectively.

hearing transitions across harmonics rather than hearing the movement of the com-

plexes as a whole. This may not have been a problem with the ACE algorithm, as the

subject was already familiar with the higher-rate stimuli and was trained to integrate

across electrodes to hear only one tone for each complex as opposed to hearing out

the individual components. The dramatic improvement in performance seen with

the MCFA-PM1 strategy for S8 after training with the algorithm is in support of the

hypothesis that poor performance with MCFA-PM1 was due to a lack of exposure

to the low-rate stimuli. Note that the general trend of decreasing percent correct

with decreasing semitone spacing is present, and this trend is expected as discrim-

inating stimuli should become more challenging as the fundamental frequencies of

each harmonic complex become more closely spaced. The general improvement in

performance using the tuned MCFA strategy suggests that listeners may be able to

use a multi-rate strategy to more effectively identify melodies in everyday musical

stimuli; however, more data is needed to support this hypothesis.

Anecdotally, both subjects reported that MCFA-PM1 initially sounded similar to
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their clinical speech processors at the time of activation. Both subjects indicated

that background noise was much more confounding with the SPEAR3 compared to

their clinical Freedom processors. The Freedom processor is a more modern proces-

sor than the SPEAR3 and thus offers the following features not available with the

experimental processor: Two microphones (one omni-directional and one focused),

an adaptive beam-forming algorithm to take advantage of the two-microphone sys-

tem, compression in the form of Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuitry, and the

Adaptive Dynamic Range Optimization (ADRO) algorithm that applies compression

within single frequency bands [103]. One or more of these features may have con-

tributed to the subjects’ preference of their clinical processor in noisy settings. Note

that these features were not included in the implementations of ACE used to test

speech recognition to minimize the number of potential variables between ACE and

MCFA.

Although both subjects ultimately preferred their Freedom processors to the

SPEAR3, improvements in the quality of the sound perceived with the SPEAR3 were

reported. Both subjects reported that voices began to sound more natural within the

first couple of days of training, and there appeared to be consistent improvements

for about one week after taking the processor home. S7 did not use the processor on

day 15 of the take-home experiment and reported that taking one day off seemed to

result in a slight set-back in the quality of sound. This suggests that subjects contin-

ued to adapt throughout the process, but changes may have been more subtle than

those that occurred in the first week. Both subjects also reported that sounds heard

through the SPEAR3 never became as “smooth” as those perceived when wearing

their own clinical processors. Anecdotal results seem to suggest that the two subjects

that participated were most affected by the lower stimulation rates and differences in

hardware between the SPEAR3 and Freedom processor. Exerpts from the anecdotal
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reports given by S7 and S8 can be found in Appendix C.

6.4 Discussion

The data shown in Figure 6.2 suggests that there may be some benefit obtained

from training with a multi-rate sound processing strategy for CIs. Recognition of

monosyllabic words in the 5 dB SNR condition improved by over twenty percent for

S7, and MCI scores improved by approximately 80 percent for S8 after training with

a tuned implementation of MCFA-PM1 for three weeks. This improvement suggests

that users may have needed time to adapt to the stimuli which were different than

the clinical stimuli in that multiple pulse rates were used, and these pulse rates were

lower than typical clinical stimulation rates.

Also shown in Figure 6.2 is the inability of MCFA-PM1 to outperform the clinical

ACE algorithm in noisy conditions, even after a three week training period. This is

not the case in quiet conditions, which has both positive and negative implications

for multi-rate strategies. The improvement over ACE observed in quiet conditions

suggests that using multiple pulse rates and user-specific psychophysical data results

in an overall increase in the information transmitted to the listener. Because the

temporal resolution of the envelope has been reduced by relying on slower stimulation

rates, the increase may be presumed to be in the transmission of spectral information

and most likely FS information. In some sense, it may also be true that more spectral

information is available for noisy conditions; however, poor estimates of the spectrum

may cause that information to be confounding rather than useful. Furthermore, a

noisy representation of the temporal envelope, which as previously mentioned was

relatively undersampled, may have added to the difficulty that subjects experienced

with the SPEAR3 and MCFA-PM1.

The fundamental frequency of the stimuli used in the MCI may have been rep-
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resented in envelope information with the ACE strategy, but given that S7 used a

stimulation rate of 900 pps per channel and MCI stimuli had a minimum fundamental

frequency of 440 Hz, aliasing was likely to occur in the envelope representation of the

input signal. Thus the place of stimulation was primarily responsible for transmit-

ting information about melodic contours. The use of multiple pulse rates adds the

ability to transmit information about tonal patterns using both the place and rate

pitch mechanisms, and the improved ability to identify contours with small semitone

spacing between successive notes with MCFA-PM1, as shown in Figure 6.3, further

supports the hypothesis that a multi-rate strategy may be providing sound with a

more finely resolved spectrum. Again, the subjects received some benefit from train-

ing with the multi-rate strategy, and in this case were able to achieve a higher level

of performance on this musical task.

6.5 Conclusions

The ability of subjects to show some adaptation to multi-rate stimulation that re-

sulted in slight performance improvements over the fixed-rate ACE algorithm in

quiet conditions suggests that this type of strategy may in fact transmit additional

information about the input signal to the listener. That information may be FS in-

formation, as the temporal envelope is sampled more coarsely with MCFA in order

to allow access to the rate-pitch percept. Performance in noisy conditions after train-

ing shows that noisy estimates of the spectrum in combination with noisy low-rate

envelopes prevented subjects from attaining superior speech recognition scores with

the multi-rate strategy when compared to ACE.

There is some evidence that suggests that utilizing the rate-pitch percept to trans-

mit additional information was effective; however, there is still work to be done to

determine the best way to take advantage of the mechanism without compromising
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the advancements that have been made in previous speech recognition algorithms.

Better spectral estimation techniques, noise suppression algorithms, and novel stim-

uli that are able to take advantage of the phase-locking properties of the auditory

system without sacrificing resolution of the temporal envelope may all contribute to

the improvement of CI listeners’ experiences and quality of life.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions, Discussion, and Future Work

Cochlear implants have proven to be an effective solution for restoring hearing to

individuals who suffer from sensorineural hearing loss. Results vary, but in general,

CI recipients are able to function well in the hearing world given the right conditions.

Situations in which there is a great deal of background noise or there are competing

talkers continue to be more challenging for CI listeners than NH individuals. Fur-

thermore, the subtle spectral cues, often referred to as FS, necessary for interpreting

tonal languages or music are largely absent or under-represented by most commer-

cial cochlear implant sound processing strategies, making these stimuli inaccessible

to implanted listeners. Other confounding factors that hinder performance include

duration of deafness, neural survival patterns, the reduced dynamic range of electric

hearing compared to acoustic hearing, the absence of certain non-linear properties of

the inner ear, and the overall spatial coverage of the cochlea available with implants

today.

One focus of this work was to further the understanding of the rate pitch mech-

anism in electric hearing via psychophysical experiments. A psychophysical toolbox

for cochlear implants, the DIPT, was designed around the SPEAR3. This setup

was explained and validated in [62]. Three subjects participated in loudness balanc-

ing and rate discrimination experiments using the SPEAR3, and the data collected

followed trends observed in the literature (e.g., [27]). The DIPT included classical

psychophysical experiments such as rate discrimination and a pitch ranking task, and

its flexible design allowed the implementation of the novel psychophysical experiments

presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Access to the assembly language program file at the
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core of the SPEAR3 allowed the flexibility to perform multi-rate psychophysics that

were not otherwise possible at the time that this work was started. The release of the

NIC-2 did provide more flexibility in terms of stimulation rate, but this device was

not available at the time the DIPT was developed. Thus, the SPEAR3 was utilized

in the psychophysical experiments performed throughout this work. Furthermore,

the NIC-2 is limited to laboratory use only, and thus the SPEAR3 was necessary to

perform the take-home portion of this study.

7.1 Multi-rate Pitch Ranking

The pitch ranking task included in the DIPT was utilized in the experiments pre-

sented in Chapter 3. From that series of experiments and supported by earlier stud-

ies [51, 75], it was concluded that stimulating electrodes at multiple rates generally

causes overlapping pitch percepts between electrodes when the stimulation rates are

sufficiently separated [35]. This has strong implications for multi-rate strategies, sug-

gesting that if pulse rates are not handled appropriately, these overlapping percepts

are likely to occur. This finding was incorporated into the implementation of MCFA

presented in Chapter 5, in which pitch rank data was used to order electrode-rate com-

binations of stimuli such that a monotonic pitch percept would be perceived. These

stimulus-ordering patterns were referred to as pitch maps and ultimately proved to be

useful to listeners performing speech recognition in quiet conditions when constrained

to prevent large reversals across electrodes. However, there are two ways in which

this studied could be improved. First, the two-rate pitch rank data was collected for

subsets of electrodes separated by their placement in the cochlea. Basal, middle, and

apical groups of electrodes were pitch ranked at two different rates; however, basal

and apical electrodes were never directly compared at the two stimulation rates used.

Thus, when combining two-rate pitch rank data, as in Chapter 5, it was necessary to
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make a tonotopic assumption about the data that were not collected. Alternatively,

one could have used the method presented in Appendix B to infer the missing data,

but the most accurate approach would have been to have subjects complete a fourth

pitch rank task that directly compared the apical to basal electrodes at multiple rates.

Thus, complete preference matrices would have been available, and no assumptions

about the perceptual responses to pairs of stimuli would have to be made.

As an alternative to pitch maps, stimulation rates could be measured for each

electrode that do not cause this deviation from the tonotopic ordering of the cochlea.

That is, a series of rate discrimination tasks could be implemented that sought to find

pulse rates across the entire electrode array that could be used without inducing any

overlapping percepts. Much like the pitch map solution, this approach to integrating

rate and place information requires one to make the assumption that place and rate of

stimulation cause percepts that share a common dimension, namely pitch, and data

from Chapter 5 suggest that pitch rank data may still be beneficial to include even if

this assumption is invalid. Previous researchers have used Multi-Dimensional Scaling

(MDS) as a means of investigating the perceptual nature of electrical stimuli [73,104],

and while it has been hypothesized the first dimension observed in these studies

was pitch, the second dimension remains undefined. Further research is required to

continue the expanding understanding of rate pitch and its interaction with the place

of stimulation.

7.2 Duration and Context

The DIPT was also used in the experiments presented in Chapter 4 that sought to

provide insight into the effects of embedding pulse-rate changes in trains of bipha-

sic pulses, as well as the minimum duration required to detect a fixed change in

stimulation rate. Traditionally, PRDLs were measured with an interstimulus interval
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separating stimuli with different pulse rates (e.g., [27]). Removing this interstimu-

lus interval and embedding a pulse rate change in a fixed-rate pulse train such that

stimuli had an ABA rate structure resulted in ERDDLs that were higher than DLs

measured in the traditional fashion for the same subjects and base rate. This find-

ing implies that ERD may provide a more realistic DL for the type of time-varying

stimuli that would be utilized in a multi-rate sound processing strategy. Perhaps of

even more interest was the discovery that ERDDL was not significantly affected by

the duration of the embedded pulse rate. That is, when varying the duration of B

in an ABA stimulus and keeping the total duration constant, the DL with respect

to rate A remained relatively constant. This is contrary to the trend observed by

Moore [85] when measuring FDL for pure tones as a function of duration for NH

listeners. In that study, DLs increased as duration increased. Plack and Carlyon

[86] saw a trend in NH subjects that was more similar to the data collected from CI

subjects in Chapter 4 when measuring F0DL for stimuli that were resolved harmonic

complexes. This similarity suggests that the underlying mechanism behind the per-

ception of electrical pulse trains may be more similar to the complex stimuli used by

Plack and Carlyon [86] than the pure tone stimuli used by Moore [85]. Ultimately,

one would have to investigate this mechanism directly to say with any certainty that

the two mechanisms were the same. There has been some debate in the normal hear-

ing literature about the existence of multiple temporal integration mechanisms that

would handle resolved and unresolved acoustic stimuli independently [105–107], but

no attempt has been made to relate either of these mechanisms directly to electrical

stimulation.

There was a great deal of variability observed both within and across subject

when the rate discrimination task was modified such that the duration of B was

dynamic and its rate was held constant. It is possible that the onset of the rate
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change in the previous experiment (where duration was fixed and rate adaptive) was

predictable, as it did not vary from trial-to-trial. Perhaps, the uncertain onset of

the rate change in the second ABA experiment made the task more challenging for

subjects. This phenomenon is worth investigating, as it is the case with MCFA that

rates are predefined and their durations are determined dynamically as a function of

the input stimulus to the microphone of the speech processor.

Another way to consider the ability to discriminate embedded pulse rates is to

treat each rate as a stream rather than examining a single, embedded rate change.

Thus, the stream segregation paradigm may be more informative regarding CI lis-

teners’ ability to utilize multiple pulse rate information. Researchers have attempted

to understand stream segregation ability in CIs, but there is still some disagreement

about the existence of automatic stream segregation [108–110]. Furthermore, some

researchers have suggested that pulse rate may be an ineffective mechanism for pro-

viding access to multiple streams in CI listeners [111]. None of these studies included

stimuli in a repeating format (i.e., ABABABA...) with no interstimulus interval be-

tween rate changes, and thus, one could argue that it is not yet clear whether or

not this specific type of stimulation may provide the ability to segregate two or more

auditory streams.

Nonetheless, data from Chapter 5 showed that fixing the duration of a pulse train

for any single rate did not have a consistent effect on listeners’ ability to perform

speech recognition tasks. Logic would suggest that allowing changes in stimulation

rates at times when spectral changes in the input signal were at a maximum would be

most informative, but this hypothesis was not supported by the speech recognition

data collected with various implementations of MCFA. This rate-change-threshold

was not used during the training portion of this study to avoid an excessive number

of variables; however, it is possible that a more clear picture of the effects of duration
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on speech recognition might arise with increased training for subjects.

7.3 Implementation and Tuning

Another goal of this work was to utilize psychophysical data to implement a tuned

version of MCFA. Tuned versions of MCFA were first studied acutely using two

closed-set speech recognition tasks and an open-set monosyllabic word recognition

task. Stimuli were presented in quiet conditions and with varying levels of SSN.

While the SPEAR3 proved to be useful in collecting psychophysical data, and later

for a real-time implementation of MCFA, its small amount of memory and serial port

connection make streaming preprocessed sound to the device highly inefficient. Thus,

tests were implemented using the NMT in conjunction with the second generation of

the NIC that included an L34 speech processor and was connected to a PC via a USB

port. The ACE strategy was provided with the NMT, and that algorithm was used

as a baseline for acute testing. Each subject’s implementation of ACE was adjusted

according to their clinical map.

The highest level of speech recognition in quiet conditions was observed with

a tuned version of MCFA for each subject, and even the untuned implementation

of MCFA allowed subjects to achieve higher speech recognition scores than those

obtained with the ACE algorithm, in general. This finding suggests that even a

quantized representation of the FS may provide listeners with some of the subtle

spectral cues necessary for high speech recognition scores. Results were not the

same in noisy conditions with respect to ACE in general. In 5 dB SNR of SSN,

listeners still were able to correctly identify the most tokens when using the clinical

ACE strategy. The improvement in performance observed in quiet conditions with

a tuned MCFA, suggests that pulse rate may be used to represent FS information.

However, if this information is not accurately represented, it may lead to a decrease
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in intelligibility of speech. That is, if the spectrum of the stimulus is corrupted

by noise, the peak-picking technique applied in MCFA may result in the arbitrary

selection of pulse rate. If pulse-rate is effective in transmitting FS information, but

rate is selected randomly, it is clear that time-varying stimulation rate could prove

to be confounding rather than beneficial. Furthermore, if the magnitude estimates

for each channel were also corrupted by noise, then both stimulation parameters may

have hindered performance.

One criticism of time-varying stimulation rate strategies is that the relatively low

pulse rates that are required to make them effective result in a significant degrada-

tion in the sampling of the temporal envelope [97]. There is still some debate about

whether or not low pulse rates are as effective as high pulse rates in a speech recog-

nition algorithm [18, 66, 67, 96, 97], but the general opinion seems to be that higher

stimulation rates are superior because they provide a finer temporal representation of

the envelope information. Thus, it may be necessary to find an alternative method of

stimulation that utilizes the rate-pitch mechanism without sacrificing the temporal

resolution available in commercial CI speech processors. For example, Arnoldner et

al. [20] proposed an algorithm in which channel-specific bursts of high-rate pulses

are presented periodically to preserve information about the center frequency of each

filter in the filterbank used. Using a similar concept and not restricting the overall

period to just the center frequency of a given filter may prove to be an effective way

to use high stimulation rates and preserve FS information as well.

7.4 Effects of Training

It was hypothesized that subjects might benefit from extended exposure to the stimuli

used in MCFA, as they were not familiar with relatively low time-varying pulse rates.

Data from the experiment presented in Chapter 6 demonstrated that subjects did
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benefit from training with the multi-rate algorithm. Speech recognition scores for

S7 improved over twenty percent in noisy conditions for some tasks and, in general,

performance improved as the amount of experience increased. However, even after

a three-week take-home study, it was shown that multi-rate stimulation has some

advantage over fixed-rate stimulation in quiet conditions, but MCFA-PM1 continued

to be susceptible to noise as indicated by the persistent superiority of the ACE

algorithm in noisy conditions. It is hypothesized that the same low pulse rate and

noisy spectral estimates that may have been detrimental in the acute scenario also

hindered performance in the longitudinal study.

Nonetheless, subjects were able to identify melodic contours with single semitone

spacings between notes with greater accuracy when using the tuned multi-rate MCFA

compared to their clinical speech processors running ACE, and performance on the

MCI task improved with training. This finding, along with the success of the tuned

multi-rate strategy in quiet conditions suggests that including FS information is useful

to the listener, but that information should accurately represent the input signal to

be effective.

7.5 Conclusions

While the improvement of speech recognition scores in quiet conditions with MCFA-

PM1 compared to ACE is promising, noisy environments continue to be the scenario

in which CI listeners have the most difficulty functioning and in which there is the

greatest room for improvement. Thus, further research is required to find the op-

timal way to utilize both the rate and place pitch mechanisms for electric hearing.

Psychophysical experiments focused on stream segregation may provide insight into

the ability of CI listeners to segregate multiple streams of audio. Multi-rate psy-

chophysics that utilize multiple electrodes, MDS, and simultaneous AM may lead to
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a more complete understanding of the rate-pitch mechanism as it behaves for electri-

cal stimulation. Novel stimuli that attempt to take advantage of rate-pitch sensitivity

without using low-rate stimulation are worth further investigation [20,112], as it may

be necessary to preserve the resolution of the temporal envelope available via com-

mercial speech processors.

Improving speech recognition in noisy conditions for CI listeners continues to

remain a challenge to researchers; however, improvements in the understanding of

perceptual responses to electrical stimuli, the physiology of the ear, electrode and

electrode array design, DSPs, and flexibility of clinical and research speech processors

have advanced the field to such a state that remaining issues are primarily related

to the users’ quality of life. CI users are able to function in many environments

that would not be manageable without some form of hearing, and it was the goal

of this work to contribute to the overall study of perception via CIs in response to

multi-rate stimulation with the intention of improving conditions for all individuals

who are able to take advantage of the restored auditory function provided by the

device. While high-rate clinical speech processing algorithms continue to result in

the highest speech recognition performance in noise, the ability to improve upon this

algorithm for quiet conditions suggests that there is room for improvement with the

currently implanted hardware, and multi-rate stimulation may provide insight into

the most accurate way to represent sound via electrical stimulation.
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Appendix A

Subject Summary

Demographic information for all of the subjects that participated in this work is

shown below in Table A.1. Speech recognition scores represent performance on CID

sentences presented via loudspeaker in a sound-attenuating booth using the subjects’

clinical processor. No background noise was included during testing. Table A.2

shows lists the experiments in which each subject participated. A value of 1 indicates

participation in the experiment or series of experiments.

Subject
ID

Gender Age
(years)

Age at
onset of
deafness
(years)

Age at
implan-
tation
(years)

Mode of
stimula-

tion

Speech
Recogni-

tion
(Percent
Correct)

S2 F 73 46 65 MP1+2 93

S3 M 71 7 64 MP1+2 94

S4 M 20 4 12 MP1+2 97

S5 F 60 26 54 MP1+2 90

S6 M 61 54 57 MP1+2 90

S7 M 54 49 49 MP1+2 97

S8 M 56 35 52 MP1+2 100

Table A.1: Demographic information for implanted subjects for all experiments and
percent correct scores on CID sentences with no background noise.
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Subject ID SPEAR3
Validation

Multi-rate
Pitch

Ranking

Duration
and Context

Acute
MCFA

Longitudinal
MCFA

S2 1 1 1 1 0

S3 1 0 0 0 0

S4 1 1 0 1 0

S5 0 1 1 0 0

S6 0 1 0 0 0

S7 0 1 1 1 1

S8 0 1 1 1 1

Table A.2: Participation information for implanted subjects for all experiments.
Note that although S8 performed the multi-rate pitch ranking tasks, that data was
not included in Chapter 3, as it was collected later and with fewer repetitions.
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Appendix B

Inferring Missing Pitch Map Data

As was demonstrated in Chapter 5, using subject-specific pitch rank data to tune

a multi-rate sound processing strategy provided immediate benefit to listeners per-

forming speech recognition tasks in quiet conditions. However, this was only the case

when a tonotopic restriction was imposed on the pitch map used, meaning that the

number of electrodes over which reordering was allowed to occur was constrained. In

fact, it was shown that using all of the pitch rank data collected in the experiments in

Chapter 3 generally resulted in the worst performance of all algorithms tested. Pre-

senting spectral bands of information in an order that did not follow the tonotopy of

the cochlea may have been confounding for subjects [113], and one could argue that

this may have been further confounded by a lack of training [34]. The fact that the

unconstrained pitch maps were derived directly from subject-specific pitch rank data

suggests that the stimuli used during the pitch ranking task were either perceived

differently in the context of speech, or there was some error in the method used to

derive pitch maps from pitch ranking data.

Recall that the pitch maps used in Chapter 5 were derived from preference matri-

ces with missing data (See Figure 5.3), and where data was missing, it was assumed

that the more basal electrode for any pair of electrodes, or higher rate for any pair of

rates, elicited the higher pitch percept. Here, an alternative approach to generating

complete preference matrices from incomplete pitch rank experiments is presented.

Rather than assuming that percepts followed the tonotopic ordering of the cochlea,

the probability of any percept being higher than any other percept can be inferred.
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B.1 Methods

The pitch ranking task requires the subject to make judgments about the relative

pitch of two stimuli. Here, we will refer to each stimulus as si, which corresponds to

a particular electrode and pulse rate. The perception, xi, of any given stimulus, si,

is modeled as a normal distribution with some arbitrary mean (µi), and all percepts

are assumed to have equal variance (σ2), xi ∼ N(µi, σ). The pitch ranking task may

then be thought of as a series of Bernoulli trials, Ei,j, where

Ei,j =

{
1 xi > xj

0 otherwise

A sequence of Bernoulli trials yields a binomial distribution, which is defined

by two parameters, the number of trials, n, and the probability of success, p, in n

trials. With respect to pitch ranking, pi,j may be thought of as the probability that

stimulus si will be perceived as higher in pitch than stimulus sj, or p(xi > xj) after

n trials. Estimates of pi,j may be calculated by normalizing the entry in cell i, j of a

cumulative preference matrix by the total number of times si and sj were compared.

The probabilistic model for Ei,j can be used to estimate the probability of success

between any two stimuli, p̂i,j, by finding the expected value, E, of Ei,j (See Equation

B.4).

p̂i,j = E {Ei,j} (B.1)

= Pr(xi > xj) (B.2)

=

∫ ∞

−∞
Fxj

(t)fxi
(t)dt (B.3)

=
1

σ
√

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

[
1

σ
√

2π

∫ t

−∞
e

−(v−µj)2

2σ2 dv

]
e

−(t−µi)
2

2σ2 dt (B.4)
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One benefit of approaching the pitch ranking task in a probabilistic way is that

it allows the inference of pi,j when stimuli si and sj were never directly compared.

Finding p̂i,j would be straightforward if µi and µj were known and unit variance

assumed. Assume that these means were not known, but p̂i,k and p̂j,k were estimated

using data collected during a pitch ranking task. Given p̂i,k and p̂j,k, p̂i,j is estimated

in the following way. First, given p̂i,k and assuming µi to be zero, Equation B.4 is

used to solve recursively for µk. Then given µk and p̂j,k, µj is estimated in the same

way. Now having µi = 0 and µj, it is possible to calculate p̂i,j.

Table B.1: Example preference matrix with missing data for p1,3.
s1 s2 s3

s1 0.5 0.7 -
s2 0.3 0.5 0.8
s3 - 0.2 0.5

Consider the example preference matrix with missing data for p1,3 shown in Table

B.1. Recall that a preference matrix is redundant about the diagonal, and that the

diagonal is typically set to a null value. Here, the diagonal of the preference matrix

is assigned a value of 0.5, or chance, for the sake of conforming to the probabilistic

framework. Given that p1,2 = 0.7, and p2,3 = 0.8, it is possible to estimate p̂1,3.

Assuming unit variance and µ1 = 0, µ2 can be found to be −.74. Using this estimate

for µ2 and the estimated p2,3, µ3 can be found to be −1.93, and then by Equation

B.4, it can be calculated that p̂1,3 = 0.91. The probability density functions for the

perception of each stimulus are shown in Figure B.1.

B.2 Application to Pitch Rank Data

To evaluate this approach, data from a complete preference matrix was removed one

entry at a time, and the missing entry was then estimated using two other entries from

the matrix. This was repeated using single and two-rate preference matrices for the
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Figure B.1: Estimated densities for x1, x2, and x3

five subjects who participated in the pitch ranking study presented in Chapter 3 (S2,

S4, S5, S6, and S7). The root-mean-square error for the group was approximately

0.22 for the single rate matrices, and 0.38 for the two-rate matrices. Figure B.2

shows original and estimated pitch rank matrices for the single and two-rate cases.

The increase in error observed for the two-rate case emphasizes the importance of

picking two stimuli that accurately represent the relative pitch of the third stimulus.

For this example, the adjacent basal electrode, or next highest rate with respect to

the missing data was used to estimate p̂i except for the most basal stimulus, in which

the adjacent apical electrode or lower rate was used.

As was shown in Chapter 3, zigzag patterns often arise when measuring a two-

rate pitch structure, suggesting that using adjacent stimuli arranged according to

their tonotopic order may not be ideal for estimating missing data in the two-rate

case. As can be seen in the single-rate estimated preference matrix shown in Figure

B.2, the pair of stimuli chosen to estimate each missing cell resulted in a tendency
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to over-estimate the probability that any given stimulus was higher than any other

stimulus in the set. For the two-rate preference matrix, it was estimated that stimuli

at 200 pps were generally higher in pitch than each of the stimuli to which they were

compared. This pattern arose due to the use of neighboring cells for estimation and

actually reflects the high probability of a 400 pps stimulus having been perceived as

higher than a 200 pps stimulus on the same electrode. For this reason, the other

stimuli used to estimate the missing data should be chosen carefully.

B.3 Discussion

B.3.1 Incorporating Prior Information

In addition to being able to infer missing data in a normalized cumulative response

matrix, another benefit of representing the pitch ranking task within this probabilis-

tic framework is that it allows the inclusion of prior knowledge about the tonotopic

ordering of the cochlea, rate-pitch, and subject-specific percepts into the matrix.

That is, it is possible to perform Bayesian parameter estimation of p̂i,j to reflect un-

certainty in the estimated quantity. To do this, a convenient distribution to use for

pi,j is the beta distribution. The beta distribution is the conjugate prior to the bino-

mial distribution. The beta distribution is characterized by two parameters, a and b,

the number of successes and failures, respectively, and because the beta distribution

is also the posterior distribution of the parameter p for the binomial distribution,

a priori knowledge may be incorporated by summing the a and b parameters, respec-

tively, and using the new parameters to characterize the posterior beta distribution

from which an estimate of the p parameter may be derived.

Say for example that a pitch ranking task was performed, and a preference matrix

of a values above the diagonal and b values below the diagonal was obtained. A

matrix of accompanying b values may be constructed by subtracting each a value
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(a) Measured single-rate
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(b) Estimated single-rate
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(c) Measured two-rate
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(d) Estimated two-rate

Figure B.2: Measured and estimated preference matrices. Estimated matrices were
generated one cell at a time using two other cells.
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from n, the number of times each pairwise comparison was made. If a = 0, b = 0, the

beta distribution is improper and is used to indicate that no assumptions were made

about the distribution of the data. Alternatively, one could generate a pair of prior

preference matrices that included a priori knowledge about the tonotopic ordering

of the cochlea such that the values of a increased towards the upper right corner of

the matrix and the b values decreased toward the lower left hand corner accordingly.

The size of a and b values chosen also determines the amount of influence observed

data has on the final estimate of each p̂i,j.

B.3.2 Comparison to Traditional Row Sum Analysis

p̂i =

∑
j

j 6=i
ai,j

∑
j

j 6=i
(ai,j + bi,j)

(B.5)

Using traditional row sum analysis, one would sum the rows of a full preference

matrix and normalize by the total number of comparisons made to each stimulus

to obtain “Percent Wins” [64]. In the probabilistic framework, this is identical to

Equation B.5 which calculates p̂i, the mean of the beta distribution that models the

probability of selecting stimulus si when compared to all other stimuli in the set.

From Equation B.5 it can be seen that if each stimulus pair was not compared an

equal number of times, a bias would be introduced in favor of those stimulus pairs

that were compared a greater number of times.
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p̂i = E






∏

j

j 6=i

fpi,j





(B.6)

=
∑

j

j 6=i

ai,j

ai,j + bi,j

One could alternatively treat each pairwise comparison as an independent exper-

iment, and p̂i could be estimated according to Equation B.6. Here each pairwise

comparison contributes equally to the overall estimate of the mean p̂i, which is now

the probability that the stimulus si is perceived as higher than any other stimulus in

the set as opposed to all other stimuli. It is this approach that was used to estimate

missing data for paired comparisons and to generate the pitch maps used in Chapter

5.

B.4 Conclusions

Ultimately, pitch ranking experiments should be performed such that all the needed

data is collected. However, post hoc analysis often motivates questions or data anal-

ysis that was not considered prior to running the experiment. In this situation the

above approach to generating and using probabilistic preference matrices may be

more appropriate than making assumptions about the behavior of the subject in

response to pairs of stimuli.
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Appendix C

Anecdotal Reports from Take-home Study

C.1 Comments from S7

Below are comments made by S7 throughout the take-home experiment. Comments

are separated by day. All comments below are quoted directly from the subject’s

reports except text enclosed in square brackets ([ ]), which was added by the author

for clarification.

Day 1 Sound coming in choppy at first. I understand 95% of their words. I

recognize reporters voices. I have to really focus on hearing.

Day 2 My wife had to speak louder or stay within 10’ in order for me to understand

her clearly. Her voice came in choppy at times. She also had to repeat herself from

time to time.

Day 3 TV sound is coming in pretty clear right now. Understand about 98% of

the words. Some TV segments or stations are not as clear.

Day 4 Today the sound is coming in less choppy. Not bad! Smooth enough to

understand 99% of the words. On secondary news segments, not as clear.

My wife came in to wash dishes and to prepare a bite to eat. As she was washing

dishes, (me setting [sitting] about 3’ away) the sound of running water and dishes

clinging did not affect my understanding the TV much. I was able to hear and

understand both. There were sounds I did not recognize and I had to see what was
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making the sound. Example, she opened a can of fruit with the can opener which

sounded funny at first.

Day 5 [S7 was driving his truck on his way to our second session of four in the

longitudinal study.] I’m picking up more of the rowing of the tires and less of the

radio. I continued to try to listen to both. I had periods of understanding on the

radio. About 10%.

Day 6 Today’s sound slightly clearer less annoying. Understanding 95%. Wife just

turned on (over-oven fan). Still able to understand OK. At 4:50 fan is off. Sound

much clearer 98%. Voices not as annoying. Station sounds solid. Making an afford to

understand each word for better reconditioning of sound. Sound is still clear (98%).

I tried something interesting. I placed CD player next to small 13” TV and tried

to listen to both at the same time. I had to adjust both so that I could understand

both. Not very clear but when I mute the TV, the CD player came in much, much

clearer. The best so for. I repeated this process a couple of times and the sound on

CD sounded great!

Day 7 With grand kids on Christmas Day. Not a good environment. Could not

understand very many words. Not able to enjoy surroundings.

Day 9 CD in the background while watching TV. I tired [tried] to balance both

sounds in order to understand both together. Very challenging. I had periods of

understanding both well and periods when both was not clear. I listened to both

for 5-10 mins together, then I turned one of the other off for a short period. I

repeated this process throughout the entire 60 mins. I discovered that when one of

the other is playing, I would have improved sound from either the CD or TV each.
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Throughout the process, I had to really concentrate on words coming from both

CD/TV. Understanding ranged from 50-70% of the sounds when together. When

one of the other is off, understanding jumped to 90-98%.

Day 10 I was in a relaxed setting. TV was adjusted a little louder. I understand

it well (98%). I seem to understand words on TV at a higher rate than when testing.

Maybe the visual and continued conversation makes it easier to understand. Anyway,

I’m focusing on each word to better condition my mind to the sound while enjoying

the movie. There were periods of background noise when my wife was munching on

popcorn :).

Day 11 I inserted familiar/professional made CD while driving. There was back-

ground noise from my truck’s tires. At first I could not understand the words. At

8:14, I started to understand words (20%). I continued and by the time 30 mins

had past, I could understand about 50% of the words. I had periods of drifting and

was not focusing on the words, but when I focused, I could understand what was

being said. As I got off the freeway and onto my exit, the background sound was at

a minimum. I could understand the words to the CD perfectly! I could not believe

the quality of understanding. I had never understood the sound as good under these

condition. I continued until I arrived in the lab then I stopped testing.

Day 12 The sound is coming in more natural toady. I also have the fireplace heater

fan running in the background. I’m still able to understand voices on TV about 90%.

The sound is better on more solid stations.

Day 14 [Subject reported that taking a day off seemed to cause a noticeable degra-

dation in the quality of sound.] The sound is coming in a little chopper today. I
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understand about 85% of the words. Course, a little better on more solid stations.

I have the fan running in the background. At times when the fan kicks off, my

understanding is better. (96%)

Day 15 Sound are coming in good (95%). I started out with just to TV for the first

10 mins. I then turned on the radio for a little background. I understand both when

I’m really focused. I turned off the TV playing only the radio. On solid stations the

sound is coming in great! (99%).

Day 17 Sounds coming in a little choppy today. I had to skip testing yesterday due

to my schedule. I started out with just the TV to allow my mind to reajust to the

processor. I’m understanding about 85% of the words. At 12:20 [After 15 minutes of

listening] I’m noticing that the sound is more understandable (95%). I turned on the

CD for a little background noise. At 12:50 I shut down the TV and the CD sounded

great (99%). I’m realize more thru these test that the longer I use the processor the

better the sound. The problem is that I can not wear it all the time, therefore, when I

start back using it, I go through a readjustment process. I will surely need to use the

processor the final hour before ”the final”. Using it each day allows the readjustment

process to be a little quicker, and the understanding process less frustrating.

Day 18 My understanding of words is much better than yesterday. After about

10 mins, I turned on the radio for background sound. Not bad with both. (90%).

Everyday usage makes a difference in my understanding. The sound is becoming

closer to my processor. At least on back to back days. Not much to report today. I

think at this point it’s all about putting in the time using it. I shut down the radio

and the TV is sounding better undertanding (99%).
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Day 19 Sound is coming in good. Started out with the TV. Understanding (99%) at

the moment. Sounding more like my processor. After 10 mins, I turned on the radio

for a little background. Adjusting to be able to understand both. Understanding

about (90%) when focused. I shut off the radio and left the TV on. Sound is coming

in good. (100%) when focused.

Day 20 The sound came in much better than before. I played the CD player

[Recorded material from NPR] and was able to understand it (80%) having the back-

ground noise.

Final Report I understand what your goal is and I think it is very important in

the improvement process! I would have enjoyed the testing process more, and would

look forward of using it if the background sounds were not so dominant. This made

the sounds I was use the hearing sounded too raw and very unnatural. I understand

that we were dealing with two different processors.

I was hoping that by longer usage that my surrounding would sound more natural

after a few days of wearing it. I even wore it more than I reported in order to see it

would smooth out. It never did. I guess I took this process as my own in some ways.

I think the fact that I was missing so much was the problem. If the system had

some features as my own process by way of drowning out and or smoothing out the

sound I want to hear would have been better. We understand why this was the case

and I understand prototypes. They are not suppose to be as good as the real thing

initially.

I think at this point what I have to say does not come as news to you. You did

an excellent job explaining the process over the past few weeks and there isn’t much

to add that you don’t already know. For not being able to hear with I hear, you do

any excellent job explaining it!
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C.2 Comments from S8

Below are comments made by S8 throughout the take-home experiment. Comments

are separated by day. Note that this subject is blind. All comments below are quoted

directly from the subject’s reports except text enclosed in square brackets ([ ]), which

was added by the author for clarification.

Day 1 Watched another show about the development of cats and lions. Sounds

good but voices lacked good tonality but otherwise the sound quality is very good.

First, called to get the local weather forecast. I understood most of it well on my

speakerphone. Spent some time on my computer listening to my screenreader JAWS.

Voice sounds different as expected now, but very understandable and easy to follow.

This is indeed very similar to the time shortly after activation when all noises

including bathroom sounds are very sharp and funny sounding with a sort of vibration

and this mimics my activation time very much.

Once again, while these are weird sounding as long as I can readily identify them

I can cope comfortably with them.

Day 3 As before quality is always good but voices lack tonality and depth which

makes it harder to focus on exactly what they’re saying. It will be fun to hear these

later through my processor [Nucleus Freedom] but this is a fun exercise.

[Listening to training materials containing stories from NPR] I can follow in gen-

eral what they’re talking about but the effect is a little muddy as if underwater, but

I think my brain is trying to adjust. This doesn’t sound normal but I can tell that

my brain is working with this.

Listening to the computer [referring to the JAWS screen-reader software], I’m

noticing another effect which happened shortly after activation. This is what I’ll call
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the shortwave radio effect because back in the ’60’s I had a shortwave radio and some

stations didn’t come in very well and would sort of fade in and out for a while. You

could almost always hear them but no matter how you tuned them sometimes they

would seem to fade away and then come back again. In other words the sound wasn’t

constant and steady.

I can tell that the inflection of the voices are changing and so the brain must be

doing further adjustments. This is good. I can hear a difference the more time I

spend with this.

Day 4 [Listening to music] What’s interesting here is although the sound is a bit

off or not quite normal, it is close enough to what it should be that I find I’m not

lost and know what’s going on in the music. Of course, I know that some frequencies

are coming through better than others.

[Subject provided a list of songs from a new compact disc. He new the artist

and was familiar with the songs from the time before he lost his hearing but did

not have access to the song list. He was able to correctly identify almost all songs

on the disc.] I hope you’re making note somewhere in your research that I’m doing

all sounds completely by ear, and don’t have the usual cheat sheets if you will that

people who can see would use, or that I’d use if I could to help in identification. I’m

not complaining just stating fact because I’m sure that is a factor in all this as well.

[While walking on his treadmill] Well, I quit the workout after about 20min.

because the noise was indeed overwhelming, and so turned the processor’s volume

down by about half and then another half to very low. However, I didn’t think I’d

be able to hear the countdown on my talking timer, so stopped just under 10min. to

go.
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Day 6 Processor! sounds like it did yesterday. I think I’ve plateau here, but all is

fine.

Now I’m listening to a tape of a play by Arthur Miller adapted for radio. It’s

a comedy, and the tape is good quality, but the story is hard to follow with all the

different voices of the characters.

Now watching Paula Deen on Food Network. She sounds kind of like herself

with that Georgia accent. We’re preparing dinner. As we suspected all noise is

problematic. When my wife asks me a question while that TV is going, I can’t really

concentrate on her until she turns down the volume and asks again.

Day 7 I hear [my wife] talking on the phone, and it sounds a bit unnatural. When

wearing the processor it sounds as if everybody has a cold, or is slightly underwater.

Overall, the sound seems to be about the same as before. I guess I’m pretty used

to this setting and have about the same expectations.

I’m watching Wake Forest vs. Clemson [college basketball]. It’s kind of hard to

follow mostly because of the crowd noise.

Day 8 I began wearing the processor today at 11:00 am in church. The service was

just beginning and the organ played, but sounded very unnatural. I was able to make

a direct connection from the processor to a small radio as our service is broadcast on

a local radio station. I’m sure this enhanced my ability to hear and follow the service

very well.

We sang 3 hymns. Well, I didn’t sing but rather hummed softly to myself because

I knew I’d be off-key if I tried to sing. Anyway, the hymns were familiar to me and

thus sounded fairly good.

All voices still sound unnatural, but for the most part I was able to follow along

in the service and likewise the Minister’s message about conquering our fears and
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changing them into an attitude of peace.

Day 9 Today first, going shopping at Wal-Mart. Naturally, it was noisy in spots

where there were fans or people, but quiet in less crowded areas. I didn’t understand

the PA announcements.

Day 10 Starting out today TV is on and voices sound about as they usually do.

Day 12 Other than the distortion which is or seems to be ever-present with the

processor, the music sounds pretty much as I remember it.

Sounds are about the same with no changes noted so far today.

Day 13 Beginning now and sounds seem much the same overall. Although sounds

overall are still a tad strange, I’m beginning to feel fairly noffmal [normal] when using

the processor. I guess that comes from wearing so much each day.

Day 16 [Listening to music recorded in the early 1960’s] Music was much like I

recall. One interesting thing here is that all of these songs were produced in the early

and mid sixties in stereo which at the time was much more divided as to left and

right channels. Therefore, on a one channel source such as I’m limited to some of the

sound was obviously missing here but I found myself sort of filling in the sound gaps

you might say. Bass notes came through fine as well in spite of the natural distortion

present in the processor. Overall a very nice experience.

Processor acting normally. I’ve gotten pretty used to this and know pretty much

what to expect.

While I didn’t think voices will sound normal for me with this, I do feel that they

are sounding more nearly normal now than they had been in the beginning, so there

is definitely progress being made.
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Day 17 Earlier this morning I listened to Jethro Tubbl [Tull] disk with my processor

[SPEAR3 Experimental Processor]. Of course it sounded even better than last week.

I know that I’m missing some nintes [notes] in the unfamiliar songs, but the ones I

know come through very well for the most part.

Day 20 They come through very nicely although the distortion factor is still in

the processor, but I understand it all quite well, as I’ve apparently grown more

accustomed to the sounds I’m receiving.

Final Report This research project was interesting. During our early sessions

many tests were conducted first with tones to determine how well I could identify

tones and tell which were higher, lower or different from the pattern in a given series.

These were by nature very repetitive, but necessary to see and understand where I

was currently in my own processing of hearing and comprehension of tones. As these

were nearing completion, we began working with a series of vowels and consonants

which I would hear and then repeat first with just the sounds from a list, then with

various levels of noise added. Especially in the beginning for me, this was the most

frustrating element in our testing particularly when noise was added because there

was already present some distortion and I knew that these were difficult for me to

identify let alone make any sense of despite the fact that I had a cheat sheet which

showed the sounds I’d be hearing.

The researcher [the author] helped me to understand however, that there were

not necessarily right or wrong answers but that what was more important was for

me to convey what I thought I was hearing as best I could in order to help him

set the parameters that would be part of the resulting program for the experimental

processor.

Once I better understood the goals we were seeking, I was much more comfortable
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with the whole process. The testing continued each session in order to measure my

improvement from previous sessions. Another interesting element in this part of the

testing was that I’d be given a series of 50 words which I would hear then type what

I heard. These were done again with words by themselves and later with the noise

added to measure how well I did with these.I also was asked following some of these

to rate the quality of the speech I was hearing.

Next the researcher would play a series of five tones in various contours and

I was asked to identify the pattern of the series. Whether it was flat stayed the

same throughout, or whether it rose or fell throughout the series. All these elements

were part of what would result in the program for the experimental processor which

I would eventually take home and make notes on my listening environment with

everyday sounds to see how I would react to hearing things in my own world rather

than just in the lab.

The results of all these tests would help in understanding further about this

process in order to help make the next generation of processors even more user-

friendly and perhaps be better able to cover a wider range of frequencies and thus

improve the overall experience of learning to listen and understand the input of sounds

being picked up by the processor.

It was overall, a very enjoyable process for me. I must commend the forethought

and planning of the researcher who did his best to anticipate my needs as a study

subject and accommodate them very well. We worked well together as a team and

shared many common ideas and interests for example, our mutual love of music. This

made our work continue along very smoothly and I believe contributed tremendously

to the mutual rapport we shared in our work toward reaching the goals the research

was seeking. I only hope that I’ve been able in some small way to help advance

improvements during the journey toward better hearing for future implantees. To
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me the feeling of being able to give back in this way, far exceeded the very generous

monetary compensation I received for my time and effort.
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Appendix D

MCFA Assembly Program File

;*************************************************************************

; Version 1.03 DSP56309 Spear Rev3 Support Libraries

;

; Parts of the following code belong to CRC for Cochlear Implant

; and Hearing Aid Innovation and HearWorks Pty. Ltd. Australia,

; Copyright (2000) CRC for Cochlear Implant and Hearing Aid Innovation

; and HearWorks Pty. Ltd. Australia

;

; Written Andrew Vandali

; Modified Joshua Stohl

; Source: SpearLib.asm

; WARNING: Only for use with Nucleus CI24 Implant Type! ; Left and/or Right Side ;

; This program contains test stimulation parameters. Change the MAP before use. ;

MCFA IDENT 1,3

cobj ’10-Dec-2008 - MCFA’

OPT FC ;fold comments

OPT MU ;memory utilization listing

OPT RC ;float comments

;***********************************************;

; ;

; Include Files ;

; ;

;-------------------------------;

; Include files for DSP56302/DSP56309 ;

;

include ’equ_io.a56’;

include ’intequ.a56’;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Spear Rev3 specfic Equates ;

;

include ’Spear3eq.a56’;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

; Include files to perfrom FFT

include ’sincos’

include ’fftbf’

include ’bitrev’

include ’outdata_bf’

;--------------------------------------------- ;

;Include sorting algorithm for maxima selection

include ’sort1b’

;Include Logarithm function provided by Motorla

include ’LOG2’

;Include Power Sum macro to combine bins into bands

include ’powerSum’

;--------------------------------------------------------;

;Include floating point initialization and subroutines

include ’FPINIT’
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include ’FPDIV’

include ’FPMPY’

include ’FPADD’

include ’FPFIX’

include ’FPFLOAT’

include ’FPCMP’

include ’FPCEIL’

include ’FPFLOOR’

;***********************************************;

; ;

; User Program Equates & Macros ; ;

;-------------------------------;

; DSP Core Frequency - M_PCTL ;

CF59_M equ $0E0003 ; fc = 59.0 MHz (Codec Sampling Freq = 16Kz/ch)

;-------------------------------;

; ESSI equates for CODEC Initialisation ;

ESSI_SCI0 equ $101805 ; for fc=59.0MHz. fs = 32000Hz (16000Hz per channel)

ESSI_SCI1 equ $10182F ;

;-------------------------------;

; Wait States for off-chip access ;

WAITSTATES equ $01FD21 ; for fc = 59.0 MHz, AAR0 = 1, AAR1 = 9, AAR2 = 7, AAR3 = 7

;-------------------------------;

; Timer0 used to generate a periodic interrupt ;

; for reading of the DC convertors ADC value ;

; (ie, Knob position and Batt voltage) ;

GP_ADC_TIMER0 equ $0E1013 ; timer freq = 32 Hz for fc=59.0 MHz

;

;-------------------------------;

; Allowable Knob Range ;

POT_RANGE equ $0403C7 ; -30 dB (this is the min value)

;

;---------------------------------------;

; Delay macro in 50us steps ;

; make sure to adjust FIFTY_MS_COUNT ;

; if DSP Core freq is modified ; ;

FIFTY_MS_COUNT equ 2947 ; Fifty Micro Sec Count for 59.0 MHz

;

delay50us macro time ;

do #time,_delay50us ;

rep #FIFTY_MS_COUNT ;

nop ;

_delay50us ;

nop ;

endm ;

;-----------------------------------------------;

;***************************************************;

; Constants

fpOffset equ 8191 ;Floating point offset

numPoints equ $100 ;Number of points in a single window/FFT

base_level equ 0.0156 ;LGF Params - Taken from NMT (base_level = 0.0156)

sat_level equ 0.5859

r_denom equ sat_level-base_level

; Memory locations (X and/or Y)

testWord equ $C ;6-byte test word

r0store equ $D ;Temporary storage not overwritten by interrupts

r1store equ $E ;Temporary storage not overwritten by interrupts

index equ $F ;Index for data window

data equ $10 ;Start of buffered data from Codec

sortBuf equ $180 ;12-byte (2-word, MCFA-2) buffer used during rate selection

winStart equ $200 ;Windowed data
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chanMags equ $300 ;Magnitudes for each channel

maxSubChan equ $330 ;Maximum magnitudes within electrode

rate equ $348 ;Binary representation of rate (only works for MCFA-2)

prevRate equ $360 ;Binary representation of rate from previous window (also for MCFA-2)

prevStimState equ $378 ;Stimulation state

buff1 equ $390 ;Buffer used to sort magnitudes and electrodes

compAmp equ $3A8 ;Compressed amplitude

stimLevels equ $400 ;Amplitude in current steps (0-FF,0-255)

coef equ $500 ; Location of FFT coefficients

winCoef equ $600 ; Location of Hanning Window coefficients (>=coef+numPoints)

haltBit equ $80

;***********************************************;

sincos numPoints,coef ;FFT coefficient generator macro (numPoints, coef)

; Assemble time switches ;

; ;

;-------------------------------;

; Enable CODEC output ;

; Set to 1 to Enable switch, 0 to disable ;

;

ENABLEDAC equ 0 ; Codec Output Disabled

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

;***************************************************************************

;

; MEMORY ALLOCATION

;

;***********************************************;

; ;

; Y: RAM ALLOCATION ;

; ;

org y:0 ;

;

; Save save locations for registers used ;

; during interrupt service rtns ;

b0save ds 1 ;

b1save ds 1 ;

b2save ds 1 ;

x0save ds 1 ;

x1save ds 1 ;

y0save ds 1

y1save ds 1

r0save ds 1

r1save ds 1

;

; Front Panel Knob parameters ;

PotValue ds 1 ; pot value (max = 1.0, min = PotRange)

PotCount ds 1 ; raw Pot event counter value

BattVolt ds 1 ; raw battery voltage event counter value

;

; External Jack Input State ;

ExtInputState dc 0 ; Bit0 set for ring shorted to gnd

; Bit0 cleared for ring open

; Front Panel Switch State ;

SwState dc 0 ; Bit0 set (S-position)

PrevSwState dc 0 ; Bit1 set (N-position)

; Bit0 & Bit1 cleared (T-position)

;-----------------------------------------------;

; Coefficients for logarithmic approximation

pcoef dc .9981958,-.3372223,-.6626105 ;a1,a2,a0

org y:winCoef
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; Coefficients for Hanning window

include ’hanning256pt’

;***********************************************;

; ;

; P: RAM ALLOCATION ;

; ;

;-------------------------------;

; Xilinx configuration data, including headers ;

; and dummy bits. ;

;

org p:$1000 ; Start address for Xilinx Configuration data

; P:$1000 is only a suggested start address for ;

; the Xilinx configuration data ;

;

XILDATACI24 ;

include ’Ci3p.a56’;

XILDATACI24END ;

dc $FFFFFF ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

; Include table of Band to bin assignments based on number of electrodes

include ’bandBinsTableMcfa.a56’

;Include weights for each bin based on 256-pt Hanning window

include ’weightsTable256.a56’

; Include subject’s MAP

include ’JS_MCFA_map_6.a56’

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------

;***************************************************************************

;

; Hardware reset vector

;

;***********************************************;

;

org p:0 ; RESET Vector

jmp Initialise_system ;

;

org p:I_STACK ;

nop ;

nop ;

;

org p:I_ILL ;

nop ;

nop ;

;

org p:I_DBG ;

nop ;

nop ;

;

org p:I_TRAP ;

nop ;

nop ;

;

org p:I_NMI ;

nop ;

nop ;

;

org p:I_TIM0C ; Timer 0 compare interrupt vector address

jsr Timer0Intt ;

;

org p:I_TIM0OF ; Timer 0 compare interrupt vector address

jsr Timer0Intt ;

;
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org p:I_SI1RD ;

jsr CodecIntt ; SC1/Codec interrupt vector

;

org p:I_SI1RDE ;

jsr CodecIntt ; SC1/Codec interrupt vector

;

org p:I_SI1RLS ;

jsr CodecIntt ; SC1/Codec interrupt vector

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

;***********************************************;

; Program Identification Name ;

; Null terminated ascii string (12 characeters) ;

;

org p:$100 ;

; P:$100-$103 reserved for ProgramName ;

;

ProgramName dcb ’MCFA’,0,0,0 ; 4 words (12 char) long

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

;***************************************************************

;

; Interrupt Service Routines

;

org p:$104

;***********************************************;

; ;

; Codec Recieve/Transmitt int service routine ;

;

CodecIntt ;

move x0,y:x0save ; Save x0

move x1,y:x1save ; Save x1

move r0,y:r0save ; Save r0

move x:(index),r0

rep #1

nop

move (r0)+

move r0,x:(index)

move #(data+numPoints-1),r0

movep x:M_RX1,x0 ; Get Codec Input

if ENABLEDAC ;

movep x0,x:M_TX1 ; send sample back to CODEC

endif ;

;

jclr #M_RFS,x:M_SSISR1,Right_Side ; use Frame Sync to determine which channel present

Left_Side ;

; x0 = left input ;

;input new sample from codec

do #(numPoints),_shiftBuf

move x:(r0)-,x1

move x1,x:(r0+2)

_shiftBuf

move x0,x:(r0+1)

move y:r0save,r0 ; Restore r0

move y:x0save,x0 ; Restore x0

move y:x1save,x1 ; Restore x1

rti ;
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;

Right_Side ;

move y:r0save,r0 ; Restore r0

move y:x0save,x0 ; Restore x0

move y:x1save,x1 ; Restore x1

rti ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

;***********************************************;

; ;

; Timer 0 is used to generate a perdiodic intt,;

; so that pot and batt voltage value can be ;

; read from ADC (DC Converter) ;

;

Timer0Intt ;

move b2,y:b2save ; save accumulator b

move b1,y:b1save ; save accumulator b

move b0,y:b0save ; save accumulator b

move x1,y:x1save ; save register x1

move x0,y:x0save ; save register x0

;

movep x:M_TCR2,x0 ; get current event count from power ADC input

bchg #M_TE,x:M_TCSR2 ; stop or restart event counter (alternately)

jcc ReadADC ; if it was disabled, process the input data

EndReadBatt ;

move y:x0save,x0 ; otherwise, restore register x0

rti ; ignore event counter while it’s running

ReadADC ;

bchg #GP_ADC,x:M_HDR ; toggle DC-converter ADC Select between battery and pot

jcc ReadPOT ;

move x0,y:BattVolt ; read battery voltage

jmp EndReadBatt ;

ReadPOT ;

move y:PotCount,b ; get the existing count value

sub x0,b ; b = existing - new value

nop ; avoid stall

move b,x1 ; temporarily store the difference in x1

move y:PotCount,b ; get the existing count value again

asr #6,b,b ; calculate 1.6% of the existing count value

cmpm x1,b x0,b ; is the new value within 1.6% of the existing value? (new val -> b)

jgt ReadPotE ; yes, difference is negligible, so jump

move x0,y:PotCount ; no, difference is large, so update count value

asl #11,b,b ; shift value to left-justified position in b (DEBUG: was 8)

move #$7FFFFF,x0 ; prepare to limit value to maximum if necessary

tlt x0,b ; if the shift made value -ve, replace with max +ve value

move #POT_RANGE,x0 ; also check the lower limit

cmp x0,b ; want to avoid very small pot values

tlt x0,b ; force to minimum allowable if too small

nop ; avoid stall

move b,y:PotValue ; save the result as a coefficient for use elsewhere

ReadPotE ;

move y:b2save,b2 ; restore accumulator b

move y:b1save,b1 ; restore accumulator b

move y:b0save,b0 ; restore accumulator b

move y:x1save,x1 ; restore register x1

move y:x0save,x0 ; restore register x0

rti ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------

;***************************************************************************

;
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; Main entry point

;

;***********************************************;

;

Initialise_system ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Reset Mode regsiters ;

move #-1,m0 ; linear

move #-1,m1 ;

move #-1,m2 ;

move #-1,m3 ;

move #-1,m4 ;

move #-1,m5 ;

move #-1,m6 ;

move #-1,m7 ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Initialise DSP Core Frequency ;

;

movep #CF59_M,x:M_PCTL ; Set DSP Core Freq, 59MHz

; ; Set DSP Core Freq, 14.7MHz , Not required as ShaLo sets Fc=14.7MHz

delay50us 1000 ; Delay for 50ms while PLL settles

;

;-------------------------------;

; Set wait states in ext. mem, PEROM, etc ;

movep #WAITSTATES,x:M_BCR ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Setup ESSI0 and ESSI1 (SC0, SC1) for CODEC ;

; sampling frequency ;

movep #ESSI_SCI0,x:M_CRA0 ; Serial Clock

movep #ESSI_SCI1,x:M_CRA1 ; Data Clock

;

;-------------------------------;

; Flash Bottom LED 3 times to indicate user ;

; program running in Spear Rev3 ;

do #6,end_flash_led ; flash the led 3 times

bchg #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

nop ;

delay50us 2000 ; 100ms delay

nop ;

end_flash_led ;

bset #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Initialise Timer 0 to provide a periodic intt ;

; at a frequency of approx 32 Hz ;

; for reading the DC converter ADC... ;

;

movep #$002A04,x:M_TCSR0 ; disable timer 0, enable compare intt, TIO0 is output,

; pulled high to make DC run on its own 300kHz clock

movep #0,x:M_TLR0 ; reset timer 0 reload register

movep #GP_ADC_TIMER0,x:M_TCPR0 ; at clock rate = clk/2, this should interrupt at 32 Hz

bset #M_TE,x:M_TCSR0 ; enable timer

;

;-------------------------------;

; Initialise Timer 2 to read DC converter’s ;

; ADC output... ;

;

movep #0,x:M_TCSR2 ; disable timer 2 input during configuration

movep #0,x:M_TLR2 ; reset timer 2 reload register

movep #$000030,x:M_TCSR2 ; set event counter mode, compare interrupt disabled

;
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;-------------------------------;

; Xilinx Configuration ;

;

; Configure Xilinx with Encoder configurations ;

jsr ConfigureEncoders ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Setup AAR registers for Xilinx Chip Enable ;

; (via A14) ;

movep #$100431,x:M_AAR2 ; map Left Xilinx Encoder from addr X or Y:$100000 upwards

movep #$200431,x:M_AAR3 ; map Right Xilin Encoder from addrs X or Y:$200000 upwards

;

;-------------------------------;

; Enable CODEC ;

bset #ADCPDOWNBit,x:M_HDR ; release CODEC ADC Power Down

;

if ENABLEDAC ;

bset #DACPDOWNBit,x:M_HDR ; release CODEC DAC Power Down

bclr #AUDIOMUTEBit,x:M_PDRD ; Release Audio Amp Mute

endif ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Set Digital Pot Gain to minimum (-24dB),;

; 64 Gain steps available, maximum 0dB ;

;

do #100,DPotLoop ; 100 loops to be sure min gain set

jsr DPotDown ;

DPotLoop ;

;

do #55,setGain ; Increase gain to desired value (0-63)

jsr DPotUp ;

setGain ;

;-------------------------------;

; Initialise Interrupt Service Routine params ;

; for DC Convertor ADC ;

;

clr a ;

nop ;

move a,y:PotCount ;

move #(POT_RANGE),a ;

nop

move a,y:PotValue ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Initialise Encoder RAM for test stimulation ;

jsr InitEncoderL ;

jsr InitEncoderR ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Set Interrupt Priority, ;

; this will Unmask interrupts ;

movep #>$0001E0,x:M_IPRP ; set IPL’s (SCI=2,ESSI1=1,Timer=0,ESSIO=NE,HOST=NE)

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------

;***************************************************************************

;

; Main Loop

;

; The Main Loop processes windows of incoming audio and outputs biphasic pulses

; according to the extracted information.

; To both left and right implants if the front panel switch is in the N-position.

; S-position only the right side is stimulated

; T-position only the left side is stimulated.

;

; Main loop first checks the input state. When a complete new window of data
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; has been collected, a Hanning window is applied to the data. The data is then

; shifted, and an in-place FFT is performed. The resulting bin magnitudes are

; combined into the appropriate number of bands (based on the number of rates and

; electrodes. A channel reordering is implemented based on a pitch map. Electrodes

; should follow their numbered order if no pitch map exists. One rate and one magnitude

; are selected for each electrode. N of M maxima are then selected, and a logarithmic

; loudness growth function is applied. Magnitudes are converted to current steps,

; and the data is transferred to the data encoder formatter(DEF) for transmission

; and stimulation.

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Main Loop checks the switch position, if it has changed it

; enables/disables the appropriate encoders and then waits for the encoders

; to complete the previous stimulus frames, loads the encoders with the next

; stimulus frames and starts the encoders.

;***********************************************;

; Initialize sample counter for codec

move #0,x0

move x0,x:(index)

MainLoop ;

jsr LedOff ; Turn Bottom LED off

jsr GetExtInputState ;

;Reset sample counter/index.

;40 samples at 16 khz sampling freq = 2.5 ms = 1/400

.if x:(index) <GE> #>(40)

jsr ShiftData ; Shift points

move #0,x0 ; Re-Initialize sample counter for codec

move x0,x:(index)

jsr Window ; Apply Hanning window to data

jsr DoFFT ; Apply DFT to data

jsr Bins2Bands ; Combine FFT bins to bands/electrodes

jsr ChannelReorder ; Apply pitch map

jsr SelectRate ; Select the stimulation rate

jsr SetStimState ; Create an array that contains the stimulation state of each electrode

jsr FindMaxima ; Find maxima

jsr LgfProc ; Apply loudness growth function

jsr GenStim ; Apply results from lgfProc to T/C’s

.endi

;

; Branch on Switch Position ;

jsr GetSwitchState ;

jset #SWBITN,y:SwState,N_Position ;

jset #SWBITS,y:SwState,S_Position ;

;

;-------------------------------;

T_Position ;

;

; Left Side Only ;

;

; Has Switch State Changed ? ;

jset #SWBITN,y:PrevSwState,ChangedT ;

jclr #SWBITS,y:PrevSwState,NoChangeT ;

; Switch State just changed to T ;

ChangedT ;

bset #E3RESETBitLeft,x:M_HDR ; Release Reset Left encoder

bclr #E3RESETBitRight,x:M_HDR ; Reset Right encoder

NoChangeT ;

; Wait for encoder free, load encoder & start ;

jsr EncBusyLeft ; Wait while Left encoder is busy

jsr LoadEncLeft ; Load Stimulus Params into Left encoder

jsr StartLeft ; Start Left encoder
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;

jmp >MainLoop ;

;

;-------------------------------;

S_Position ;

;

; Right Side Only ;

;

; Has Switch State Changed ? ;

jset #SWBITS,y:PrevSwState,NoChangeS ;

; Switch State just changed to S ;

bset #E3RESETBitRight,x:M_HDR ; Release Reset Right encoder

bclr #E3RESETBitLeft,x:M_HDR ; Reset Left encoder

NoChangeS ;

;

; Wait for encoder free, load encoder & start ;

jsr EncBusyRight ; Wait while Right encoder is busy

jsr LoadEncRight ; Load Stimulus Params into Right encoder

jsr StartRight ; Start Right encoder

;

jmp >MainLoop ;

;

;-------------------------------;

N_Position ;

;

; Both Sides ;

jsr LedOn ; Turn Bottom LED on

;

; Has Switch State Changed ? ;

jset #SWBITN,y:PrevSwState,NoChangeN ;

; Switch State just changed to N ;

bset #E3RESETBitLeft,x:M_HDR ; Release Reset on both encoders

bset #E3RESETBitRight,x:M_HDR ;

NoChangeN ;

;

; Wait for encoders free, load encoders & start ;

jsr EncBusyLeft ; Wait while Left encoder is busy

jsr LoadEncLeft ; Load Stimulus Params into Left encoder

jsr EncBusyRight ; Wait while Right encoder is busy

jsr LoadEncRight ; Load Stimulus Params into Right encoder

jsr StartLeft ; Start both encoders

jsr StartRight ;

;

jmp >MainLoop ;

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------

;***************************************************************************

;

; SubRoutines

;

;***********************************************;

; Front Panel SubRoutines ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Led subroutine (Bottom LED M) ;

; Note,top LED controlled by ShaLo ;

;

LedOn ;

bclr #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

rts ;

;

LedOff ;

bset #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

rts ;

;
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;-------------------------------;

; Read FP Switch State ;

; ;

; Moves state of Front panel switch into SwState;

; ;

; SwState Bits: 0 (SWBITS) ;

; 1 (SWBITN) ;

; ;

; if SWBITS set, then Switch in S-position ;

; if SWBITN set, then Switch in N-position ;

; else, Switch in T-postion ;

;

GetSwitchState ;

move y:SwState,x0 ; Get Current Switch State

move x0,y:PrevSwState ; Save in Previous Switch State

movep x:M_PDRC,y:SwState ; Read GPIO port C into SwState

rts ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Detect External Input/Mic State ;

; ;

; Sets bit0 of ExtInputState if Ring shorted to ;

; ground, else Clears bit0 (ie, ring level high);

;

GetExtInputState ;

bclr #0,y:ExtInputState ;

jset #MICSTATUS,x:M_HDR,NoExtInput ; Test External Mic Input

bset #0,y:ExtInputState ;

NoExtInput ;

rts ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Steps Digital Pot Gain Up or Down by one step ;

; ;

; Note, 1 ms minimum duration required between ;

; toggling of Step up and Step down bits ;

; This delay should ideally be taken up by other;

; processing rather than using the delay50us ;

; macro which is very wasteful ;

;

DPotUp ;

bset #GAIN_DN,x:M_PDRC ; keep input digital POT step-down-gain pin high

bclr #GAIN_UP,x:M_PDRC ; make input digital POT step up in gain

delay50us 20 ; 1 ms delay

bset #GAIN_UP,x:M_PDRC ;

delay50us 20 ; 1 ms delay

rts ;

;

DPotDown ;

bset #GAIN_UP,x:M_PDRC ; keep input digital POT step-up-gain pin high

bclr #GAIN_DN,x:M_PDRC ; make input digital POT step downp in gain

delay50us 20 ; 1 ms delay

bset #GAIN_DN,x:M_PDRC ;

delay50us 20 ; 1 ms delay

rts ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

;***********************************************;

; Encoder Subroutines ;

; ;

;

;-------------------------------;

ConfigureEncoders ;

;
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movep #(E3CLK),x:M_HDR ; preset CLK as a 1, already done by ShaLo

delay50us 800 ; 40ms delay

;

;preset CLK as a 1, already done by ShaLo

movep #(E3CLK|E3PDOWNLeft|E3PDOWNRight),x:M_HDR

;

delay50us 800 ; Wait 40ms delay

;

; Reset Xilinx device ;

; ( /RESET line already set low above ) ;

;

;release reset Xilinx

movep #(E3CLK|E3PDOWNLeft|E3PDOWNRight|E3RESETLeft|E3RESETRight),x:M_HDR

;

delay50us 2 ; 0.1ms delay

;

; Send an initial reset pulse with P/Done low in;

; case the Xilinx is still in a confused powerup;

; initialisation state... ;

; Pulse reset low then high again for 6ms each ;

; while holding P/Done low ;

; ;

; First take P/Done line low to initiate Xilinx ;

; configuration mode ;

movep #$7FFD,x:M_HDDR ; Make P/D an output, state=0.

; Wait 6ms ;

delay50us 120 ; 6ms delay

;

; Now Reset both Xilinx ;

movep #(E3CLK|E3PDOWNLeft|E3PDOWNRight),x:M_HDR

; Wait 6ms ;

delay50us 120 ; 6ms delay

;

; Finally, release Xilinx Reset ;

;release reset on Xilinx again

movep #(E3CLK|E3PDOWNLeft|E3PDOWNRight|E3RESETLeft|E3RESETRight),x:M_HDR

; Wait 6ms ;

delay50us 120 ; 6ms delay

;

; Make sure P/Done is low ;

TestPDone1 ;

brclr #E3PDONEBit,x:<<M_HDR,PDoneOk1 ;

bchg #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

jmp TestPDone1 ;

PDoneOk1 ;

;

; Wait 1 msecs ;

delay50us 20 ; 1ms delay

;

movep #$7FF5,x:M_HDDR ; return Prog/done line to O/C drive

;

; Wait 100us ;

delay50us 2 ; 0.1ms delay

;

; Check if stays in config mode ;

; P/Done should be low always at this point ;

TestPDone2 ;

brclr #E3PDONEBit,x:<<M_HDR,PDoneOk2 ;

bchg #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

jmp TestPDone2 ;

PDoneOk2 ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Now Load Xilinx Confifuration ;

;-------------------------------;
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; CI24L CI24R ;

; Load Left Xilinx Encoder ;

move #XILDATACI24,r0 ;

move #(XILDATACI24END-XILDATACI24-2),n0

move #(XILDATACI24+1),r1 ; Addr of 2nd encoder config data+1

jsr AdjustHeader ;

move #XILDATACI24,r0 ; pointer to start of config Y RAM table

move #(XILDATACI24END-XILDATACI24),y0 ; number of config words

jsr LoadXilinx ;

move #(XILDATACI24END-1),r0 ;

jsr RestoreLastByte ;

; Load Right Xilinx Encoder ;

move #XILDATACI24+2,r0 ;

move #(XILDATACI24END-XILDATACI24+1),y0 ; number of config words

jsr LoadXilinx ;

jmp StartXilinx ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Reset internal Xilinx logic ;

StartXilinx ;

;

; Check if still in prog mode here ;

; P/Done should be high always at this point ;

TestPDone3 ;

brset #E3PDONEBit,x:<<M_HDR,PDoneOk3 ;

bchg #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

jmp TestPDone3 ;

PDoneOk3 ;

;

; Assert Reset ;

movep #(E3CLK|E3PDOWNLeft|E3PDOWNRight),x:M_HDR

;

delay50us 1 ; 0.05ms delay

; Release Reset ;

movep #(E3CLK|E3PDOWNLeft|E3PDOWNRight|E3RESETLeft|E3RESETRight),x:M_HDR

;

; Wait 5ms ;

delay50us 1000 ; 5ms delay

;

; Final check of configuration state/s ;

; P/Done should be high if configured here ;

TestPDone4 ;

brset #E3PDONEBit,x:<<M_HDR,PDoneOk4 ;

bchg #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

jmp TestPDone4 ;

PDoneOk4 ;

;

; Include either line below to Disable/Reset ;

; Left or Right Encoder ;

; bclr #E3RESETBitLeft,x:M_HDR ;

; bclr #E3PDOWNBitLeft,x:M_HDR ;

; bclr #E3RESETBitRight,x:M_HDR ;

; bclr #E3PDOWNBitRight,x:M_HDR ;

;

rts ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

LoadXilinx ;

;

; Check if still in prog mode here ;

; P/Done should be low, ready for configuration ;

TestPDone5 ;

brclr #E3PDONEBit,x:<<M_HDR,PDoneOk5 ;

bchg #LEDBIT,x:M_HDR ;

jmp TestPDone5 ;
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PDoneOk5 ;

;

; Now Load configuration data ;

do y0,xloop1 ; number of config words

move p:(r0)+,a1 ; - using P-RAM to facilitate EEPROM storage

do #24,allbits ; do one 24 bit word

rol a1 ; shift acc one bit to left

jcc outbit0 ; jump if carry clear

bset #E3DATABit,x:M_HDR ; set data high

jmp outbit ;

;

outbit0 ;

bclr #E3DATABit,x:M_HDR ; set data low

jmp outbit ;

;

outbit ;

;toggle clock line low then high ;

rep #2 ;

bchg #E3CLKBit,x:<<M_HDR ; WARNING: CLK must be low for 0.05 to 5 us

; DSP clock must be <= 60Mhz

allbits ;

nop ;

xloop1 ;

nop ;

;

; Configuration complete!!!! ;

rts ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

AdjustHeader ;

; Adjust Configuration data header and last byte;

; Sets Length = $00AD70 ;

; and last data byte of 1st encoder = 1st data ;

; byte of 2nd encoder ;

; ;

; Input params: ;

; r0 = Addr of 1st encoder config data ;

; n0 = Length of config data-2 ;

; r1 = Addr of 2nd encoder config data+1 ;

; ;

; First adjust Length field ;

move p:(r0),a ; Get 1st word of header

and #>$FFF000,a ; Mask out Length field

or #>$00000A,a ; Adjust Length field

move a1,p:(r0)+ ; Overwrite 1st word with new Length

move p:(r0),a ; Get 2nd word of header

and #>$000FFF,a ; Mask out Length field

or #>$D70000,a ; Adjust Length field

move a1,p:(r0)+n0 ; Overwrite 2nd word with new Length

; Next adjust last data byte for second encoder ;

move p:(r0),a ; Get Last word (which includes 1st data byte for 2nd encoder)

and #>$FFFF00,a ; Mask out bits 9-23 of Last word

move p:(r1),b ; Get 2nd word of header

and #>$0000FF,b ; Mask 1st data byte

add b,a ; Add 1st data byte to Last word

nop ;

move a1,p:(r0) ; Overwrite Last word

rts ;

;

RestoreLastByte ;

; Restore last byte of config data to FF ;

; ;

; Input params: ;

; r0 = Addr of last word for 1st encoder ;

move p:(r0),a ;
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or #>$0000FF,a ;

move a1,p:(r0) ;

rts ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

; Initialise Encoder State and Set ;

; Encoder RAM to test stimulation parameters ;

; ;

; Destroys registers r0, r1, x1 ;

;

;-------------------------------;

InitEncoderL ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; CI24L ;

;

; Reset the state of the Encoder,;

; usally only required after configuring Xilinx ;

; unless low battery occurs ;

clr a ;

move #ENCBATT24L,r0 ;

move #ENCSTOP24L,r1 ;

move a,x:(r0) ; Clear low batt latch

nop ;

move a,x:(r1) ; Stop immediately

;

; Make sure Encoder is not busy ;

move #ENCSTAT24L,r0 ;

jsr WaitCI24 ; Wait for Encoder finished

;

; Load stimulus data into Encoder RAM ;

move #ENCRAM24L,r0 ; Address of EncoderRAM

jmp LoadInitParamsCI24 ;

;

rts ;

;

;-------------------------------;

InitEncoderR ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; CI24R ;

;

; Reset the state of the Encoder ;

; usally only required after configuring Xilinx ;

; unless low battery occurs ;

clr a ;

move #ENCBATT24R,r0 ;

move #ENCSTOP24R,r1 ;

move a,x:(r0) ; Clear low batt latch

nop ;

move a,x:(r1) ; Stop immediately

;

; Make sure Encoder is not busy ;

move #ENCSTAT24R,r0 ;

jsr WaitCI24 ; Wait for Encoder finished

;

; Load stimulus data into Encoder ;

move #ENCRAM24R,r0 ; Address of EncoderRAM

jmp LoadInitParamsCI24 ;

;

;;-----------------------------------------------;

; Loads Stimulus Params into Encoder ;

;

;-------------------------------;

LoadEncLeft ;
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; Load stimulus data into Left Encoder ;

;-------------------------------;

; CI24L ;

move #ENCRAM24L,r0 ; Address of EncoderRAM

jmp LoadParamsCI24 ;

rts ;

;

;-------------------------------;

LoadEncRight ;

; Load stimulus data into Left Encoder ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; CI24R ;

move #ENCRAM24R,r0 ; Address of EncoderRAM

jmp LoadParamsCI24 ;

rts ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

; Wait While Left Encoder is busy ;

EncBusyLeft ;

;-------------------------------;

; CI24L ;

move #ENCSTAT24L,r0 ;

jsr WaitCI24 ; Wait for Encoder finished

;

rts ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Wait While Right Encoder is busy ;

EncBusyRight ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; CI24R ;

move #ENCSTAT24R,r0 ;

jsr WaitCI24 ; Wait for Encoder finished

;

rts ;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

WaitCI24 ;

; Waits for Encoder Finished status ;

; ;

; r0 = Address of Encoder Status Register ;

; ;

enc_busy24 ;

jclr #RUNBIT,x:(r0),enc_free24 ; check status and wait till done

nop

; could insert wait here, if timing not critical;

jmp enc_busy24 ;

enc_free24 ;

rts ;

;

;-------------------------------;

;

;-----------------------------------------------;

; Start Stimulation on Left Side ;

StartLeft ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; CI24L ;

move a,y:ENCSTRT24L ; Write anything to Start Encoder
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rts ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; Start Stimulation on Right Side ;

StartRight ;

;

;-------------------------------;

; CI24R ;

move a,y:ENCSTRT24R ; Write anything to Start Encoder

;

rts ;

;

;************************************************************************************

;-----------------------------------------------;

ShiftData

move #(data),r0 ;Transfer window of samples from the codec for processing

move #winStart,r1

move y:$00D,x0

do #(numPoints),shift ;Transfer N points from codec

; Fill Y ram w/ zeros to indicate real input

move x0,y:(r1)

move x:(r0)+,x1 ; Grab points from Codec

move x1,x:(r1)+

shift

rts

;-----------------------------------------------;

Window

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Apply window to N input data samples -- in place

; NOTE: data is scaled down by one bit before storage

;---------------------------------------------------------------------------

move #winCoef,r7 ;pointer to window in Y space

move #winStart,r0 ;pointer to data start in X space

move #winStart+numPoints-1,r2 ;pointer to data end in X space

bclr #9,SR ;turn scaling OFF

bset #8,SR ;scale by ASR 1 bit

do #numPoints/2,wind ;do first 64 pairs of points

move x:(r0),x0 y:(r7)+,y0 ;get start data and window value

mpy x0,y0,a x:(r2),x0 ;...windowing...get end points

nop

mpy x0,y0,a a,x:(r0)+ ;store into input buffer

nop

move a,x:(r2)-

nop

wind

nop

bclr #8,SR ;turn scaling OFF

nop

rts

;-----------------------------------------------;

DoFFT

fftbf numPoints,winStart,coef

bitrev numPoints,winStart

outdata numPoints,winStart

rts

;-----------------------------------------------;
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Bins2Bands

; determine the number of bins that should go in each band (electrode) according to numElecs

; 44 for MCFA-2

startPt equ (22*(22+1)/2-numElecs*(numElecs+1)/2)*numCarriers

move #(winStart+3),r0 ; use as value of current bin - start at bin 3 (ignore dc and first two bins)

move #>(bandBinsTable+startPt),r1 ;Number of bins to combine

move #chanMags,r2 ; Output data - result of power sum

do #(numChannels),_numBands

movem p:(r1)+,x1

powerSum x1,r0 ; r0 Gets indexed in powerSum

move b,x:(r2)+

_numBands

rts

;-----------------------------------------------;

ChannelReorder

; Reorder filter outputs according to pitch map

move #>pitchMap,r4 ; Point to pitch map in p-space

move #(chanMags),r2

do #(pitchMapEnd-pitchMap),pMap ; for pitch map length

move x:(r2),y1 ; move mags to Y

move y1,y:(r2)

movem p:(r4)+,x1 ; Get pitch map and move to X

move x1,x:(r2)+

pMap

sort1 (chanMags),numChannels ;Re-order channels

move #(chanMags),r2 ;Put data back in X and Channel Number back in Y

do #(numChannels),_switchXY

move x:(r2),x1

move y:(r2),y1

move y1,x:(r2)

move x1,y:(r2)+

_switchXY

rts

;-----------------------------------------------;

;Magnitudes are at x:(chanMags) and channel numbers are at y:(chanMags)

SelectRate

move #(chanMags),r3 ; $300

move #(maxSubChan),r7 ; $330

do #numElecs,_rate

move y:(r3),y1

move y1,y:(sortBuf)

move x:(r3)+,x1

move x1,x:(sortBuf)

move y:(r3),y1

move y1,y:(sortBuf+1)

move x:(r3)+,x1

move x1,x:(sortBuf+1)

sort1 (sortBuf),numCarriers

move x:(sortBuf),x1

move x1,x:(r7)

move y:(sortBuf),y1

move y1,y:(r7)+
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move #>2,a

div y1,a

asl #24,a,b ;Shift a0 to b1. operate on remainder cc.

;(0 = low, 1 = high),

nop

move b1,y:(r7+23)

;Magnitude is at x:$330

;Electrode is at y:$330

;High/Low state is at y:$348

_rate

;Electrode

move #>elecTable,r0

move #(maxSubChan),r1

do #(elecTableEnd-elecTable),_defElec

movem p:(r0)+,y1

move y1,y:(r1)+

_defElec

rts

;-----------------------------------------------;

SetStimState

move #(rate),r0

move #(prevRate),r1

move #(prevStimState),r2

move #(maxSubChan),r3

do #numElecs,_setStim

move #>1,a ;stimulate unless...

move #0,b

move y:(r2),y0 ;if prevStimState = 1, a = 0

cmp y0,b

tne b,a

move #>1,b

;if prevRate was 200 and a = 0 (Stim occurred) leave a = 0,

;if no stim occurred, a = 1, leave/set a = 1

;if prevRate was 400 and a = 0 (stim occurred) set a = 1

move y:(r1),y0

cmp y0,a

tne b,a ;

;multiply a by magnitude (when a is zero, no stim should occur and mag = 0.

;otherwise a = 1 and mag = mag)

nop

move a,x0

move x:(r3),x1

mpy x0,x1,b

nop

asr b

move b0,x:(r3)+

nop

move a,y:(r2)+ ;set new stimstate

move y:(r0)+,y0 ;move rate to prevRate

move y0,y:(r1)+

_setStim

rts

;Magnitude is at x:$330 ;Electrode is at y:$330 ;Stim state is at x:$378

;-----------------------------------------------;
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FindMaxima

move #(maxSubChan),r0 ; $330

move #(prevStimState),r1 ; $378

sort1 (maxSubChan),numElecs ; Sort the magnitudes and electrodes

;clear all magnitudes that are less than the number of maxima

move #(maxSubChan),r0 ; $330

move #0,b

do #(numElecs-numMax+1),_clearLowMags

move b,x:(r0+numMax)

move (r0)+

_clearLowMags

move #(maxSubChan),r0

move #(buff1),r1

;swap XRAM and YRAM

do #numElecs,_sortElec

move x:(r0),x0 ;put mags in y

move x0,y:(r1)

move y:(r0)+,y0 ;put elecs in x

move y0,x:(r1)+

_sortElec

sort1 (buff1),numElecs ; Sort mags on Elecs - Apex to base

move #(maxSubChan),r1

move #(buff1),r0

do #numElecs,_shift

move x:(r0),x0

move x0,y:(r1)

move y:(r0)+,y0

move y0,x:(r1)+

_shift

rts

; Now N max are sorted by electrode and stored in the following way:

;x:$330 = Magnitudes, y:$330 = Electrodes, y:$378 =stimState

;-----------------------------------------------;

LgfProc

move #(maxSubChan),r0

move #(compAmp),r1

jsr fpinit

do #numElecs,_applyLGF

;(u-base_level)

move #base_level,x0

move x:(r0)+,a

sub x0,a

move r0,y:r0store

move r1,y:r1store

;remove negative values

move #0,b

cmp a,b
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tgt b,a

;(u-base_level)/(sat_level-base_level), a1 = mantissa, b1 = exponent

jsr float_a

move a,y1

move b,y0

move y1,y:(y1save)

move #r_denom,x1 ;r_denom = (sat_level-base_level)

jsr float_x

move a,x1

move b,x0

move y:(y1save),y1

jsr fdiv_xy

; a = r*alpha

move #0.8129,x1 ; x = 0.8129*2^9 = alpha

move #(fpOffset+9),x0

jsr fmpy_xa ;a*alpha, a = mantissa, b = exponent

; a = (1+r*alpha)

move #0.5,x1

move #(fpOffset+1),x0

jsr fadd_xa

; log2(1+r*alpha)

move a1,x0

move #pcoef,r1 ;point to poly coef

rep #1

nop

log2 ;take log2 of x0 (Old Mantissa)

rep #1

nop

move a1,x1

move #fpOffset,x0

move b,a ; add Old Exponent

sub #(fpOffset),a

lsl #15,a

jsr float_a

add #>8,b

nop

jsr fadd_xa

; log2(1+r*alpha)/log2(1+alpha), a = mantissa, b = exponent

move #0.54404,x1 ;x = log2(1+alpha)

move #8195,x0

jsr fdiv_xa ;

; Convert a to fixed point representation, remove negative values

jsr fix_a

move #8411,b

cmp a,b

move #0,b

tgt b,a

move y:(r1store),r1

move y:(r0store),r0

rep #1

nop

move a,x:(r1)+

nop

_applyLGF

rts

;x:$3A8 = Compressed Magnitudes, y:$330 = Electrodes, y$378 = Stimulation State

;-----------------------------------------------;
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; Apply T/C information to normalized electrode info

GenStim

move #0,r1

do #numElecs,applyTC

; Move T

move #>threshTable,n1

rep #1

nop

movem p:(r1+n1),a ; Get Threshold

; Move C

move #>comfTable,n1

rep #1

nop

movem p:(r1+n1),b ; Get MCL

; Calculate DR

sub a,b ; b = b-a, DR = MCL-T

move a,y0 ; y0 = T

move b,y1 ; y1 = DR

move y0,y:y0save

move #>compAmp,n1

rep #1

nop

move x:(r1+n1),x1 ; x1 = Magnitude

move #fpOffset,x0 ; make mag floating point

move y1,a ; a = DR

lsl #15,a

jsr float_a

add #>8,b ;make DR floating point

nop

jsr fmpy_xa ; mag*DR

move a1,x1 ; x = mag*DR

move b1,x0

cmp #0,a

jeq shiftStim

move y:PotValue,a ; a = Volume from pot

jsr float_a

nop

jsr fmpy_xa ; mag*DR*Volume

move a1,x1 ; x = mag*DR*Volume

move b1,x0

move y:y0save,a ; a = T

lsl #15,a

jsr float_a

add #>8,b ;make T floating point

nop

jsr fadd_xa ; (T + DR*mag*Volume)

nop

sub #>8,b

jsr fix_a

lsr #15,a ; Round and make integer

jmp shiftStim

nop

applyTC
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rts

;y:$330 = Electrodes, y$378 = stimState, x:$400 = Mag in Current Level

;-----------------------------------------------;

shiftStim

nop

move #>stimLevels,n1

rep #1

nop

move a,x:(r1+n1)

rep #1

nop

move (r1)+

nop

jmp (applyTC-1)

nop

;-----------------------------------------------;

; Copies Test Stimulus Params into Encoder RAM ;

LoadInitParamsCI24 ;

; Copy CI24enctab to Encoder Ram ;

move #>CI24enctab,r1 ; Default stim data to encRAM

do #(CI24encend-CI24enctab),InitCI24 ; for table length

movem p:(r1)+,x1 ; Get CI24enctab byte

move x1,y:(r0)+ ; Load into Encoder Ram

InitCI24 ;

rts

;-----------------------------------------------;

; Copies Stimulus Params into Encoder RAM ;

;y:$330 = Electrodes, x:$700 = Mag in Current Level

LoadParamsCI24 ;

; Copy stim params to Encoder Ram ;

move #(numElecs-1),r1

do #numElecs,_stimToDef

move #maxSubChan,n1

nop

nop

move y:(r1+n1),y1 ; Electrode

move #6,n0

rep #1

nop

move y1,y:(r0)+n0

move #stimLevels,n1 ; Amplitude

nop

nop

move x:(r1+n1),x1

move #5,n0

rep #1

nop

move x1,y:(r0)+n0

move (r1)-; Next stimulus (minus for base-to-apex stim)

_stimToDef

move #>haltBit,x1 ;Halt bit

move x1,y:(r0)

nop

rts ;

;-------------------------------;

;

end

;Maximum spacing between successive pulses = 2.5e-3/22-58e-6 = 5.56364e-5 (IFG)
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